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Today’s readers are not, in fact, readers, but rather configurative authors, accustomed in this 

digital age to controlling the media presented to them in such a way that their configuration is as 

important to the content’s overall structure and interpretation as author intent. Interactive fiction, 

which is any text-based media that the reader can alter through their actions (Montfort, “Twisty 

Little Passages”, vii), addresses this configurative authorship. “Countdown” is my own work of 

interactive fiction. It is an interpersonal drama that meditates on inevitability and the effects of our 

choices. It employs randomization at a high level that impacts which scenes of the story are seen and 

when, and this complicates the relationship between the configurative author and the creator. This 

approach can be applied to other projects to place the reader in productive tension with the story 

itself, the author, and/or the narrator. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

I am fifteen and, like most fifteen-year-olds, on fire with restlessness. An avid reader and 

gamer growing up, I no longer find much to interest me in either hobby and largely spend my days 

of summer vacation staring at my shiny new smartphone or browsing the internet, unable to process 

the teenage itching in the back of my head. An app in the “Games” section of my phone’s app store 

makes me snicker: First Times. What kind of name, I wonder, is that? The description is cryptic, but 

summer is bearing down and I have nothing better to do. I install and open it, and I am shocked to 

be confronted with text and a blinking cursor. After a few frustrated attempts to talk to the program 

as I would talk to a friend, I type “help” to more success and, with new understanding, begin to 

progress. 

It is surreal to configure the scenario – that is, to manipulate surroundings so they adapt to 

my desire - as I would in a game, then read and interpret it as I would in a book, and to do vice 

versa. I have never (at this point in my life) been exposed to Dungeons and Dragons. I have read and 

promptly forgotten about choose-your-own-adventure books. The stories of the video games I have 

played either were negligible or never occurred to me as things I could control. The world, therefore, 

undergoes a cosmic shift for me as I am shown that the reader can be in collaboration with the 

author. Thus my two fading interests, reading and playing, collide with my third more enduring 

interest, writing, and I see stars. I show my father what I’ve found, and he, a child of the seventies, 

says, “Oh, that’s like Zork.” The rest, as they say… 

This story stems more from probability and creative flair than it does true memory. I do, 

however, remember the broader aftermath. I began consuming interactive fictions hungrily. I turned 

to literature and to games with renewed interest in narrative and found more and more to commend 

me toward a strong relationship between the reader and author. I began dabbling in my own 

imitations of titles such as Zork or First Times instead of consigning my talents to terrible fanfictions, 
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which in turn led to more coherent static fiction on my part. I picked up forum-based roleplay, a 

kind of collaborative storytelling. Above all, I reinvigorated my hunger for content and creation. 

Today’s fifteen-year-olds are far more digitally oriented than I was. They’re technologically 

literate, and with technological literacy comes also a technological literature – a kind of media 

unique to this aptly named iGeneration. This literature is that of the website, the mobile app, the 

video game – digital items with which the reader can interact. This digital interactivity has provided 

readers with configurative authorship – the ability to manipulate the content with which they are 

presented in such a way that reader agency is as inherent or more inherent to the content’s 

construction as author intent. We see this on websites, where the only relevant information is that to 

which the reader navigates. We see this on mobile apps, where the predominant data is that which 

the reader has entered. We see this in video games, where configuration is both the end and the 

means – a hobbyistic manipulation. And although we must look very closely, we see this in stories 

and writing, with such forms as interactive fiction. 

Interactive fictions are text-based programs with which the reader may interact to change the 

state of the program – and, by extension, the story – and their unique blending of literary 

interpretation with ludological (relating to the study of games and gaming) configuration affords 

them the ability to create very new stories, although these terms themselves pose problems. They are 

a writer’s response to reader’s configurative authorship, turning this new relationship between 

producer and consumer into a tool. They are a byproduct of an increasingly digital world that 

touches everything, even words and those who love them - though they certainly have a history of 

their own, one shared with such innovations as the home computer and video games. Here, I will 

define and contextualize interactive fiction and introduce my own work of interactive fiction, 

“Countdown.” 
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WHAT IS INTERACTIVE FICTION? 

 

 

Definitions 

First, it is worth noting that a distinct, universally agreed upon definition is hard to come by 

in a newer field such as this; the Interactive Fiction Competition’s webpage on the subject explains 

in the first sentence that “as with any healthy genre, the meaning of ‘interactive fiction’ is subject to 

changing context and culture,” another way of acknowledging that the term means something 

different to everyone. Within this paper, interactive fiction is defined along the lines of MIT 

Professor of Digital Media in Comparative Media Studies, Nick Montfort, in that it refers 

specifically to text-based media that the “reader” can alter in some way through their actions. 

Interactive fiction “includes what has been called the ‘text game’ or ‘text adventure’ along with other 

works, some of them quite unusual, that cannot be easily classed as adventures or games. Such 

works are able to understand natural language input to some extent and, based on such input, to 

effect action in a systematic world they emulate” (Montfort, Twisty Little Passages, vii). Montfort’s 

definition excludes multiple-choice, branching-pathway text-based media in favor of those with 

natural language recognition, but this paper includes both types. 

Despite this specificity, there is merit to discussing interactive fiction as a blanket term. 

Video games do not all focus on story-telling, but most tell stories, even if only in the sense that 

things happen in a fictive setting. These things that happen are changed based on user interaction; an 

argument could be made, then, that video games are simply mixed-media or cinematic interactive 

fiction. Markku Eskelinen (independent scholar and one of the founding editors of Game Studies, a 

journal for game research) would object to this assessment, but we will hear him out later. It’s also 

possible that the story that multiple people tell together could be considered interactive; in this sense, 

role-play could fall under this umbrella. The D&D party sitting around the table is as in control of the 

narrative as their Dungeon Master will allow, and the same is true for other roleplay systems, as well 

http://ifcomp.org/
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as MMORPGs (Massive Multiplayer Online Role Play Games) and other less structured forms of 

roleplay. To push this definition a little further, we can look at blogs and web-serials; media that 

gains new content periodically, and on which consumers can leave feedback. In this sense, the 

purveyor is affecting the media as it is being created, especially if the creator is explicitly asking for 

feedback with the stated intention of using it to affect the content of their work. 

These examples are far from exhaustive. They share many narrative elements with 

interactive fiction, and categorizing them together would allow us to talk about the device of 

interactivity from an interdisciplinary perspective, especially providing insights into the phenomenon 

of configurative authorship and the degree to which an interactor’s configuration can alter a work. 

Perhaps in the future, when interactive fiction is more established, there will be separate, widely 

agreed-upon terms to discuss the umbrella of interactive literature as opposed to the specifically text-

based fiction. For the purview of this paper, the latter is more appropriate. 

Text-based interactive fiction can be found in a plentitude of formats, but most are easily 

classified into one of two categories. The first is known as a gamebook. In a gamebook, a scenario is 

presented, along with a handful of options. In selecting one of these options, you then navigate to a 

new “page” of the gamebook. A gamebook, therefore, has a branching-path, usually linear narrative 

structure. One of the more recognizable examples of this type of interactive fiction is the choose-

your-own-adventure book of the 90s popularity. Readers would occasionally come to points in the 

story that might read something along the lines of, “To go left on the path, turn to page 20. To go 

right on the path, turn to page 25.” Hypertext fiction is the natural digital extension of this 

phenomenon. Instead of being asked to turn to page 20, the reader may be presented the option as a 

link that takes them directly to the consequential content. It’s also possible that certain words or 

phrases throughout the text will be links that the reader can click, rather than stated options at the 

end. This is common in games made with Twine[link], and lends itself well to non-linear storytelling. 

The second category of text-based interactive fiction is the text adventure. Text adventures 

generally have some degree of natural language recognition, and they use text parsers to understand 

http://twinery.org/
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what the reader wants to do instead of giving multiple-choice options. They use object-oriented 

programming, which means stories are more focused on location and simulating the reader’s 

interaction with the setting than on linear story events. The reader is presented with some text, 

which usually describes their surroundings, then types what they would like to do. The program then 

presents a response describing the results of that action. These works of fiction are more traditionally 

associated with games, often of the puzzle variety, and some indeed have very little focus on 

storytelling. 

 

History 

Interactive fiction’s history is helpfully split into three eras along these lines by Nick 

Montfort in his article “Interactive Fiction’s Fourth Era.” It was nascent before computers were 

common, born from experimentation with the new field of programming, and its popularity grew 

with computers’ availability and receded with their novelty (Montfort, “Fourth Era”[link]).  

The first era of interactive fiction was a developmental era wherein programmers explored 

the notion that “computers could be used for fun as well as work,” an idea introduced when MIT 

released the first graphical video game Spacewar in 1962 (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). This game, in 

addition to other new software experiments such as conversation simulators, precipitated several 

text-based adventure games of note. “Gregory Yob's Hunt the Wumpus... encouraged the map-

making that interactors would later use to find their way around… other works of IF” (Montfort, 

“Fourth Era”). This emphasis on the navigation of space is still present in many of today’s 

adventure-heavy interactive fictions. It also influences the interactive fiction that “supposedly 

ground [work in the computer industry] to a halt while practically every person with access to a 

computer tried to solve” it – Colossal Cave Adventure (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). The most popularized 

version of Adventure was a reimagined and expanded project released by Don Woods in 1976, and it 

was an amalgamation of the text-based experiments that preceded it, bringing the best parts together 

http://nickm.com/if/fourth_era.html
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to create a model that inspired a host of new titles (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). It inspired the genre-

defining success Zork, another product of MIT associates, one that in turn inspired the first multi-

player game of any sort, Multiple User Dungeon (MUD) (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). The creators of 

Zork established a development company called Infocom and sold Zork as a trilogy, carrying 

interactive fiction into its next era (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). 

This second era was the commercial era, helped along by the expanding popularity of home 

computers. The first interactive fiction development company was Adventure International, but the 

biggest was Infocom, which did not limit itself to Zork or even to the cave crawling that framed most 

previous titles, publishing a detective story called Deadline in 1982 and continuing to expand into 

other genres over time (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). This era was the closest interactive fiction has 

come to widely accepted literary merit; printed gamebooks such as the Choose Your Own 

Adventure series were wildly popular during the 80s (Hendrix[link]), as were interactive adaptations of 

existing books, and a small number of published authors began to collaborate with programmers to 

create original works (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). During this commercial boom, the public got fully 

on board with interactive entertainment, but the 90s brought improved graphical capabilities and an 

end to this era. 

The third era is the independent era, brought about by the public’s preference for the 

graphical adventures we now more traditionally think of as video games, leaving interactive fiction 

in the hands of hobbyists who retained a special interest in the form (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). This 

era has seen an expansion of the systems available for creating interactive fiction, reducing the 

barrier of learning programming and enabling people to make commercial-scale titles with 

comparatively little knowledge or effort (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). Inform 7, for instance, is a 

programming language as well as a system that assists in the development process and is aimed 

toward being “uniquely accessible to non-programmers” (Nelson[link]). In conjunction with a lower 

entry barrier, the independent era benefited from the growing world wide web; the internet lets 

http://www.slate.com/articles/arts/culturebox/2011/02/choose_your_own_adventure.html
http://inform7.com/
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creators and readers exchange work at no cost to either with great ease (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). 

The internet has also contributed to the development of a community of those interested in 

interactive fiction, allowing a discourse on the form to take place, and even facilitates the annual 

Interactive Fiction Competition (Montfort, “Fourth Era”), which has been running for 24 years (IF 

Technology Foundation). “The independent era has provided many interesting experiments and 

powerful innovations, pieces of interactive fiction that would have been far too interesting and 

unusual to have ever made it into an Infocom box” (Montfort, “Fourth Era”). 

 

Genre 

 With a genre sandwiched between literature and game, a genre wherein one form is 

unironically referred to as a gamebook, difficulty may arise when trying to place it definitively in one 

medium or the other. Does one read an interactive fiction, or play it? It’s certainly true that a cursory 

glance at any of the various nexuses where fans engage in interactive fiction will reveal that “game” 

and “play” are the commonly accepted terms, but common opinion does not necessarily mirror 

academic opinion. In his several articles on the subject of interactive fiction, Nick Montfort refers to 

these peculiar player-readers as “interactors,” a helpful distinction that nonetheless belies his overall 

stance; “Interactive fiction shows the limits of [making a sharp distinction between literature and 

game], since it demonstrates that these apparently disparate families can indeed interbreed, and 

promiscuously” (Montfort, “Varicella”, 4[link]). In this instance, Montfort was directly refuting 

Markku Eskelinen, who writes about the conflation of game and story in his article “The Gaming 

Situation.” 

Eskelinen writes from a place of frustration: “Games can’t be games because if they were, 

they apparently couldn’t be studied at all,” he says facetiously. And he has a point; he uses the term 

“colonization” to refer to the narratological intrusion, as he perceives it, into game design, 

underscoring the prejudices against games and their appropriation by narrative terms as a cashgrab. 

https://nickm.com/if/Varicella.pdf
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Games are not stories, he concludes, no matter what the marketing department may try to tell you. 

Eskelinen effectively argues that games cannot be considered narratives; narratives are a series of 

events that are recounted, but games are configurated, not recounted. However, Eskelinen falls away 

from this hairsplitting to rebuff the idea that games might be stories; although he acknowledges 

stories as “temporal sequences” – that is, any series of events in which the state of the situation 

changes – he does not acknowledge the temporal sequences of games like Tetris or soccer as stories 

due to their lack of character or narration. Eskelinen does not account for the game window itself as 

a third-person narrator and the player as audience, nor does it register as important to him that 

characters are more a matter of convention than necessity; however, he does introduce the idea that 

those things in games that we think of as narrative elements are in fact wholly ludological, or at least 

can be discussed in ludological terms – static relations between the players, the game, and the world. 

Let us accept that games are not stories, as Eskelinen asserts, though it seems to me that games can 

certainly contain stories should the creator choose. Where does that leave interactive fiction? 

Eskelinen differentiates between interactive art and games; “in art we might have to configure in 

order to be able to interpret whereas in games we have to interpret in order to be able to configure.” 

Configuration here is the manipulation of surroundings, while interpretation is critical 

understanding of those surroundings. For Eskelinen, then, the purpose of games is to configure, and 

the purpose of art is to interpret. You may have surmised already that this still leaves interactive 

fiction in muddy water. What is the purpose of interactive fiction? As aforementioned by Nick 

Montfort – who will not mind, I think, if I apply his words to interpretation and configuration 

instead of literature and game – the two “can indeed interbreed, and promiscuously” (“Varicella”, 

4). 

Ultimately, the answer to this question of purpose lies with the consumer of interactive 

fiction; as one such consumer myself, I would posit that the enjoyment comes from both aspects 

quite equally. “Game” and “literature” are not useful terms for describing interactive fiction – or 

indeed, for describing most modern works. As I mentioned earlier, today’s readers are accustomed 
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to and expect configurative authorship in all their media; film remains popular as a static 

consumption, but literature grows ever more niche among the fading respect for the humanities. In 

this digital era, I would argue that configuration is no longer the sole property of gaming but a fact of 

life, one that has aided and instigated interdisciplinary medias and that is leading to the breakdown 

of conventional genre. Perhaps more helpful than debating interactive fiction’s genre is debating the 

usefulness of such a word. 

But that is an essay of its own. 
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WHAT IS “COUNTDOWN”? 

 

 

 “Countdown” is an interactive fiction developed using Quest 5.7, one of the resources that, 

as mentioned above, have lowered the entrance barrier for creating interactive fiction by making it 

easier for nonprogrammers to create; Quest is a powerful and free open-source program licensed 

under the MIT License (“Quest”[link]). “Countdown” has been in planning stages since July of 2017, 

and under development since October of 2017. “Countdown” occupies multiple genres in brief 

cameos, ranging from fantasy to action, but continuously returns to the genre of interpersonal drama 

in a realistic setting. “Countdown” incorporates elements of both text adventure and gamebook. 

“Countdown” is composed of nine scenes, excluding introduction and conclusion, six of which are 

experienced per reading, selected at random. Of these six scenes, the first is a dream in a surreal 

setting, the second a memory in a realistic setting, and the third a waking scene also in a realistic 

setting. The cycle then repeats. “Countdown” is told in second-person close, present-tense. 

 

Themes 

 The protagonist of “Countdown” is a student who has a romantic but undefined relationship 

with the female lead, who will be leaving the state to go to graduate school. “Countdown” spans the 

two days before she leaves, and the implied crossing off of days on the calendar is where it gets its 

name. “Countdown” is also concerned with distance – whether metaphorical or literal – and 

meditates on inevitability and predetermination – the effects of our choices, in other words, 

especially as they relate to other people. And, as do most projects about which the creator is excited, 

“Countdown” serves as a love-letter to the form, playing with its mechanics and perspective to 

nudge attention so slightly toward its own craft. 

  

http://textadventures.co.uk/
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Technical Decisions 

The decision to use a choice-based format to broach the idea that our choices do not matter 

where others are concerned feels delightfully subversive to me. No other format will heighten the 

interactor’s awareness of the protagonist’s choices to the same degree as a format that puts those 

choices in the interactor’s hands. Because the interactors will be paying special attention to the 

effects of their decisions, they will notice that the ultimate outcome of the story never sways; the 

feminine lead will always leave. With a little skill, the interactors will perhaps wonder why. A 

danger of this decision is that the interactor, having come to interactive fiction in order to feel that 

their choices matter, will feel cheated. I hope to avoid this by including different endings on the basis 

of choice, with variations on the parting of the protagonist with the feminine lead, the state of their 

relationship at the time of parting, the effect of the parting on their relationship in the future, and the 

overall tone of the ending, without ever altering the fact that the feminine lead will not stay with the 

protagonist. 

I elected to use second-person perspective in order to facilitate the reader’s identification 

with the protagonist. In static fiction, second-person often risks alienating readers and increasing 

their aesthetic distance from the story, but in interactive fiction, it does the opposite – because the 

reader is prepared to treat the protagonist as an avatar of themselves, it is more jarring to not use 

second-person. It is for this reason of identification with the protagonist that I also avoided mentions 

of their ethnicity or gender. I experimented with first-person perspective, which read less as the 

interactor’s thoughts and more as a diary and was therefore discarded. 

The only scenes that do not use second-person are the dream scenes, though this may not be 

immediately apparent. The dreams use a subtle first-person directive and omniscient that 

occasionally dips into the feminine lead’s voice. This is because the dreams, with their far-flung 

natures that jar in comparison to the rest of the scenes, serve as a demonstration that for the 

protagonist, in the words of Pablo Neruda, “everything carries me to you” (“If You Forget Me”, 
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[link]), no matter how unrelated, and her underlying presence in the entire scene and her occasional 

meta-textual and extra-textual comments in combination with her physical presence at the natural 

conclusion of the scene are the crux of the expression of that sentiment in this piece. One risk of 

using the first-person directive is that the reader may become confused by the tonal shifts and the 

taps on the fourth wall. One strength is that the reader, being given the impression that the female 

lead is intimately speaking to them, is disabused of the impression that they are being distantly 

narrated to, and therefore they become more immersed and better able to identify with the 

protagonist. 

Present tense is used throughout the project. Originally, the memory portions of the project 

used past tense, but the shift from present to past was jarring, and past-tense left less room for the 

muddled and dreamy tone I wanted for those scenes. I used present tense because it places the 

interactor in a position of immediacy and contributes to their sense that they are in control. 

“Countdown” randomizes the scenes that the reader interacts with for two reasons. The first 

is that “Countdown” was in part inspired by the idea of a work of interactive-fiction that can hold 

the reader’s attention through multiple readings, not just because of the option to take different paths 

but also because the reader would not have to slog through repeated prose. The second is that, 

incidentally, this randomized selection of scenes contributes to the thematic ponderance of 

predetermination throughout the project. Not only can one make different choices and still conclude 

with the feminine lead’s departure; one can read different scenes in a different order – arguably, a 

different story entirely – and still the outcome will remain. 

  

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/podcasts/77000/if-you-forget-me
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Post-Mortem: Difficulties Encountered and the Evolution of “Countdown” 

 Originally, “Countdown” consisted of 15 scenes, five of which could be experienced in any 

order, spanning five days. These scenes did not fall into any particular category, and all were set in 

the waking present-tense. The difficulty with this was that the randomized scenes did not present a 

cogent progression of story. I combatted this by dividing the scenes into categories, cutting some and 

adding others, until I had four categories with six potential scenes each, spanning three days, each of 

which had one scene from each category, for a total of 12 scenes per reading. This categorization – 

from dream, to memory, to dream again, to waking – allowed me to control the story’s progression 

while still relinquishing some control over the content itself. 

 Unfortunately, 24 fully fleshed out scenes, complete with the programming to back them up, 

proved neither feasible nor reasonable. I cut the second dream category entirely and reduced the 

number of scenes in each of the other categories to three, creating a “Countdown” that instead spans 

two days. In most ways, this is a vast improvement – the weakest scenes were cut, leaving only the 

strong, and the proportion of dream-to-realism is much more digestible. However, it also means that 

the initially envisioned replayability of the project – that is, the ability to re-read the piece and come 

across a large amount of new content - has suffered. With nine potential scenes, six of which will be 

seen in one reading, it is impossible not to repeat at least three scenes, which means a full half at 

least of a second reading consists of already-seen content. I hope to continuously build on 

“Countdown” over the years, adding scenes gradually, so that it can retain its quality and attention 

to detail while still taking on the sense of exploration and discovery it initially aspired to. See the 

Appendices for graphical representations of the progress I have charted for “Countdown.” 

 Within each scene, too, “Countdown” aspired to heights outside of reason, primarily in 

designating each scene a complexity that could almost merit an independent work. For instance, one 

of the dream scenes (the Fairy Hive) is interesting primarily for a setting that is so distinctive and 

rich with potential that it could easily have a full story of its own – indeed, any scene featuring this 
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setting almost requires that level of detail. For reasons of time constraints, this is simply not a 

feasible model for each scene, and even if time were no object, dedicating so much detail to a scene 

that is, by nature (being a dream), a departure from the principal storyline can distract the reader 

from the story itself. 

 The cutting of scenes has improved but not fully abetted the aforementioned dream-to-

realism proportions. “Countdown” is in fact centered on a real-world setting about a realistic couple 

with no fantastical elements, but only two thirds of the project take place in that setting and only one 

third moves that conflict forward. In fact, because the project moves from the introduction directly 

to a dream, a reader would be forgiven for thinking the dreams are the main point, and for being 

confused and annoyed when the protagonist wakes up. The dreams are important for some of the 

reasons described above – because they show how ingrained the romantic lead has become in the 

protagonist’s mind. Future versions of “Countdown” may adjust the ratio such that dreams do not 

always occur, and dream segments may be moved to the middle of the cycle instead of the 

beginning. 
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TO CONCLUDE 

 

 

 Interactive fiction, especially the interactive fiction being created today, is literature’s 

adaptation to the standard of configurative authorship that new readers expect in almost every other 

media they consume, and studying it now, enfolding it into literary criticism, will preserve 

literature’s relevance in this new digital age. Ignoring interactive fiction relegates written literature to 

the reliquary, where all but a few students will roll their eyes with boredom. It’s already hard enough 

to interest them in Shakespeare. 

“Countdown” plays with configurative authorship; in some respects, it takes that authorship 

away because many of its elements are randomized. However, it does this while still handing the 

interactor control, or some illusion thereof. It also places one of the non-player characters as narrator 

at times. These things complicate an already complex relationship between the writer and reader; in 

a sense, by randomizing my story I am withholding authorship that the reader wants, because the 

reader cannot configure the story according to known variables as effectively. Therefore in 

“Countdown” the configurative author is in opposition to, rather than collaboration with, myself the 

interpretive author. Although this was unintentional at the time of writing, it makes itself an 

accidental tool to be used, rather than a mistake to be discarded. 

“Countdown” also raises the question of whether a story, told through different scenes, is in 

fact the same story. In “Countdown’s” final form, there will be a slight possibility that a second 

reading would produce only unseen scenes. However, these scenes all stem from a common 

introduction and coalesce into one only somewhat varied conclusion. “Countdown” also has a set 

categorical progression of scenes. This tension between the story arc and the scenes that make it up 

can be applied to other projects, as well. 

It can be taken further than I take it in “Countdown”; other applications of this method can 

create an unreliable memory, a lying narrator, or an otherwise deceptive story element. It can also be 
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adapted to create something that does, in fact, tell many stories rather than one. Digital 

randomization complicates configurative authorship by reducing the reader’s known variables to 

configure and turning their collaborative authorship with the author into an oppositional one. 

Just like the interactive form it takes, “Countdown” is a living project prone to change; I do, 

however, have outlined plans for its continued development, which you may find in the Appendix. 

To tie together this love letter to form I present a demo of “Countdown,” available exclusively to 

those with the link, which follows: http://textadventures.co.uk/games/view/ 

opovwf4sb0i16u8vzpr5rq/countdown-private-sharing-development-build  

 

http://textadventures.co.uk/games/view/opovwf4sb0i16u8vzpr5rq/countdown-private-sharing-development-build
http://textadventures.co.uk/games/view/opovwf4sb0i16u8vzpr5rq/countdown-private-sharing-development-build
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APPENDIX B 

The Code Behind “Countdown”

<!--Saved by Quest 5.7.6606.27193--> 1 

<asl version="550"> 2 

  <include ref="English.aslx" /> 3 

  <include ref="Core.aslx" /> 4 

  <include ref="NpcLib.aslx" /> 5 

  <game name="Countdown"> 6 

    <gameid>258650ee-d039-4f13-ad91-782fbfc94b56</gameid> 7 

    <version>1.0</version> 8 

    <firstpublished>2018</firstpublished> 9 

    <showpanes type="boolean">false</showpanes> 10 

    <shadowbox /> 11 

    <showlocation type="boolean">false</showlocation> 12 

    <turnoffplacesandobjects type="boolean">false</turnoffplacesandobjects> 13 

    <gridmap type="boolean">false</gridmap> 14 

    <echocommand type="boolean">false</echocommand> 15 

    <autodescription type="boolean">false</autodescription> 16 

    <attr name="autodescription_youcango" type="int">0</attr> 17 

    <attr name="autodescription_youarein" type="int">0</attr> 18 

    <attr name="autodescription_description" type="int">1</attr> 19 

    <randNum type="int">0</randNum> 20 

    <day type="int">0</day> 21 

    <attr name="autodescription_youcansee" type="int">0</attr> 22 

    <yn type="stringlist"> 23 

      <value>Yes</value> 24 

      <value>No</value> 25 

    </yn> 26 

    <feature_annotations /> 27 

    <appendobjectdescription /> 28 

    <attr name="feature_lightdark" type="boolean">false</attr> 29 

    <feature_asktell /> 30 

    <attr name="feature_advancedwearables" type="boolean">false</attr> 31 

    <showcommandbar /> 32 

    <showhealth type="boolean">false</showhealth> 33 

    <demo /> 34 

    <deactivatecommandlinks type="boolean">false</deactivatecommandlinks> 35 

    <pov type="object">player</pov> 36 

    <start type="script"> 37 
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    </start> 1 

    <object name="love"> 2 

      <inherit name="editor_object" /> 3 

      <inherit name="NpcType" /> 4 

      <inherit name="namedfemale" /> 5 

      <feature_startscript /> 6 

      <nickname type="string"></nickname> 7 

      <eros type="int">0</eros> 8 

      <agape type="int">0</agape> 9 

      <philia type="int">0</philia> 10 

      <storge type="int">0</storge> 11 

      <actions type="stringlist"> 12 

        <value>Pause:player</value> 13 

      </actions> 14 

      <look>{love.nickname}'s hair is something wild, like someone took a curling iron to a lion's mane. Her 15 

body is soft and full and her face is gently tapered. You're not sure if green is traditionally associated 16 

with mischief, but both are in her eyes. {if player.parent=Living Room:She looks up from her drink and 17 

smiles at you - not one of her usual playful grins, but something soft, gone the moment the person next 18 

to her asks her a question.}{if player.parent=Balcony:She is standing by the railing of the balcony, 19 

looking out over the parking lot. A blunt dangles from her fingers.}{if player.parent=Kitchenette:She's 20 

mixing a drink, nothing fancy - rum and cola. She notices you looking and smirks. "Get your own, 21 

babe."}</look> 22 

      <alt type="stringlist"> 23 

        <value>girlfriend</value> 24 

        <value>fuckbuddy</value> 25 

        <value>friend with benefits</value> 26 

        <value>her</value> 27 

      </alt> 28 

      <hug>{love.nickname} laughs and wraps her arms around you. "I must have done something right," 29 

she says.</hug> 30 

      <attack>You're not going to attack your girlfriend. Or, you know, your girl friend that you date and 31 

have sex with.</attack> 32 

      <smell>You hug {love.nickname}, and as you do, you breathe deep. {love.nickname} giggles. "You, 33 

uh... you alright there?" she asks. You nod. You're enveloped in honey and citrus, something animalic 34 

without being rank.</smell> 35 

      <touch>You brush your fingers against the back of {love.nickname}'s hand; she turns to look at you, 36 

confused. "Yes?" she prompts.</touch> 37 

      <talkToSubjects type="stringlist" /> 38 

      <isNpc /> 39 

      <sayHi>{love.nickname} bounds up to you and plants a kiss on your cheek. "{command:talk to 40 

her:Hey, babe.}"</sayHi> 41 

      <alias>love</alias> 42 
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      <attr name="_initialise_" type="script"> 1 

        randNum = GetRandomInt(1,5) 2 

        switch (randNum) { 3 

          case (1) { 4 

            love.alias = "Isobel" 5 

            love.nickname = "Bell" 6 

            list add (love.alt, "Bell") 7 

            list add (love.alt, "Isobel") 8 

          } 9 

          case (2) { 10 

            love.alias = "Christine" 11 

            love.nickname = "Chris" 12 

            list add (love.alt, "Chris") 13 

            list add (love.alt, "Christine") 14 

          } 15 

          case (3) { 16 

            love.alias = "Margaret" 17 

            love.nickname = "Madge" 18 

            list add (love.alt, "Madge") 19 

            list add (love.alt, "Margaret") 20 

          } 21 

          case (4) { 22 

            love.alias = "Allegra" 23 

            love.nickname = "Alley" 24 

            list add (love.alt, "Alley") 25 

            list add (love.alt, "Allegra") 26 

          } 27 

          case (5) { 28 

            love.alias = "Cecilia" 29 

            love.nickname = "Ceci" 30 

            list add (love.alt, "Ceci") 31 

            list add (love.alt, "Cecilia") 32 

          } 33 

        } 34 

        randNum = GetRandomInt(1,4) 35 

        switch (randNum) { 36 

          case (1) { 37 

            love.eros = 5 38 

            randNum = GetRandomInt(1,3) 39 

            switch (randNum) { 40 

              case (1) { 41 

                love.agape = 3 42 
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                if (RandomChance(50)) { 1 

                  love.philia = 3 2 

                  love.storge = 1 3 

                } 4 

                else { 5 

                  love.philia = 1 6 

                  love.storge = 3 7 

                } 8 

              } 9 

              case (2) { 10 

                love.philia = 3 11 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 12 

                  love.agape = 3 13 

                  love.storge = 1 14 

                } 15 

                else { 16 

                  love.agape = 1 17 

                  love.storge = 3 18 

                } 19 

              } 20 

              case (3) { 21 

                love.storge = 3 22 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 23 

                  love.agape = 1 24 

                  love.philia = 3 25 

                } 26 

                else { 27 

                  love.agape = 3 28 

                  love.philia = 1 29 

                } 30 

              } 31 

            } 32 

          } 33 

          case (2) { 34 

            love.agape = 5 35 

            randNum = GetRandomInt(1,3) 36 

            switch (randNum) { 37 

              case (1) { 38 

                love.eros = 3 39 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 40 

                  love.philia = 3 41 

                  love.storge = 1 42 
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                } 1 

                else { 2 

                  love.philia = 1 3 

                  love.storge = 3 4 

                } 5 

              } 6 

              case (2) { 7 

                love.philia = 3 8 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 9 

                  love.eros = 3 10 

                  love.storge = 1 11 

                } 12 

                else { 13 

                  love.eros = 1 14 

                  love.storge = 3 15 

                } 16 

              } 17 

              case (3) { 18 

                love.storge = 3 19 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 20 

                  love.eros = 1 21 

                  love.philia = 3 22 

                } 23 

                else { 24 

                  love.eros = 3 25 

                  love.philia = 1 26 

                } 27 

              } 28 

            } 29 

          } 30 

          case (3) { 31 

            love.philia = 5 32 

            randNum = GetRandomInt(1,3) 33 

            switch (randNum) { 34 

              case (1) { 35 

                love.agape = 3 36 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 37 

                  love.eros = 3 38 

                  love.storge = 1 39 

                } 40 

                else { 41 

                  love.eros = 1 42 
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                  love.storge = 3 1 

                } 2 

              } 3 

              case (2) { 4 

                love.eros = 3 5 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 6 

                  love.agape = 3 7 

                  love.storge = 1 8 

                } 9 

                else { 10 

                  love.agape = 1 11 

                  love.storge = 3 12 

                } 13 

              } 14 

              case (3) { 15 

                love.storge = 3 16 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 17 

                  love.agape = 1 18 

                  love.eros = 3 19 

                } 20 

                else { 21 

                  love.agape = 3 22 

                  love.eros = 1 23 

                } 24 

              } 25 

            } 26 

          } 27 

          case (4) { 28 

            love.storge = 5 29 

            randNum = GetRandomInt(1,3) 30 

            switch (randNum) { 31 

              case (1) { 32 

                love.agape = 3 33 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 34 

                  love.philia = 3 35 

                  love.eros = 1 36 

                } 37 

                else { 38 

                  love.philia = 1 39 

                  love.eros = 3 40 

                } 41 

              } 42 
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              case (2) { 1 

                love.philia = 3 2 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 3 

                  love.agape = 3 4 

                  love.eros = 1 5 

                } 6 

                else { 7 

                  love.agape = 1 8 

                  love.eros = 3 9 

                } 10 

              } 11 

              case (3) { 12 

                love.eros = 3 13 

                if (RandomChance(50)) { 14 

                  love.agape = 1 15 

                  love.philia = 3 16 

                } 17 

                else { 18 

                  love.agape = 3 19 

                  love.philia = 1 20 

                } 21 

              } 22 

            } 23 

          } 24 

        } 25 

        randNum = 0 26 

      </attr> 27 

      <npcscript type="script"> 28 

      </npcscript> 29 

      <kiss type="script"> 30 

        msg ("You kiss {love.nickname}, who draws back shortly, but not before nipping at your lip 31 

playfully.") 32 

      </kiss> 33 

      <askdefault type="script"> 34 

        if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 35 

          msg ("{love.nickname} just stares at you with red-rimmed eyes.") 36 

        } 37 

        else { 38 

          msg ("{love.nickname} gives you a funny look. \"You've gotta start making sense, babe.\"}") 39 

      } 40 

      </askdefault> 41 

      <fuck type="script"><![CDATA[ 42 
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        if (GetBoolean(bed, "permission") and player.parent = Master Bedroom) { 1 

          msg ("You approach {love.nickname} from behind and settle your hands on her hips, then let them 2 

wander.<br/><br/>She glances back at you, then takes your hands into her own and guides them. She 3 

sighs. \"Much though I like you, I'm not going to fuck you in Lena and Saorsie's bed.\"<br/><br/>You 4 

nuzzle her neck. \"That's fair.\"") 5 

        } 6 

        else if (player.parent.parent = Going Away Party TA) { 7 

          msg ("You approach {love.nickname} from behind and settle your hands on her hips, then let them 8 

wander. She glances back at you, then takes your hands into her own in a sweet but pointed gesture. 9 

\"Control yourself,\" she murmurs, an amused little smile on her lips. \"We're not alone.\"") 10 

        } 11 

      ]]></fuck> 12 

      <sit type="script"> 13 

        if (GetBoolean(love, "sitting")) { 14 

          msg ("\"What - what are you -\" {love.nickname} blinks as you back up and park your deriere in her 15 

lap. \"Okay,\" she says, then laughs. \"I guess this is happening now.\" She lets you sit there for a short 16 

moment, then pushes on your back. \"Okay, time's up. Get off.\" You oblige, and she shakes her head, 17 

smiling at your absurdity.") 18 

        } 19 

        else { 20 

          if (You can't sit on her right now.) { 21 

          } 22 

        } 23 

      </sit> 24 

      <speak type="script"> 25 

        if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 26 

          do (love, "askdefault") 27 

        } 28 

        else { 29 

          npcConvo (love) 30 

        } 31 

      </speak> 32 

      <telldefault type="script"> 33 

        if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 34 

          msg ("{love.nickname} just stares at you with red-rimmed eyes.") 35 

        } 36 

        else { 37 

          msg ("{love.nickname} gives you a funny look. \"You've gotta start making sense, babe.\"}") 38 

      } 39 

      </telldefault> 40 

      <changedparent type="script"> 41 

        if (game.pov = this) { 42 
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          if (IsDefined("oldvalue")) { 1 

            OnEnterRoom (oldvalue) 2 

          } 3 

          else { 4 

            OnEnterRoom (null) 5 

          } 6 

          if (game.gridmap) { 7 

            MergePOVCoordinates 8 

          } 9 

        } 10 

        else if (love.parent=Kitchenette and GetBoolean(glass dish, "isClean") and not GetBoolean(love, 11 

"knowsCleaned")) { 12 

          if (game.pov.parent=Kitchenette) { 13 

            msg ("{love.nickname} walks into the kitchen, glances at the pasta dish she brought, and stops 14 

short to see it clean. She picks it up and inspects it, then glances around the room, uttering a soft, 15 

\"Huh.\"") 16 

          } 17 

          SetObjectFlagOn (love, "knowsCleaned") 18 

          list add (love.talkToSubjects, "dish") 19 

        } 20 

        else { 21 

          bathroomLine (this) 22 

        } 23 

        this.hasbeenmoved = true 24 

      </changedparent> 25 

      <ask type="scriptdictionary"> 26 

        <item key="herself"><![CDATA[ 27 

          if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 28 

            do (love, "askdefault") 29 

          } 30 

          else { 31 

            msg ("\"You should tell me more about yourself,\" you say to {love.nickname}.<br/><br/>She 32 

laughs \"{love.alias}, {love.nickname} for short. Violently pansexual. Bougie white girl with too many 33 

mental illnesses... Sometimes I write stuff. Come on, babe, what don't you know about me by now?\"") 34 

          } 35 

        ]]></item> 36 

        <item key="me myself you yourself"><![CDATA[ 37 

          if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 38 

            do (love, "askdefault") 39 

          } 40 

          else { 41 

            msg ("\"What do you think of me?\" you ask {love.nickname}.<br/><br/>She grins at you. \"You 42 
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sure you wanna know?\"<br/><br/>\"{love.nickname}...\"<br/>") 1 

            if (love.eros > (love.agape and love.philia and love.storge)) { 2 

              msg ("She takes you into her arms and runs her hands down your back, resting them on your ass 3 

for a moment. \"Next time I get you alone, I'll show you.\"") 4 

            } 5 

            else if (love.agape > (love.eros and love.philia and love.storge)) { 6 

              msg ("She falters. \"I mean... you're very special to me. I feel like you know me so well and I wish 7 

all the best for you.\" She blushes. \"I dunno, I'm not great at this.\"") 8 

            } 9 

            else if (love.philia > (love.eros and love.agape and love.storge)) { 10 

              msg ("She chuckles. \"You're my best friend. I love being around you.\"") 11 

            } 12 

            else if (love.storge >(love.eros and love.agape and love.philia)) { 13 

              msg ("She hums. \"Suffice to say, you drive me out of my goddamn mind.\"") 14 

            } 15 

            else { 16 

              msg ("She becomes very interested in her fingernails. \"I... The answer to that is a little more 17 

complicated than you would think. Maybe ask me again some other time?\"") 18 

            } 19 

          } 20 

        ]]></item> 21 

        <item key="Leia"><![CDATA[ 22 

          if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 23 

            do (love, "askdefault") 24 

          } 25 

          else { 26 

            msg ("\"What do you think of Leia?\" you ask {love.nickname}.<br/><br/>She fidgets. \"I mean, 27 

Leia and I always got along. She's the one who organized the going away party, you 28 

know?\"<br/><br/>\"I'm sensing a but,\" you say, snaking your hand around to pinch hers 29 

lightly.<br/><br/>She smiles and squirms away. \"But it seems like she's... happy I'm leaving? I dunno, 30 

she just said a couple things that sounded odd when I thought about them later.\" Her smile turns 31 

sheepish. \"I guess I'm a little butthurt about it.\"") 32 

          } 33 

        ]]></item> 34 

        <item key="party"><![CDATA[ 35 

          if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 36 

            do (love, "askdefault") 37 

          } 38 

          else { 39 

            msg ("\"Are you having fun?\" you ask. \"Everything you hoped it'd be?\"<br/><br/>She smiles. 40 

\"I'm glad I get to see everyone so soon before I go, but all I can think is that I should be packing. Thank 41 

god for alcohol.\"") 42 
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          } 1 

        ]]></item> 2 

        <item key="pasta"><![CDATA[ 3 

          if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 4 

            do (love, "askdefault") 5 

          } 6 

          else { 7 

            if (player.parent.parent = Going Away Party TA) { 8 

              msg ("\"I heard you made pasta. What's that all about?\" you ask.<br/><br/>\"I just wanted to 9 

bring something for everyone! I'm pretty good with sauces so I made a sort of... alfredo... thing. You 10 

should try it, it's in the kitchen!\"<br/><br/>\"I will,\" you promise.") 11 

            } 12 

            else { 13 

              msg ("You ask {love.nickname} about pasta. 14 

              \"What, you mean like... just how I feel about pasta?\" 15 

              \"I guess,\" you say, truthfully not sure why you asked her about pasta. 16 

              \"I fucking love pasta,\" she answers.") 17 

            } 18 

          } 19 

        ]]></item> 20 

        <item key="bed sleep"><![CDATA[ 21 

          if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 22 

            do (love, "askdefault") 23 

          } 24 

          else { 25 

            msg ("You nudge {love.nickname}. \"I'm getting tired, babe. Bedtime?\"<br/>She nuzzles you and 26 

closes her eyes; she looks tired too. \"Sure, babe. I'll go in soon.\"") 27 

            SetObjectFlagOn (love, "isPaused") 28 

            list add (love.actions, "GoTo:Master Bedroom") 29 

            list add (love.actions, "Wait:player") 30 

          } 31 

        ]]></item> 32 

      </ask> 33 

      <tell type="scriptdictionary"> 34 

        <item key="pasta"><![CDATA[ 35 

          if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 36 

            do (love, "askdefault") 37 

          } 38 

          else { 39 

            if (GetBoolean(player, "atePasta")) { 40 

              topics = Split("That pasta you made was really good.;That pasta you made was terrible.", ";") 41 

              ShowMenu ("", topics, true) { 42 
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                if (result = "That pasta you made was really good.") { 1 

                  msg ("You say, \"{result}\"<br/><br/>{love.alias}'s hands fly to her cheeks as she breaks into a 2 

grin. \"Thank you!\" She beams. \"I'm glad you liked it!\"") 3 

                  love.storge = love.storge - 1 4 

                } 5 

                else { 6 

                  msg ("You say, \"{result}\"<br/><br/>{love.alias}'s face falls. \"Seriously?\" she asks. Suddenly, 7 

she grins. \"Oh, you're fucking with me. Geez, dude, I actually believed you for a second there.\"") 8 

                  topics = Split("Actually...;Ya got me!", ";") 9 

                  ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 10 

                    if (result = "Actually...") { 11 

                      msg ("\"{result}\" 12 

                      Her smile slips away. \"You're serious. I... was there anything wrong with it?\" 13 

                      \"Not really,\" you say, \"I just -\" 14 

                      Her brow furrows as she interrupts you. \"Then why the hell did you feel the need to insult 15 

me?\" 16 

                      \"S-sorry...\"") 17 

                      love.storge = love.storge + 2 18 

                      love.philia = love.philia - 1 19 

                    } 20 

                    else { 21 

                      msg ("\'Haha! {result}\" 22 

                      She shakes her head, smirking. \"Ass,\" she mutters, getting a laugh out of you.") 23 

                      love.storge = love.storge + 1 24 

                    } 25 

                  } 26 

                } 27 

              } 28 

            } 29 

            else { 30 

              msg ("You don't know what to say about that.") 31 

            } 32 

          } 33 

        ]]></item> 34 

        <item key="me myself you yourself"> 35 

          msg ("You can't think of anything to say that A) you are willing to tell her and B) she doesn't 36 

already know.") 37 

        </item> 38 

      </tell> 39 

    </object> 40 

  </game> 41 

  <object name="Fairgrounds HT"> 42 
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    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 1 

    <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 2 

      ClearScreen 3 

      msg ("You can feel {love.alias} thrumming with excitement beside you as you buy two cheap paper 4 

bracelets that the booth attendant slaps onto your wrists lazily. Her eyes roam the fairgrounds with 5 

delight, then she looks at her bracelet, looks at you, and says, “We’d better get our money’s 6 

worth.”<br/><br/>“Don’t worry about that,” you tell her. “Happy birthday.” You peck her on the lips. 7 

You offer your arm, but she’s stuck grinning at you and doesn’t notice until you ask, “Shall 8 

we?”<br/><br/>{command:x carni food:Sweet smells roll in from the fryers}, a soporific temper to the 9 

shrieks from the young fairgoers being {command:x chair o planes:voluntarily flung about}. 10 

{love.nickname} has danced ahead of you, but she spins around every so often to check your expression, 11 

carefully measuring for distaste and pointing out everything that might bring a smile. Between her 12 

patterned clothing and the brightly-colored {command:x ferris wheel:Ferris Wheel} in the background, 13 

she makes quite a picture, so you snap one covertly with your phone, resolving to show her later.") 14 

      cont 15 

    ]]></description> 16 

    <firstenter type="script"> 17 

    </firstenter> 18 

    <beforeenter type="script"> 19 

      SetObjectFlagOn (Fairgrounds HT, "visited") 20 

      game.echocommand = false 21 

      JS.eval ("$('#txtCommandDiv').css('display', 'none');") 22 

    </beforeenter> 23 

    <enter type="script"> 24 

    </enter> 25 

    <onexit type="script"> 26 

    </onexit> 27 

    <object name="ferris wheel"> 28 

      <inherit name="editor_object" /> 29 

      <inherit name="surface" /> 30 

      <feature_container /> 31 

      <transparent /> 32 

      <isopen type="boolean">false</isopen> 33 

      <close type="boolean">false</close> 34 

      <open type="boolean">false</open> 35 

      <look type="script"> 36 

        ClearScreen 37 

        msg ("It really worked out perfectly, against the odds – that out of a couple dozen carts yours would 38 

be perched on top – that of all the times you were dragged to a halt at a good vantage point it would be 39 

the few moments of {command:x view:sunset} – that somehow, some way, the girl sitting next to you 40 

doesn’t mind spending this time with you – in fact, {command:x flirtation:her hand creeps onto your 41 

knee}.") 42 
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        cont 1 

      </look> 2 

      <object name="view"> 3 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 4 

        <look><![CDATA[“Is the sun above us or below us right now? Like, do you ever think how weird it is 5 

that on a three-dimensional {command:x chair o planes:plane} we are actually above the sun about half 6 

the time?”<br/><br/>“I think a lot more about how inaccurate our three-dimensional plane 7 

is.”<br/><br/>The sun’s fire is gleaming in her eyes. It bleeds oranges and pinks onto the clouds, trying 8 

and slowly succeeding in giving birth to the end times. It gilds everything, her hair (already golden), her 9 

skin (a thin and airy prison, maybe, barring her from ever leaving). You take in this simple pleasure with 10 

an awe reserved for common things, but everywhere you feel its impending absence and the night that 11 

already bites the air.]]></look> 12 

      </object> 13 

      <object name="flirtation"> 14 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 15 

        <look><![CDATA["You're insatiable," you say with amusement as her hand continues to 16 

roam.<br/><br/>"Guilty as charged," she answers with a grin. "I just... can't get enough of 17 

you."<br/><br/>You smirk, ego groomed, and your arm around her waist pulls her closer to you. "You 18 

might have to wait an hour or two. Hate to break it to you."<br/><br/>She laughs. "Oh, yeah, no. In 19 

theory this seems like the perfect place for a rendevous, but I'm not interested in falling to my death. 20 

And I didn't mean- well, yeah." She stops short.<br/><br/>"Didn't mean what?"<br/><br/>She's 21 

blushing. "I wasn't trying to, like... instigate. I just... enjoy being close to you." She pulls those last words 22 

from herself with the soft air of a confession. You can feel her tense.<br/><br/>You look down into her 23 

face with a soft smile and say, "I like this too," {command:x chair o planes:circling around} the 24 

implications without touching them. As you kiss her, the breeze picks up, blowing her curls across your 25 

cheek, and you have to remind yourself: this is all there is.]]></look> 26 

      </object> 27 

    </object> 28 

    <object name="chair o planes"> 29 

      <inherit name="editor_object" /> 30 

      <inherit name="surface" /> 31 

      <feature_container /> 32 

      <look type="script"><![CDATA[ 33 

        ClearScreen 34 

        msg ("This feels a little silly – strapping yourself into a seat that looks like the toddler swings at the 35 

park a mile down the road. But {love.nickname} had seen the name of this attraction – Chair-o-Planes! – 36 

and she couldn’t let a good pun pass.<br/><br/>“You don’t have to go on with me,” she said, humor 37 

tugging her mouth into a smile as she spoke.<br/><br/>“No, I want to. What else will I do, stand 38 

around?”<br/><br/>Now, as the metal floor drops a few inches and you begin moving in circles at the 39 

pace of a pony trot, you wonder if that would have been better – but you get to {command:x 40 

beauty:feast your eyes} on {love.nickname} in the chair in front of you, and the speed picks up soon, 41 

{command:x vision:shifting the world} and throwing you into that curious liminal space where even the 42 
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most intense movement returns you to the patch of land at which you started.") 1 

        cont 2 

      ]]></look> 3 

      <object name="vision"> 4 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 5 

        <look>The swings go faster than you expected, and the fairgrounds turn into streaks of color, like 6 

the rings of a planet in another solar system, one built on gemstone instead of shale. You can't keep 7 

track of anything except {love.nickname} in front of you, and she probably sees the same sparkling lines 8 

of orbit that the world has transformed itself into. But the studies say that {command:x funhouse:no 9 

two people see the world alike}, and maybe this glinting galaxy doesn’t refract for her so much as flow 10 

onto a page like watercolor hung to dry too soon. Life is like this, too.</look> 11 

      </object> 12 

      <object name="beauty"> 13 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 14 

        <look>The sight of {love.nickname}’s hair billowing behind her is lovely. It’s a wild thing, curls 15 

tumbling into every direction the wind can reach, and in this sense it’s terrifying – a medusa, a many-16 

limbed beast. But that’s no different from most things you find beautiful. It’s the grotesque, 17 

{command:x funhouse:the distorted}, that we cannot look away from.</look> 18 

      </object> 19 

    </object> 20 

    <object name="funhouse"> 21 

      <inherit name="editor_object" /> 22 

      <inherit name="surface" /> 23 

      <feature_container /> 24 

      <look type="script"><![CDATA[ 25 

        ClearScreen 26 

        msg ("“You look troubled,” you say to {love.nickname}, because she does. She’s standing in the Fun 27 

House with you, in front of a curved mirror that makes her look short and squat.<br/><br/>“When I was 28 

a kid I wouldn’t leave these things until I had looked in every single one. It was like making friends with 29 

all the other people I could have been.”<br/><br/>“That sounds happier than you look.”<br/><br/>“But 30 

now I’m just… bored. I guess I still appreciate these mirrors as portals to alternate universes, but only in 31 

an abstract way. The magic’s gone.”<br/><br/>“Hey, you feel that way too?” It’s not funny or cheerful, 32 

but you smile anyway – perhaps out of solidarity. “It feels like the older we get, the more things like that 33 

we lose. Sometimes I worry I’m not holding onto that magic tight enough. Or, I guess I worry more that 34 

the magic can’t be held.”<br/><br/>“Hm…” Her expression has shifted from concerned to pensive, a 35 

welcome change in your book. “{command:x mirror:Anything can be held onto},” she says after a 36 

moment as you snake your arms around her. “You just have to reach for it.”<br/><br/>You nuzzle into 37 

her neck. “The tunnel was still fun though, right?”<br/><br/>She grins. “Yeah. {command:x tunnel:The 38 

tunnel was still fun}.”") 39 

        cont 40 

      ]]></look> 41 

      <object name="mirror"> 42 
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        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 1 

        <look><![CDATA[“You know what I’m saying, though, right?”<br/><br/>“Huh?” You look away from 2 

the distorted reflection and at the real thing as she stares up at you.<br/><br/>“You can hold onto 3 

anything if you try hard enough. Things only end if you let them.” She’s got an intent look about her, 4 

watching you carefully. It puts a start in your veins, this dance around double entendre. You wonder if 5 

she’s talking about you – you as a unit, you and her, a couple that never calls itself as 6 

such.<br/><br/>“Even being bored by the mirrors?” you quip, choosing to ignore that line of 7 

thought.<br/><br/>She smiles wryly. You wonder if she’s disappointed. “Sometimes we get complacent 8 

and forget we’re letting it happen,” she says, then extricates herself from your arms and moves on to 9 

the next section of the Fun House. You feel bad, but {command:x game booth:the odds were never in 10 

your favor}.]]></look> 11 

      </object> 12 

      <object name="tunnel"> 13 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 14 

        <look><![CDATA[The Tunnel of Love makes you think of inappropriate jokes, and evidently your 15 

date has the same idea. Sniggering, she says, “Shakespeare would have a field day with 16 

this.”<br/><br/>The writer of such tragedies as Hamlet and Othello? “How do you figure?” you 17 

ask.<br/><br/>“Oh!” She turns to you with a sheepish smile. “Sorry. I get caught up in my literature 18 

wonderland and forget that not everybody’s on such good terms with Billy Wigglestick. Shakespeare 19 

was… well, the only jokes he made more than vagina jokes were penis jokes. ‘Tunnel of Love’ just 20 

sounds like something straight out of Thomas Nash’s ‘Valentine’. I mean, I guess that was a bit after 21 

Shakespeare’s time but yeah, no, he was a horn dog.”<br/><br/>You stand with her and survey the 22 

spinning circle, studded with colorful “rocks” like those found on an indoor climbing wall. “Kinda 23 

removes the {command:x game booth:playful} innocence of these things.”<br/><br/>“There’s 24 

something innocent in sexuality, too. A kind of excited enthrallment.” She giggles. “Let’s go 25 

in.”]]></look> 26 

      </object> 27 

    </object> 28 

    <object name="game booth"> 29 

      <inherit name="editor_object" /> 30 

      <inherit name="surface" /> 31 

      <feature_container /> 32 

      <look type="script"><![CDATA[ 33 

        ClearScreen 34 

        msg ("“Pop a balloon and fool yourself into thinking it will get you somewhere! Admire this 35 

{command:x pig:stupid, adorable stuffed pig} hanging from my ceiling and give me money in misguided 36 

hopes of achieving it!” You grandstand for {love.nickname}’s benefit, making fun of the game booth in 37 

front of you.<br/><br/>She snorts and bites back a smile. “Hush, you! The guy will hear you!” She 38 

gestures at the attendant, whose fixed smile says he would very much like to strangle you. But you can 39 

hear the laughter in her voice, even if she isn’t letting it out, and if you die at the hands of a carnival 40 

worker tonight it will have been worth it.<br/><br/>She puts her hands in her pockets and glances at 41 

you, then back at the booth. “You like the pig, huh?”<br/><br/>You hesitate. “Well… I mean, I-42 
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”<br/><br/>“{command:x darts:I’ll get it for you},” she says.") 1 

        cont 2 

      ]]></look> 3 

      <object name="pig"> 4 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 5 

        <look><![CDATA[You hate to admit it, but you’re enamored with your giant pig and its dumb 6 

embroidered face, complete with a tongue sticking out.. It’s soft, fleecy even, and about the size of… 7 

well, maybe not your torso, but certainly {love.nickname}’s. The tail is a firm corkscrew and the ears are 8 

floppy.<br/><br/>You have named him Sir Pigolas de Mimsy {command:x carni food:Pork}ington. He is a 9 

good boy.]]></look> 10 

      </object> 11 

      <object name="darts"> 12 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 13 

        <look><![CDATA[You’re about to protest, but she steps up to the counter with confidence. “Five 14 

darts, please,” she says, and the man sighs and sets them down in front of her.<br/><br/>She goes 15 

straight for the hardest balloons to hit, and although the first dart misses, the rest find their marks 16 

neatly. You gape as she points out the pig, as the attendant takes it down with a long, hooked pole, and 17 

as she puts it in your hands, which close around the stuffed animal automatically. She is smirking. “I’m 18 

good at darts, I guess.” Her eyes shift toward a funnel cake stand. “{command:x carni food:And 19 

hungry.}”]]></look> 20 

      </object> 21 

    </object> 22 

    <object name="carni food"> 23 

      <inherit name="editor_object" /> 24 

      <inherit name="surface" /> 25 

      <feature_container /> 26 

      <look type="script"> 27 

        ClearScreen 28 

        msg ("Candied apples, lemonade, buttered popcorn freshly made. Chicken fried, {command:x funnel 29 

cake:batter fried}, candy fried, {command:x oreo:cookie fried}. Cotton candy, pizza pie, hot cider, french 30 

fries. You’d be hard-pressed to find a vegetable within a square mile. Does grass count?") 31 

        cont 32 

      </look> 33 

      <object name="oreo"> 34 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 35 

        <look><![CDATA[“Fried Oreos…” you read from the menu as you wait in line. “Is that 36 

thing?”<br/><br/>“Don’t order them,” says {love.alias} immediately and resolutely.<br/><br/>“You 37 

sound like you have personal experience with them.”<br/><br/>The dusting of her face with a blush is 38 

lovely. “Let’s just say that {command:x ferris wheel:what goes down must come up} where they are 39 

concerned.”]]></look> 40 

      </object> 41 

      <object name="funnel cake"> 42 
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        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 1 

        <look>You ordered a funnel cake to split and sat down at one of the nearby {command:x ferris 2 

wheel:rickety and circular} tables, where you suggested that {love.nickname} put a napkin on her shirt. 3 

She tutted you and insisted that was unnecessary, so it’s with some degree of amusement that you 4 

watch her cover herself in powdered sugar. It’s on her face, on her shirt, even in her wild hair. She 5 

doesn’t seem to be aware yet.</look> 6 

      </object> 7 

    </object> 8 

  </object> 9 

  <object name="Fairy Feast TA"> 10 

    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 11 

    <description type="script"> 12 

      MoveObject (player, Grand Hall) 13 

      AddToInventory (serum) 14 

    </description> 15 

    <firstenter type="script"> 16 

    </firstenter> 17 

    <beforeenter type="script"> 18 

      SetObjectFlagOn (Fairy Feast TA, "visited") 19 

      game.echocommand = true 20 

      JS.eval ("$('#txtCommandDiv').css('display', 'block');") 21 

    </beforeenter> 22 

    <enter type="script"> 23 

    </enter> 24 

    <object name="first floor"> 25 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 26 

      <object name="Grand Hall"> 27 

        <inherit name="editor_room" /> 28 

        <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 29 

          firsttime { 30 

            msg ("You find yourself at the crest of what you at first want to describe as a pit. On second 31 

thought, however, that meager term doesn't really apply to your glamorous surroundings. It's more of a 32 

stadium, a Grand Hall, the floor descending level by level to a central landing occupied entirely by an 33 

elaborate table laden with food and drink. It forms a hexagonal spiral that is never quite the same each 34 

time you look at it. The tablecloth is lace spun with gold thread, beaten to airy thinness.<br/><br/>The 35 

walls, covered in intricate designs of goldleaf, form a hexagon. There is a plain, unassuming set of 36 

double doors to the southwest, an ornate door of marble to the northeast, and a descending staircase 37 

under guard straight ahead, to the north.<br/><br/>A Queen - you assume - sits in an alcove on the 38 

highest tier of the stadium, near the north exit, on a glittering diamond throne whose armrests have 39 

slots to let her wings flutter behind her. The wings are large and opalescent, a beautiful reminder of the 40 

strangeness of your surroundings.<br/>Among the crowd is a fat man covered in so much gold you 41 

wonder that he can move. Perhaps he can't - he is perched on a chair in one of the lowest (and smallest) 42 
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rings of the stadium, closest to the feast table, attended to by servants, though not as splendidly as the 1 

Queen. He must be a nobleman, a Lord of sorts.<br/>A young, finely dressed couple sits near the 2 

bottom as well, all wrapped in each other and giggling. They seem to have a position of honor in the 3 

circle of chairs.<br/><br/>An energetic young woman hovers near the entrance and grins at you as you 4 

enter, as though she was expecting you. Her gaze doesn't stray from you once it finds you. You find her 5 

focus unsettling, not least because her ears are pointed and the whole of her eyes are shining, beetle-6 

black. 'You were never quite like the others, were you? Oh, it's been so long since a changling found 7 

their way back,' she says to you, clapping her hands excitedly. 'I'm Lyra.'") 8 

          } 9 

          otherwise { 10 

            msg ("The Grand Hall is stadium-like, descending in tiers to the feast table. The Queen is perched 11 

atop the room, surveying her subjects, while the Lord {if Privy.occupant=5:and the couple revel}{if 12 

Privy.occupant=1:revels}{if Privy.occupant=2:and the groom-to-be revel}{if Privy.occupant=3:and the 13 

bride-to-be revel} in the lower levels where the space is smallest and the luxury is greatest. {if 14 

Privy.occupant<>4:Your self-appointed greeting party, Lyra, dances nearby.} There is a staircase to the 15 

north and doors to the southwest and northeast.") 16 

          } 17 

        ]]></description> 18 

        <enter type="script"> 19 

          JS.eval ("$('#txtCommandDiv').css('display', 'block');") 20 

          game.echocommand = true 21 

        </enter> 22 

        <exit alias="northeast" to="Privy"> 23 

          <inherit name="northeastdirection" /> 24 

          <runscript /> 25 

          <script type="script"><![CDATA[ 26 

            if (Got(Bathroom Key)) { 27 

              if (Privy.occupant <> 5) { 28 

                ShowMenu ("There's someone inside. Would you like to enter with your key instead of listening 29 

at the door?", game.yn, false) { 30 

                  if (result="Yes") { 31 

                    MoveObject (player, Privy) 32 

                  } 33 

                  else { 34 

                    switch (Privy.occupant) { 35 

                      case (1) { 36 

                        msg ("The soft sounds of a couple, er, {i:coupling} come through the locked door when you 37 

put your ear on it.") 38 

                      } 39 

                      case (2) { 40 

                        msg ("A woman's airy soprano hums softly from behind the locked door.") 41 

                      } 42 
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                      case (3) { 1 

                        msg ("You put your ear to the locked door and hear grunting. Yuck.") 2 

                      } 3 

                      case (4) { 4 

                        msg ("You put your ear to the door, only to hear Lyra's singsong voice. \"It's rude to listen 5 

to people in the privacy of the privy~! Stop being gross!\" Does she have a sixth sense or something?") 6 

                      } 7 

                      default { 8 

                        msg ("There's no-one here after all.") 9 

                      } 10 

                    } 11 

                  } 12 

                } 13 

              } 14 

              else if (Privy.occupant = 5) { 15 

                MoveObject (player, Privy) 16 

              } 17 

            } 18 

            else { 19 

              switch (Privy.occupant) { 20 

                case (0) { 21 

                  MoveObject (player, Privy) 22 

                } 23 

                case (1) { 24 

                  msg ("The soft sounds of a couple, er, {i:coupling} come through the locked door when you 25 

put your ear on it.") 26 

                } 27 

                case (2) { 28 

                  msg ("A woman's airy soprano hums softly from behind the locked door.") 29 

                } 30 

                case (3) { 31 

                  msg ("You put your ear to the locked door and hear grunting. Yuck.") 32 

                } 33 

                case (4) { 34 

                  msg ("You put your ear to the door, only to hear Lyra's singsong voice. \"It's rude to listen to 35 

people in the privacy of the privy~! Stop being gross!\" Does she have a sixth sense or something?") 36 

                } 37 

                case (5) { 38 

                  MoveObject (player, Privy) 39 

                } 40 

              } 41 

            } 42 
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          ]]></script> 1 

        </exit> 2 

        <exit alias="southwest" to="Kitchens"> 3 

          <inherit name="southwestdirection" /> 4 

        </exit> 5 

        <exit alias="south" to="Fairy Feast TA"> 6 

          <inherit name="southdirection" /> 7 

          <scenery type="boolean">false</scenery> 8 

          <locked /> 9 

          <lockmessage>Lyra pops up in front of you, seemingly from nowhere. "You can't leave yet!" she 10 

says accusingly. "Aren't you here on a rescue mission?"</lockmessage> 11 

        </exit> 12 

        <object name="Queen"> 13 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 14 

          <inherit name="female" /> 15 

          <inroomdescription type="string"></inroomdescription> 16 

          <alt type="stringlist"> 17 

            <value>Her Highness</value> 18 

            <value>Queen Thermia</value> 19 

            <value>The Queen</value> 20 

          </alt> 21 

          <look>{rndalt:Queen} {random:reclines:lounges:sits} on the throne, {random:drinking wine from a 22 

private pitcher her servants keep on hand:surrounded by guards in imposing crystalline armor and 23 

servants bedecked in gold:eating hors d'ouvres as often as her attending boys offer her the 24 

plate:regarding her revelling subjects with a kind of fond detachment}. {random:A stripe of rainbow 25 

slants across the floor, reflected by her wings.:Her big eyes glint, reminding you of that onyx we saw in a 26 

little shop in New Smyrna. Sorry, did that break your immersion?:She sighs and beckons one of her 27 

handmaids to her, murmuring some trivial command that the handmaid quickly starts into the kitchens 28 

to enact.}</look> 29 

          <speak>Try ASKing and TELLing characters about certain things to have conversations and learn 30 

new information. For example: "{random:ask lyra about couple:ask lyra about mission:tell lyra about 31 

mission:tell lyra about yourself:ask queen about lyra:ask queen about ruling:ask queen about ayla:tell 32 

queen about lyra:ask lord about couple:ask lord about rafi:ask lord about wine:ask lyra about this 33 

place:tell queen about yourself:ask ayla about lyra:tell ayla about lyra}"</speak> 34 

          <ask type="scriptdictionary"> 35 

            <item key="ruling queenhood queenship royalty leadership herself yourself"><![CDATA[ 36 

              msg ("\"Do you like ruling?\" you ask the Queen.<br/><br/>\"That's a personal question,\" she 37 

answers with a smile on her face and in her voice. Her right-hand guard places his hand on the pommel 38 

of his dagger, but she waves him down. \"I always like it when a changeling comes along. When they 39 

haven't learned the rules yet. I would say ruling is of the utmost importance to me. Let us leave it at 40 

that.\"") 41 

            ]]></item> 42 
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            <item key="Lyra"><![CDATA[ 1 

              msg ("\"She has wings - pathetic little ones - so she must have come from one of my eggs during 2 

a nonmarital season. A damn shame she's become so brash and conniving and after Ayla's 3 

heart.\"<br/><br/>\"So she's your daughter?\" you ask.<br/><br/>\"Only just.\"") 4 

              if (GetBoolean(Queen, "ily")) { 5 

                msg ("{once:<br/>\"But... wait... If Ayla is your daughter... and Lyra...\"<br/><br/>The Queen 6 

blinks her heavy-lidded eyes, smile not faltering. \"You're shocked to realize Lyra is in love with her 7 

sister? You humans care more for those things than we do. It is nothing of note for the shallow tiers, but 8 

for the deep-set nobility it poses some issues of alliance and legitimacy. Lyra could never marry 9 

Ayla.\"}") 10 

              } 11 

              if (not GetBoolean(Queen, "fam")) { 12 

                SetObjectFlagOn (Queen, "fam") 13 

              } 14 

            ]]></item> 15 

            <item key="Rafi"> 16 

              msg ("\"I can't say I'm terribly fond of him. But Ayla could do worse.\"") 17 

            </item> 18 

            <item key="Ayla"><![CDATA[ 19 

              msg ("\"Ayla is my daughter, the only one I have had during a wedlock season.. She's a good girl, 20 

though she lacks a certain... spark.\"<br/><br/>\"What about your husband?\" you ask. \"Where is 21 

he?\"<br/><br/>The queens smiles, showing off those sharp teeth. \"I ate him.\"<br/><br/>You don't 22 

want to ask if she's joking. ") 23 

              if (GetBoolean(Queen, "fam")) { 24 

                OutputTextNoBr ("{once:\"But... wait... If Ayla is your daughter... and Lyra...\"<br/><br/>The 25 

Queen blinks her heavy-lidded eyes, smile not faltering. \"You're shocked to realize Lyra is in love with 26 

her sister? You humans care more for those things than we do. It is nothing of note for the shallow tiers, 27 

but for the deep-set nobility it poses some issues of alliance and legitimacy. Lyra could never marry 28 

Ayla.\"}") 29 

              } 30 

              if (not GetBoolean(Queen, "ily")) { 31 

                SetObjectFlagOn (Queen, "ily") 32 

              } 33 

            ]]></item> 34 

          </ask> 35 

          <tell type="scriptdictionary"> 36 

            <item key="Lyra"><![CDATA[ 37 

              firsttime { 38 

                msg ("\"Lyra has asked me to break up the engagement of Rafi and Ayla,\" you tell the Queen, 39 

whose eyes light up with interest.<br/><br/>\"{i:Has} she? Upstart little monster. I always wondered if 40 

her egg was lopsided. Lyra's intentions toward Ayla are far outside the bounds of acceptable behavior, 41 

and not for the usual reasons. She is a... problem, for me. I will not forbid you from testing their 42 
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engagement; if it is easily broken it should never have been made. But if something were to... happen to 1 

meddling Lyra, I could make it worth your while.\"") 2 

              } 3 

              otherwise { 4 

                if (GetBoolean(Lyra, "dead")) { 5 

                  msg ("\"Oh, {i:very} good! Guards, take this changeling to the 6 

dungeons.\"<br/><br/>\"What?\" you say. \"No, but you said-\"<br/><br/>The queen waves her hand, 7 

and you find yourself falling deeply asleep...<br/>Press any key to continue.") 8 

                  wait { 9 

                    msg ("For a moment all you see is bars. You blink a few times, standing up, and the world 10 

comes back into the focus. You're in a hexagonal jail cell, with another to your right and a third to your 11 

left.<br/><br/>A voice comes from the one on your left. \"Good job landing yourself in jail, babe. What 12 

was attacking the queen gonna accomplish?\"<br/><br/>You squint as the voice's owner comes into the 13 

light. Her curls hang limp and greasy, her face is dirty, and her clothes are rags, but you recognize 14 

{love.alias} anyway. She grins at you. \"Took you long enough to find me.\"<br/><br/>Without warning, 15 

you find yourself sinking to the ground. Your vision is going white; you feel very sleepy.") 16 

                  } 17 

                } 18 

                else { 19 

                  msg ("You don't have anything new to tell her.") 20 

                } 21 

              } 22 

            ]]></item> 23 

            <item key="yourself myself"> 24 

              msg ("\"I don't care.\"") 25 

            </item> 26 

          </tell> 27 

          <attack type="scriptdictionary"> 28 

            <item key="knife"><![CDATA[ 29 

              ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to attack the Queen in a crowded room while she is 30 

surrounded by guards?", game.yn, false) { 31 

                if (result="Yes") { 32 

                  msg ("You pull the knife from your belt and lunge toward the Queen, who lazily twirls a finger 33 

at you even before the guards can react. Prescience must be a family trait. Your surroundings suddenly 34 

change - for a moment all you see is bars. You blink a few times and the world comes back into the 35 

focus. You're in a hexagonal jail cell, with another to your right and a third to your left.<br/><br/>A voice 36 

comes from the one on your left. \"Good job landing yourself in jail, babe. What was attacking the 37 

queen gonna accomplish?\"<br/><br/>You squint as the voice's owner comes into the light. Her curls 38 

hang limp and greasy, her face is dirty, and her clothes are rags, but you recognize {love.alias} anyway. 39 

She grins at you. \"Took you long enough to find me.\"<br/><br/>Without warning, you find yourself 40 

sinking to the ground. Your vision is going white; you feel very sleepy.") 41 

                  nextMemory 42 
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                } 1 

                else { 2 

                  msg ("Good choice.") 3 

                } 4 

              } 5 

            ]]></item> 6 

          </attack> 7 

        </object> 8 

        <object name="Lord"> 9 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 10 

          <inherit name="male" /> 11 

          <inroomdescription type="string"></inroomdescription> 12 

          <look>{random:The lord sniggers at something a nearby nobleman has leaned over and said to 13 

him.:The lord leers at the young men and women that pass him by.:The lord's pointed ear-tips turn pink 14 

as he continues to drink.}</look> 15 

          <alt type="stringlist"> 16 

            <value>noble</value> 17 

          </alt> 18 

          <speak>Try ASKing and TELLing characters about certain things to have conversations and learn 19 

new information. For example: "{random:ask lyra about couple:ask lyra about mission:tell lyra about 20 

mission:tell lyra about yourself:ask queen about lyra:ask queen about ruling:ask queen about ayla:tell 21 

queen about lyra:ask lord about couple:ask lord about rafi:ask lord about wine:ask lyra about this 22 

place:tell queen about yourself:ask ayla about lyra:tell ayla about lyra}"</speak> 23 

          <ask type="scriptdictionary"> 24 

            <item key="couple"> 25 

              msg ("\"They've announced their engagement just in time for the marital season,\" he says, 26 

scowling and then throwing back the rest of his wine. \"He's a damned bastard.\"") 27 

            </item> 28 

            <item key="Rafi"> 29 

              msg ("\"Cannot stand the man. I've been working on that royal piece of ass for years, and he just 30 

swoops in with some good looks and a poem or two and claims her. You know... If something 31 

{i:happened} to him, I'm in a good position to distribute some gifts.\"") 32 

              firsttime { 33 

                msg ("He considers you for a moment. \"Here's one: the key to the bathroom. I use it for, ah... 34 

well, never mind that. Perhaps you'll find it useful.\" You take the key.") 35 

                AddToInventory (Bathroom Key) 36 

              } 37 

              otherwise { 38 

              } 39 

            </item> 40 

            <item key="Ayla"> 41 

              msg ("\"She's lovely. Boring, but lovely. I've gotten in her a few times, when I was meeting with 42 
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her mother and they were being hospitable. It's her title that I really wanted, though.\"") 1 

            </item> 2 

            <item key="wine glass pitcher"> 3 

              msg ("The Lord's eyes light up. \"Oho! You've recognized my superior palate! Yes, I'm rather a 4 

connesieur of wine! If I can say anything good about Rafi, it's that he is as well. I've never been able to 5 

make Ayla drink the stuff, though.\"") 6 

            </item> 7 

            <item key="queen"> 8 

              msg ("\"She does her job. I do mine. She's a hard woman, though.\"") 9 

            </item> 10 

          </ask> 11 

          <tell type="scriptdictionary"> 12 

            <item key="Rafi"> 13 

              if (GetBoolean(Rafi, "dead")) { 14 

                msg ("\"That is good news indeed...\" The man strokes his double chin, then reaches into his 15 

pocket and pulls out a key with a skull as a handle. He hands it to you. \"This will unlock any door in the 16 

hive. I'm sure it will be of use to you.\"") 17 

                AddToInventory (Skeleton Key) 18 

              } 19 

              else { 20 

                msg ("You don't have anything new to say about that.") 21 

              } 22 

            </item> 23 

          </tell> 24 

          <attack type="scriptdictionary"> 25 

            <item key="knife"><![CDATA[ 26 

              ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to attack the lord in a crowded room of eyewitnesses?", 27 

game.yn, false) { 28 

                if (result="Yes") { 29 

                  msg ("You pull the knife from your belt and lunge toward the lord. He never saw you coming, 30 

though you're not sure your knife in his big belly actually hit anything important. He stares at you in 31 

utter shock, grunting, then falls from his chair. A second later, you're tackled to the ground so violently 32 

you see stars. The guard presses his knees into the backs of your thighs and wrestles your arms behind 33 

your back, cuffing them. They take you to the prisons, all the way down the long hallway, and throw you 34 

bodily into a hexagonal jail cell. There is another cell to your right and a third to your left.<br/><br/>A 35 

voice comes from the one on your left. \"Good job landing yourself in jail, babe. What was attacking the 36 

lord gonna accomplish?\"<br/><br/>You squint as the voice's owner comes into the light. Her curls hang 37 

limp and greasy, her face is dirty, and her clothes are rags, but you recognize {love.alias} anyway. She 38 

reaches through the bars and cups your face, where a black eye is beginning to swell. \"Wow, you're 39 

really worse for the wear...\"<br/><br/>You find yourself sinking to the ground. Your vision is going 40 

white; you feel very sleepy.") 41 

                  nextMemory 42 
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                } 1 

                else { 2 

                  msg ("Good choice.") 3 

                } 4 

              } 5 

            ]]></item> 6 

          </attack> 7 

          <object name="Skeleton Key"> 8 

            <inherit name="editor_object" /> 9 

            <look>The key is bone-white and feels wooden to touch. The handle is fashioned into the likeness 10 

of a skull.</look> 11 

            <alt type="stringlist"> 12 

              <value>key</value> 13 

            </alt> 14 

          </object> 15 

          <object name="Bathroom Key"> 16 

            <inherit name="editor_object" /> 17 

            <look>That's definitely a key.</look> 18 

          </object> 19 

        </object> 20 

        <object name="Lyra"> 21 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 22 

          <inherit name="namedfemale" /> 23 

          <inroomdescription>{if player.parent=Privy:{once:"Oho! Could you not contain your lust? You're 24 

lucky I've finished my business already." }Lyra cajoles you as she washes her 25 

hands.}</inroomdescription> 26 

          <alt type="stringlist"> 27 

            <value>girl</value> 28 

            <value>woman</value> 29 

          </alt> 30 

          <look>{random:Lyra bounces on the balls of her feet, enjoying the music from the band.:Lyra is 31 

shrieking with laughter across the room, somewhere close to the tables full of food.:Lyra flutters around 32 

the room, chatting with everyone she sees.}</look> 33 

          <attr name="feature_startscript" type="boolean">false</attr> 34 

          <speak type="script"> 35 

            firsttime { 36 

              msg ("\"Oh, good, you're not ignoring me. Hey, ASK me ABOUT that COUPLE over there.\"") 37 

            } 38 

            otherwise { 39 

              msg ("Try ASKing and TELLing characters about certain things to have conversations and learn 40 

new information. For example: \"{random:ask lyra about couple:ask lyra about mission:tell lyra about 41 

mission:tell lyra about yourself:ask queen about lyra:ask queen about ruling:ask queen about ayla:tell 42 
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queen about lyra:ask lord about couple:ask lord about rafi:ask lord about wine:ask lyra about this 1 

place:tell queen about yourself:ask ayla about lyra:tell ayla about lyra}\"") 2 

            } 3 

          </speak> 4 

          <ask type="scriptdictionary"> 5 

            <item key="couple"><![CDATA[ 6 

              firsttime { 7 

                msg ("Lyra huffs. \"Rafi and Ayla just got engaged, that's what this Revel is all about. Now, I'm 8 

not keen on seeing the love of my life married off to some kissass who isn't worth my spit but it'd be 9 

pretty obvious if I did anything about it and I'd rather keep my kneecaps you know what I'm saying?\" 10 

She's talking very fast; it's a little distracting, but you nod anyway. She grins. \"That's where you come 11 

in. You can help me break them up. If you do, I can help you get down those stairs. I know all about your 12 

mission.\"") 13 

              } 14 

              otherwise { 15 

                msg ("\"Is there any more information you can give me about the couple?\" you 16 

ask.<br/><br/>Lyra hmms. \"Well, they're both higher nobility not that that means as much these days. 17 

He's called Rafi, she's called Ayla. Was there anything you wanted to know in 18 

particular?\"<br/><br/>\"Yeah,\" you say. \"Like, something that can help me break them 19 

up.\"<br/><br/>\"Oh. Well, I wouldn't know that. That's supposed to be your job! But there's a real fat 20 

man over there that has dirt on just about everybody, you could ask him.\"") 21 

              } 22 

            ]]></item> 23 

            <item key="mission"><![CDATA[ 24 

              msg ("\"What mission?\" you ask innocently.<br/><br/>\"The rescue mission?\" she says with a 25 

wink. \"Don't worry, I won't tell. You help me, I'll help you.\"") 26 

            ]]></item> 27 

            <item key="herself"><![CDATA[ 28 

              msg ("Lyra winks. \"Wouldn't you like to know!\"<br/><br/>\"Yes,\" you say. \"That might be 29 

why I asked.\"") 30 

            ]]></item> 31 

            <item key="queen"> 32 

              msg ("\"God she's a bitch. But uh... I didn't say so okay? She doesn't like me very much goodness 33 

knows why. Mostly she just sits up there on her throne acting distant or makes decisions at the bottom 34 

of the hive. I guess she's a good ruler though I mean we haven't had any problems.\" Lyra seems to be 35 

trying to convince herself of her own words.") 36 

            </item> 37 

            <item key="lord"> 38 

              msg ("\"He skeeves me out, but he knows lots of things. Ain't everyone can get as fat and rich as 39 

he is.\"") 40 

            </item> 41 

            <item key="here place hive hall where"><![CDATA[ 42 
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              msg ("\"Where am I?\" you ask. \"What is this place?\"<br/><br/>Lyra smiles, big and toothy, 1 

and you notice her teeth are sharp. \"You've managed to stumble into a fairy hive. It's not uncommon 2 

for you changelings to home in on us accidentally.\" She notices you staring at her teeth. \"Don't 3 

worry,\" she says with a hearty laugh, \"These are for the REAL humans.\"") 4 

            ]]></item> 5 

          </ask> 6 

          <tell type="scriptdictionary"> 7 

            <item key="mission"><![CDATA[ 8 

              msg ("\"You were right,\" you tell Lyra with a hushed voice, the words coming to you almost as if 9 

you'd known them all along. Maybe you're lucid dreaming? \"I am here on a mission. There's someone 10 

deep within this place's prison, someone I've gotta bust out. Someone who nearly took this whole place 11 

down. That operation has been aborted but I still need to get my partner back.\"<br/><br/>\"Wow,\" 12 

she says admiringly. \"I mean, I kinda knew all that, but you make it sound cooler.\"") 13 

            ]]></item> 14 

            <item key="yourself myself"> 15 

              msg ("Lyra listens with rapt attention as you explain to her exactly the moment in your 16 

childhood that you realized your father did not love you.") 17 

            </item> 18 

            <item key="Rafi"><![CDATA[ 19 

              if (GetBoolean(Rafi, "dead")) { 20 

                msg ("Lyra crosses her arms. \"What the hell?\"<br/><br/>\"I took care of him!\" you say 21 

defensively.<br/><br/>\"When I said take care of him I didn't mean fucking kill him! But it got the job 22 

done, so just... take this stupid charm and get out of my sight. Shouldn't be hard. If you put the charm 23 

on it makes you invisible.\"") 24 

                AddToInventory (Pretty Charm) 25 

              } 26 

              else if (GetBoolean(Rafi, "sick")) { 27 

                msg ("Lyra furrows her brow. \"That doesn't really take him out of the picture, 28 

though.\"<br/><br/>You smile. \"It does long enough for you to go talk to Ayla about your 29 

feelings.\"<br/><br/>Lyra blushes and stammers, for once speechless.<br/><br/>\"I think you have a 30 

shot,\" you helpfully supply.<br/><br/>\"Really?\" Lyra fidgets and glances at Ayla, who is sitting alone. 31 

\"Well... if you think so... It's not what I asked you for exactly but I think you've still kinda helped me so 32 

here take this.\" Lyra digs a charm out of the pouch around her waist, a round many-colored stone 33 

hanging on a black cord. \"It's an invisibility charm. Wear it and you and everything on your person will 34 

be invisible. I hope it's helpful!\"") 35 

                AddToInventory (Pretty Charm) 36 

              } 37 

              else { 38 

                msg ("You don't have anything new to tell her.") 39 

              } 40 

            ]]></item> 41 

          </tell> 42 
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          <attack type="scriptdictionary"> 1 

            <item key="knife"><![CDATA[ 2 

              if (game.pov.parent = Grand Hall) { 3 

                ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to attack Lyra in a crowded room full of eyewitnesses?", 4 

yn, false) { 5 

                  if (result="Yes") { 6 

                    msg ("You pull the knife from your belt and lunge toward Lyra. Her squawk turns into a soft 7 

whistle as you drag your knife across her throat. She struggles against your grip of her for a moment 8 

before falling limp. You let her drop. A second later, you're tackled to the ground so violently you see 9 

stars. The guard presses his knees into the backs of your thighs and wrestles your arms behind your 10 

back, cuffing them. They take you to the prisons, all the way down the long hallway, and throw you 11 

bodily into a hexagonal jail cell. There is another cell to your right and a third to your left.<br/><br/>A 12 

voice comes from the one on your left. \"Good job landing yourself in jail, babe. What was attacking in 13 

front of all those people gonna accomplish?\"<br/><br/>You squint as the voice's owner comes into the 14 

light. Her curls hang limp and greasy, her face is dirty, and her clothes are rags, but you recognize #name 15 

anyway. She reaches through the bars and cups your face, where a black eye is beginning to swell. 16 

\"Wow, you're really worse for the wear...\"<br/><br/>You find yourself sinking to the ground. Your 17 

vision is going white; you feel very sleepy.") 18 

                    nextMemory 19 

                  } 20 

                  else { 21 

                    msg ("Good choice.") 22 

                  } 23 

                } 24 

              } 25 

              else { 26 

                msg ("You step behind Lyra as she washes her hands and quickly draw your knife across her 27 

throat. You watch her utter shock as she collapses, then tuck your knife back into your belt and step 28 

outside. \"I'd wait a while,\" you say to a nearby reveler. \"I made a bit of a stink in there.\"") 29 

                SetObjectFlagOn (Lyra, "dead") 30 

                DisableTurnScript (privyChange) 31 

                MoveObject (player, Grand Hall) 32 

              } 33 

            ]]></item> 34 

          </attack> 35 

          <object name="Pretty Charm"> 36 

            <inherit name="editor_object" /> 37 

            <inherit name="wearable" /> 38 

            <feature_wearable /> 39 

            <multistate type="boolean">false</multistate> 40 

            <look>The pendant is a smooth, oblong stone with many different colors swirled into it. It hangs 41 

from a black cord.</look> 42 
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            <onafterwear type="script"> 1 

            </onafterwear> 2 

            <onafterremove type="script"> 3 

            </onafterremove> 4 

          </object> 5 

        </object> 6 

        <object name="Rafi"> 7 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 8 

          <inroomdescription>{if player.parent=Privy:{if not Ayla.parent=Privy:{once:Rafi jumps as you 9 

intrude in the middle of him zipping his pants. He yelps; something certainly must have been caught. 10 

After a little jiggling around, he whirls around and glares at you, his face flushing. "Do you mind?" }Rafi 11 

washes his hands in a huff.}{if Ayla.parent=Privy:{once:Ayla and Rafi are pressed against the wall, 12 

enjoying each other's company very much. }The couple is a little too busy to notice 13 

you.}}</inroomdescription> 14 

          <alt type="stringlist"> 15 

            <value>couple</value> 16 

          </alt> 17 

          <speak>Rafi thinks too highly of himself to talk to you.</speak> 18 

          <look type="script"> 19 

            if (Rafi.parent=Ayla.parent and Rafi.parent=Grand Hall) { 20 

              msg ("{random:The couple rises to join other well-attired pairs for a dance, some lively circling 21 

set to dirge-like music.:The couple has put their heads together in whispered conversation, tittering and 22 

clinging to each other.:The couple has disappeared, no doubt to some shady corner where no-one will 23 

watch them - the higher levels of the pit are fucking where they stand, to little fanfare, but the wealthy 24 

seem more secretive, if no less impulsive.}") 25 

            } 26 

            else if (player.parent=Privy) { 27 

              msg ("{Rafi.inroomdescription}") 28 

            } 29 

            else { 30 

              msg ("Rafi reverts to a haughty, imperious gaze when his bride-to-be has left his side, surveying 31 

the feasting with disdain - though he clearly likes the wine, judging by how deeply he drinks.") 32 

            } 33 

          </look> 34 

          <attack type="scriptdictionary"> 35 

            <item key="knife"><![CDATA[ 36 

              if (game.pov.parent = Grand Hall) { 37 

                ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to attack Rafi in a crowded room full of eyewitnesses?", 38 

game.yn, false) { 39 

                  if (result="Yes") { 40 

                    msg ("You pull the knife from your belt and lunge toward Lyra. Her squawk turns into a soft 41 

whistle as you drag your knife across her throat. She struggles against your grip of her for a moment 42 
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before falling limp. You let her drop. A second later, you're tackled to the ground so violently you see 1 

stars. The guard presses his knees into the backs of your thighs and wrestles your arms behind your 2 

back, cuffing them. They take you to the prisons, all the way down the long hallway, and throw you 3 

bodily into a hexagonal jail cell. There is another cell to your right and a third to your left.<br/><br/>A 4 

voice comes from the one on your left. \"Good job landing yourself in jail, babe. What was attacking in 5 

front of all those people gonna accomplish?\"<br/><br/>You squint as the voice's owner comes into the 6 

light. Her curls hang limp and greasy, her face is dirty, and her clothes are rags, but you recognize 7 

{love.alias} anyway. She reaches through the bars and cups your face, where a black eye is beginning to 8 

swell. \"Wow, you're really worse for the wear...\"<br/><br/>You find yourself sinking to the ground. 9 

Your vision is going white; you feel very sleepy.") 10 

                    nextMemory 11 

                  } 12 

                  else { 13 

                    msg ("Good choice.") 14 

                  } 15 

                } 16 

              } 17 

              else { 18 

                msg ("You rush Rafi, embedding your knife in his neck. He makes a gurgling sound and falls back 19 

against the wall. You pry your knife out of him with some wiggling, then tuck it back into your belt and 20 

step outside, leaving Rafi to wheeze and die.. \"I'd wait a while,\" you say to a nearby reveler. \"I made a 21 

bit of a stink in there.\"") 22 

                SetObjectFlagOn (Rafi, "dead") 23 

                DisableTurnScript (privyChange) 24 

                MoveObject (player, Grand Hall) 25 

              } 26 

            ]]></item> 27 

          </attack> 28 

        </object> 29 

        <object name="Ayla"> 30 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 31 

          <inroomdescription>{if player.parent=Privy:{if not Rafi.parent=Privy:{once:Ayla is peering at 32 

herself in the mirror when she comes in, touching up her makeup. She yelps when you come in, her 33 

hand fluttering to her chest. "Oh, goodness. I must have forgotten to lock..." She notices she has 34 

smeared some makeup onto her dress and growls out what you can only assume to be a fae curseword, 35 

then gasps and blushes. "O-oh no, I didn't mean - I'm sorry - I'll just... I'll be a minute!" }Ayla tries to 36 

clean a spot off her dress with a wet towel.}}</inroomdescription> 37 

          <alt type="stringlist"> 38 

            <value>the couple</value> 39 

          </alt> 40 

          <look type="script"> 41 

            if (Rafi.parent=Ayla.parent and Ayla.parent=Grand Hall) { 42 
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              msg ("{random:The couple rises to join other well-attired pairs for a dance, some lively circling 1 

set to dirge-like music.:The couple has put their heads together in whispered conversation, tittering and 2 

clinging to each other.:The couple has disappeared, no doubt to some shady corner where no-one will 3 

watch them - the higher levels of the pit are fucking where they stand, to little fanfare, but the wealthy 4 

seem more secretive, if no less impulsive.}") 5 

            } 6 

            else if (player.parent=Privy) { 7 

              msg ("{Ayla.inroomdescription}") 8 

            } 9 

            else { 10 

              msg ("Ayla becomes quiet without her fiance's presence, reposing into a slightly sad expression. 11 

She sits and waits patiently for his return, refusing the wine offered to her. You're not sure you've seen 12 

her drink any at all.") 13 

            } 14 

          </look> 15 

          <speak type="script"> 16 

            firsttime { 17 

              msg ("\"Hello?\" Ayla gives you a confused look. \"I'm Ayla. It's nice to meet you. Are you lost? 18 

Shouldn't you be higher up the steps?\" Her voice is kind, but a look around will easily show that the 19 

levels are divided by class. She's saying you don't belong here.") 20 

            } 21 

            otherwise { 22 

              msg ("Try ASKing and TELLing characters about certain things to have conversations and learn 23 

new information. For example: \"{random:ask lyra about couple:ask lyra about mission:tell lyra about 24 

mission:tell lyra about yourself:ask queen about lyra:ask queen about ruling:ask queen about ayla:tell 25 

queen about lyra:ask lord about couple:ask lord about rafi:ask lord about wine:ask lyra about this 26 

place:tell queen about yourself:ask ayla about lyra:tell ayla about lyra}\"") 27 

            } 28 

          </speak> 29 

          <ask type="scriptdictionary"> 30 

            <item key="Lyra"> 31 

              msg ("Ayla does not respond, only flushes rose-gold.") 32 

            </item> 33 

            <item key="Rafi"> 34 

              msg ("Ayla smiles. \"My husband-to-be, and a good man.\"") 35 

            </item> 36 

            <item key="herself"> 37 

              msg ("\"I'm afraid I'm not noteworthy at all,\" Ayla tells you demurely.{if not Privy.occupant=3: 38 

Rafi leans into your conversation. \"She's a princess. Bugger off, rabble.\"}") 39 

            </item> 40 

          </ask> 41 

          <tell type="scriptdictionary"> 42 
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            <item key="Lyra"> 1 

              ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to tell Ayla that Lyra intends to break her engagement?", 2 

game.yn, true) { 3 

                if (result = "Yes") { 4 

                  firsttime { 5 

                    msg ("Ayla bites her lip, eyes looking downcast. \"I see. That's... that is good to know. I thank 6 

you for telling me; I shall be on guard for any tricks.\" She reaches into the pouch hanging from her hips 7 

and pulls out several gold coins, which she then hands to you. \"For your troubles.\"") 8 

                    AddToInventory (gold) 9 

                  } 10 

                  otherwise { 11 

                    msg ("Ayla blushes. \"I hadn't known she still had such feelings about...\"") 12 

                  } 13 

                } 14 

                else { 15 

                  msg ("{random:Alright.:Right-o!:Okay.:Duly noted.:Good shit.}") 16 

                } 17 

              } 18 

            </item> 19 

            <item key="yourself myself"> 20 

              msg ("\"A changeling! That is something!\" Ayla smiles softly at you. \"If you will not be leaving, 21 

there is room and board for you. You should speak with Fyuri in the kitchens.\"") 22 

            </item> 23 

          </tell> 24 

          <object name="gold"> 25 

            <inherit name="editor_object" /> 26 

            <look>The coins are stamped with a skull with wings sprouting from the nape of the neck. 27 

Creepy.</look> 28 

            <usedefaultprefix type="boolean">false</usedefaultprefix> 29 

            <prefix>some</prefix> 30 

            <feature_usegive /> 31 

            <giveto type="scriptdictionary"> 32 

              <item key="guards"> 33 

                msg ("The guards quickly pocket your offered gold and uncross their spears when they are sure 34 

nobody is looking.") 35 

                SetObjectFlagOn (guards, "bribed") 36 

              </item> 37 

            </giveto> 38 

          </object> 39 

        </object> 40 

        <object name="wine pitcher"> 41 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 42 
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          <inherit name="container_open" /> 1 

          <look><![CDATA[It's a regular wine pitcher. {if wine pitcher.serumAmount>0:You have poisoned 2 

it.}]]></look> 3 

          <feature_container /> 4 

          <take /> 5 

          <feature_usegive /> 6 

          <use type="boolean">false</use> 7 

          <alt type="stringlist"> 8 

            <value>wine</value> 9 

          </alt> 10 

          <open type="boolean">false</open> 11 

          <close type="boolean">false</close> 12 

          <serumAmount type="int">0</serumAmount> 13 

          <addscript type="script"> 14 

            if (object = serum) { 15 

              if (wine pitcher.parent = player) { 16 

                msg ("You pour the serum into the wine.") 17 

                player.serumAmount = player.serumAmount - 1 18 

                wine pitcher.serumAmount = wine pitcher.serumAmount + 1 19 

              } 20 

              else { 21 

                msg ("You need to take the pitcher first.") 22 

              } 23 

            } 24 

            else { 25 

              msg ("You can't add that.") 26 

            } 27 

          </addscript> 28 

          <givetoanything type="script"> 29 

            msg ("Best not.") 30 

          </givetoanything> 31 

          <giveto type="scriptdictionary"> 32 

            <item key="Rafi"><![CDATA[ 33 

              if (Got(uniform)) { 34 

                msg ("You make a beeline toward Rafi, who sees you and waves you over. \"Servant! Here with 35 

that nectar!\" Rafi lets you pour him a glass of wine; Ayla refuses. \"A toast!\" he calls out, raising the 36 

glass into the air. \"{random:To my lovely fiance:To my good health:To the Queen},\" he says with a 37 

wink, then drains the glass in one go.") 38 

                if (wine pitcher.serumAmount > 0) { 39 

                  msg ("After a few moments, Rafi blanches. \"I must- I have to -\" he tries to tell Ayla, but 40 

doubles over and covers his mouth instead. He rushes to the bathroom.") 41 

                  SetObjectFlagOn (Rafi, "sick") 42 
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                  MoveObject (Rafi, Privy) 1 

                } 2 

              } 3 

              else { 4 

                msg ("Rafi looks at you strangely. \"Why would I take wine from you?\"") 5 

              } 6 

            ]]></item> 7 

          </giveto> 8 

        </object> 9 

        <object name="table"> 10 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 11 

          <inherit name="surface" /> 12 

          <feature_container /> 13 

          <listchildren /> 14 

          <hidechildren /> 15 

          <listchildrenprefix>On the table is - among other things -</listchildrenprefix> 16 

          <inroomdescription type="string"></inroomdescription> 17 

          <look>{random:An ambrosic smells wafts up to you from the table, piled with food so fresh it still 18 

sizzles where it sits:Servants replenish the wine pitchers at the table, occasionally taking one and making 19 

rounds through the room, offering the revelers refills before disappearing into the kitchens through the 20 

northwest exit.}</look> 21 

        </object> 22 

        <exit alias="north" to="Prison Landing"> 23 

          <inherit name="northdirection" /> 24 

          <runscript /> 25 

          <script type="script"> 26 

            if (GetBoolean(guards, "bribed")) { 27 

              msg ("The guards turn aside as they see you coming. \"You see anything, Greg?\" one asks as 28 

you pass them. \"Not a thing,\" Greg answers. You descend down, and further still...") 29 

              MoveObject (player, Prison Landing) 30 

            } 31 

            else if (Got(Pretty Charm)) { 32 

              msg ("The guards do not see you slip past them, encloaked as you are by Lyra's charm. You 33 

descend down, and further still...") 34 

              MoveObject (player, Prison Landing) 35 

            } 36 

            else { 37 

              msg ("Before you can slink down the stairs, the guards stationed at either side of the entrance 38 

cross their spears in front of you, barring your progress.") 39 

            } 40 

          </script> 41 

        </exit> 42 
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        <object name="guards"> 1 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 2 

          <bribe type="scriptdictionary"> 3 

            <item key="gold"> 4 

              msg ("The guards quickly pocket your offered gold and uncross their spears when they are sure 5 

nobody is looking.") 6 

              SetObjectFlagOn (guards, "bribed") 7 

            </item> 8 

          </bribe> 9 

          <ask type="scriptdictionary"> 10 

            <item key="stairs barring past passing getting moving going"><![CDATA[ 11 

              msg ("\"Only a select few may pass this threshhold,\" one of the guards tells 12 

you.<br/><br/>\"Okay,\" you say. \"How do I become one of these select few?\"<br/><br/>They laugh. 13 

\"You don't. But, uh... gold never hurts, am I right?\" The right-hand guard laughs while the other gives 14 

him a stinkeye.") 15 

            ]]></item> 16 

          </ask> 17 

        </object> 18 

      </object> 19 

      <object name="Kitchens"> 20 

        <inherit name="editor_room" /> 21 

        <description type="script"> 22 

          msg ("Bustling with activity and filled with aromas, the kitchen is at once hectic and cozy. The 23 

people around you don't have pointed ears or beetle eyes like the revelers, and this puts you at ease. 24 

The grand hall is to the northeast. There is a knife sitting unattended on a nearby counter.") 25 

          firsttime { 26 

            OutputTextNoBr ("A heavyset woman stomps up to you. \"A new one, huh?\" She shoves a neatly 27 

folded uniform into your hands. \"Put these on and we'll put you to work.\" You quickly change. Now 28 

you blend in with the other servants.") 29 

            AddToInventory (uniform) 30 

          } 31 

          otherwise { 32 

          } 33 

        </description> 34 

        <exit alias="northeast" to="Grand Hall"> 35 

          <inherit name="northeastdirection" /> 36 

        </exit> 37 

        <object name="Fyuri"> 38 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 39 

          <inherit name="namedfemale" /> 40 

          <look>She's a bear of a woman, lumbering around making cross orders.</look> 41 

          <speak>Fyuri is too busy to talk.</speak> 42 
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          <askdefault type="script"> 1 

            msg ("\"Don't ask, just do.\"") 2 

          </askdefault> 3 

          <telldefault type="script"> 4 

            msg ("\"Less talk, more action.\"") 5 

          </telldefault> 6 

          <object name="uniform"> 7 

            <inherit name="editor_object" /> 8 

            <inherit name="wearable" /> 9 

            <feature_wearable /> 10 

          </object> 11 

        </object> 12 

        <object name="knife"> 13 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 14 

          <look>Yep. That's a knife.</look> 15 

          <feature_usegive /> 16 

          <take /> 17 

          <selfuseon type="scriptdictionary" /> 18 

        </object> 19 

      </object> 20 

      <object name="Privy"> 21 

        <inherit name="editor_room" /> 22 

        <occupant type="int">5</occupant> 23 

        <description>The bathroom is as ornate as the hall, but smaller. It is equipped with a dispenser of 24 

the sort you might see in a rest stop bathroom, the kind that sells tampons and condoms - if, uh, if those 25 

existed in this setting, which they definitely don't.</description> 26 

        <exit alias="southwest" to="Grand Hall"> 27 

          <inherit name="southwestdirection" /> 28 

        </exit> 29 

        <object name="dispenser"> 30 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 31 

          <look>The dispenser has a sign on it reading, "Too full to eat another bite? Have some serum to 32 

cleanse yourself and prepare your body for more revelry!" There's also an image of someone bending 33 

over with liquid falling from their head. You think you get the gist. Another sticker has a skull and and 34 

stop sign on it, and reads, "DO NOT BLEND WITH OTHER LIQUIDS!" There's a large button on it and a 35 

stack of cups atop.</look> 36 

          <object name="serum"> 37 

            <inherit name="editor_object" /> 38 

            <alias>cup full of serum</alias> 39 

            <feature_usegive /> 40 

            <visible type="boolean">false</visible> 41 

            <selfuseon type="scriptdictionary"> 42 
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              <item key="wine pitcher"> 1 

                if (wine pitcher.parent = player) { 2 

                  msg ("You pour the serum into the wine.") 3 

                  player.serumAmount = player.serumAmount - 1 4 

                  wine pitcher.serumAmount = wine pitcher.serumAmount + 1 5 

                } 6 

                else { 7 

                  msg ("You need to take the pitcher first.") 8 

                } 9 

              </item> 10 

            </selfuseon> 11 

          </object> 12 

        </object> 13 

        <object name="button"> 14 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 15 

          <push type="script"> 16 

            player.serumAmount = player.serumAmount + 1 17 

            msg ("You take a little cup from the stack and hold it under the dispenser, then push the button. 18 

It fills with a clear liquid that smells faintly bitter.") 19 

          </push> 20 

        </object> 21 

      </object> 22 

    </object> 23 

    <object name="second floor"> 24 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 25 

      <object name="Prison Landing"> 26 

        <inherit name="editor_room" /> 27 

        <description>The stairs spill you out into a dark, small landing. A series of hexagonal rooms lines up 28 

to create a bizarre, misshapen hallway, bordered on all sides by cells. It's the one at the very end of the 29 

hallway, to the north, that you want.</description> 30 

        <exit alias="south" to="Grand Hall"> 31 

          <inherit name="southdirection" /> 32 

        </exit> 33 

        <exit alias="north" to="Hallway 2nd Floor"> 34 

          <inherit name="northdirection" /> 35 

        </exit> 36 

      </object> 37 

      <object name="Hallway 2nd Floor"> 38 

        <inherit name="editor_room" /> 39 

        <description type="script"> 40 

          msg ("Walking down the hallway doesn't bring the kind of commotion you would expect. The 41 

prisoners stare at you quietly with old, sad eyes. You reach the end of a minute or so - this cell is larger, 42 
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darker. A figure steps from the back of the cell into your vision. Her curls hang limp and greasy, her face 1 

is dirty, and her clothes are rags, but you recognize her anyway. She grins at you. \"Took you long 2 

enough to find me.\" She reaches through the bars for your hands. You find yourself light-headed; the 3 

scene is fading, and all you manage is a mumbled \"{love.alias}...\" before everything goes white.") 4 

          nextMemory 5 

        </description> 6 

      </object> 7 

    </object> 8 

  </object> 9 

  <object name="Going Away Party TA"> 10 

    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 11 

    <description type="script"> 12 

      MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall) 13 

      MoveObject (love, Living Room) 14 

    </description> 15 

    <firstenter type="script"> 16 

    </firstenter> 17 

    <enter type="script"> 18 

    </enter> 19 

    <beforeenter type="script"> 20 

      JS.eval ("$('#txtCommandDiv').css('display', 'block');") 21 

      SetObjectFlagOn (Going Away Party TA, "visited") 22 

      game.echocommand = true 23 

      EnableTurnScript (partyTurns) 24 

      love.talkToSubjects = Split("school;leaving;jake;amos;memory;alcohol;plans", ";") 25 

    </beforeenter> 26 

    <onexit type="script"> 27 

    </onexit> 28 

    <object name="Apartment Hall"> 29 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 30 

      <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 31 

        firsttime { 32 

          msg ("Leia answers the door when you knock, taking the case of beer from your hands and then 33 

enveloping you in a hug. \"About time you made it to your girl's party!\" she teases.<br/>  <br/>\"Yeah, 34 

yeah,\" you say sheepishly, stepping into the house.<br/>  <br/>\"I'm gonna stick these in the fridge,\" 35 

she says, hefting the case. \"There's wine, beer, vodka, a few different sodas, some pineapple juice... 36 

water, obviously... cookies, chips, that kinda thing... Oh, and {love.nickname} made some pasta. Make 37 

yourself at home!\"<br/>  <br/>With that, she is off, leaving you in the hallway on your own. It's a short, 38 

narrow pass - more of an imitation of a hallway than an actual hallway, if you're being honest. For all 39 

this, however, it still seems personable; there's a colorful key rack on one wall and a standing, ornately-40 

carved wooden coat hanger in the corner. There's a bedroom through the door to the east, and you can 41 

exit the apartment through the door to the north. The hallway leads south into the living room, where 42 
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other party goers are peering into the hallway and waving at you.") 1 

          MoveObject (Leia, Living Room) 2 

          Leia.actions = Split("GoTo:Kitchenette;Leia opens the fridge up.;Leia puts the beers you brought 3 

into the fridge and closes it. She turns around and smiles when she sees you.", ";") 4 

        } 5 

        otherwise { 6 

          msg ("The short, simple hallway leads south into the living room. The apartment exit is to the 7 

north, and the door to Lena and Saorsie's bedroom is to the east.") 8 

        } 9 

      ]]></description> 10 

      <object name="key rack"> 11 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 12 

        <scenery /> 13 

        <look>You're pretty sure the rack is a DIY project that Leia got stuck in her head one day. It's a hunk 14 

of plastic with colorful puzzle pieces floating in it and half a dozen brassy hooks drilled into it. All of the 15 

hooks are occupied with keys of varying sizes.</look> 16 

        <alt type="stringlist"> 17 

          <value>rack</value> 18 

          <value>keys</value> 19 

        </alt> 20 

      </object> 21 

      <exit alias="north" to="Going Away Party TA"> 22 

        <inherit name="northdirection" /> 23 

        <runscript /> 24 

        <script type="script"><![CDATA[ 25 

          ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to leave the party?", game.yn, false) { 26 

            if (result="Yes") { 27 

              if (not GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 28 

                msg ("Later that night, you get some texts from #name:<br/>\"where'd u go?\"<br/>\"did u 29 

leave? u didn't even say bye!\"<br/>\"i mean that's your perogative but i feel like it was super rude.\"") 30 

              } 31 

              if (GetBoolean(game, "demo")) { 32 

                MoveObject (player, Conclusion) 33 

              } 34 

              else { 35 

                nextDream 36 

              } 37 

            } 38 

            else { 39 

              msg ("{random:Duly noted.:Sounds good.:Okay.:Aye aye, cap'n.}") 40 

            } 41 

          } 42 
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        ]]></script> 1 

      </exit> 2 

      <exit name="masterBedHallExit" alias="east" to="Master Bedroom"> 3 

        <inherit name="eastdirection" /> 4 

        <runscript /> 5 

        <lockmessage>The door is locked. You can hear a few words and phrases among the muffled sobs: 6 

"...didn't expect... weren't exclu... can't really... so sorry..."</lockmessage> 7 

        <script type="script"> 8 

          if (GetBoolean(bed, "permission")) { 9 

            MoveObject (player, Master Bedroom) 10 

          } 11 

          else { 12 

            ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to enter their private space?", game.yn, false) { 13 

              if (result="Yes") { 14 

                MoveObject (player, Master Bedroom) 15 

              } 16 

              else { 17 

                msg ("{random:Duly noted.:Sounds good.:Okay.:Aye aye, cap'n.}") 18 

              } 19 

            } 20 

          } 21 

        </script> 22 

      </exit> 23 

      <exit alias="south" to="Living Room"> 24 

        <inherit name="southdirection" /> 25 

      </exit> 26 

      <object name="Leia"> 27 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 28 

        <inherit name="namedfemale" /> 29 

        <inherit name="NpcType" /> 30 

        <look>Leia is a petite girl with a firm, athletic body. Her face is handsome, in a novel sense, with a 31 

square jaw, a prominent nose, and commanding eyes. Her hair is cropped short and the tips are dyed 32 

green.</look> 33 

        <inroomdescription>{if player.parent=Bedroom Leia:Leia stares at you 34 

uncertainly.}</inroomdescription> 35 

        <askdefault>Leia tilts her head. "I don't understand."</askdefault> 36 

        <talkToSubjects type="stringlist"> 37 

          <value>school</value> 38 

          <value>leaving</value> 39 

          <value>sean</value> 40 

        </talkToSubjects> 41 

        <isNpc /> 42 
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        <actions type="stringlist"> 1 

          <value>Pause:player</value> 2 

        </actions> 3 

        <sayHi>Leia nudges your arm with her own and looks up at you. "{command:talk to Leia:Hey, 4 

you.}"</sayHi> 5 

        <sleeping type="boolean">false</sleeping> 6 

        <kiss type="script"><![CDATA[ 7 

          if (not GetBoolean(Leia, "knowsKiss")) { 8 

            if (ListCount(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(player.parent), "NpcType")) > 1) { 9 

              ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to kiss Leia in front of your mutual friends{if 10 

love.parent=player.parent:, including {love.nickname}}?", game.yn, false) { 11 

                if (result = "Yes") { 12 

                  foreach (i, FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(player.parent), "NpcType")) { 13 

                    SetObjectFlagOn (i, "knowsKiss") 14 

                  } 15 

                  Leia.actions = "Pause:player" 16 

                  SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "isPaused") 17 

                  msg ("Before you've quite thought it through, you've nudged Leia and, when she turns to look 18 

at you, brought your lips down on hers, closing your eyes. She's unresponsive for a second, but then to 19 

your suprise grabs you by your collar and pulls you closer, kissing you fiercly. When you pull back for air, 20 

you glance around.") 21 

                  if (ListCount(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(player.parent), "NpcType")) < 4) { 22 

                    msg ("The few friends nearby stare, brows furrowed in confusion.") 23 

                  } 24 

                  else { 25 

                    msg ("The room, busy just a minute ago, has hushed at the spectacle.") 26 

                  } 27 

                  if (player.parent = love.parent) { 28 

                    msg ("{love.alias} looks on with an expression that's difficult to read, some mix between 29 

stunned, wounded, and guilty. \"I...\" she starts, breaking the silence. \"...I have to... pee.\" She gets up 30 

and leaves the room.") 31 

                    if (player.parent = Living Room) { 32 

                      msg ("But she doesn't go to the bathroom - she goes to the master bedroom and shuts the 33 

door. After a moment, faint sobs come muffled through the door.") 34 

                    } 35 

                    if (ListCount(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(player.parent), "NpcType")) > 2) { 36 

                      msg ("The stares you were getting feel more accusing than surprised now.") 37 

                    } 38 

                    msg ("\"Shit,\" Leia whispers, before following after {love.nickname}.") 39 

                    MoveObject (love, Master Bedroom) 40 

                    MoveObject (Leia, Master Bedroom) 41 

                    love.actions = Split("Pause:player;Pause:player", ";") 42 
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                    SetObjectFlagOn (love, "isPaused") 1 

                    Leia.actions = Split("Pause:player;Pause:player", ";") 2 

                    love.storge = love.storge + 3 3 

                    love.agape = love.agape - 2 4 

                    love.philia = love.philia - 1 5 

                  } 6 

                  else { 7 

                    msg ("Leia stares at you, then says in a clipped voice, \"We should talk. Follow me.\"") 8 

                    Leia.actions = Split("GoTo:Bedroom Leia;Wait:player;Script:player", ";") 9 

                  } 10 

                } 11 

              } 12 

            } 13 

            else { 14 

              SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "isPaused") 15 

              SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "knowsKiss") 16 

              msg ("\"So, just us here, huh?\" you say to Leia, who turns to smile at you. You move toward 17 

Leia with a great shudder, like a spring sprung, and take her face in your hands. Her expression cycles 18 

through surprise and satisfaction. Just before your lips fall to hers, she sighs, but you cut it short and she 19 

matches you for heat, pulling you closer to her by your shirt. There's something sharp in her kiss that 20 

you're not used to, but the way she bites your lip gently as the two of you break for air reminds you of 21 

{love.nickname}.<br/><br/>As you catch your breath, your watch her eyebrows draw together. She 22 

steps back.") 23 

              if (player.parent=Bedroom Leia) { 24 

                msg ("\"Should... shouldn't we {command:talk to Leia:talk} about this?\"") 25 

              } 26 

              if (not player.parent=Bedroom Leia) { 27 

                msg ("\"We... We should talk about this. Follow me.\"") 28 

                Leia.actions = Split("GoTo:Bedroom Leia;Wait:player;Script:player", ";") 29 

              } 30 

            } 31 

          } 32 

          else { 33 

            msg ("That would be inappropriate right now.") 34 

          } 35 

        ]]></kiss> 36 

        <speak type="script"> 37 

          if (player.parent=Bedroom Leia and GetBoolean(Leia, "knowsKiss")) { 38 

            leiaScript 39 

          } 40 

          else if (GetBoolean(Leia, "isPaused")) { 41 

            msg ("You can't talk to her right now.") 42 
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          } 1 

          else { 2 

            npcConvo (Leia) 3 

          } 4 

        </speak> 5 

        <npcscript type="script"><![CDATA[ 6 

          if (GetBoolean(Leia, "knowsKiss")) { 7 

            if (ListCount(FilterByAttribute(GetAllChildObjects(game), "knowsKiss", true)) > 1) { 8 

              msg ("Leia paces for a moment while you wait for her to speak. \"What was that?\" she finally 9 

asks.<br/><br/>\"You mean... the... the kiss?\"<br/><br/>She sits on her bed and rubs her face, swaying 10 

faintly. \"Fuck, I shouldn't have had so much...\" she murmurs, then says to you, \"I mean really the part 11 

where you did it in front of other people.\"") 12 

              topics = Split("I just didn't really think it through.;I wanted them to see.") 13 

              ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 14 

                if (result = "I wanted them to see.") { 15 

                  msg ("\"I wanted them to see!\" you tell her. \"That was the point!\"<br/><br/>Leia's head 16 

hangs. \"Yeah,\" she says, \"that's sort of what I thought. You used me for revenge.\" Her voice is 17 

shaking. \"To get back at {love.nickname} for leaving.\"<br/><br/>\"That's not what I meant, 18 

Leia...\"<br/><br/>\"Really? What did you mean?\" She scoffs. \"I'm all ears.\"") 19 

                  topics = Split("I wanted to make a show of affection.;It's not getting back at her. We've never 20 

been exclusive, anyway.", ";") 21 

                  ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 22 

                    if (result = "I wanted to make a show of affection.") { 23 

                      msg ("\"I... wanted to make a show of affection,\" you admit.<br/><br/>Leia's gaze snaps 24 

back up to you. \"Like... affection for me?\"<br/><br/>You shrug sheepishly. \"Who 25 

else?\"<br/><br/>Leia stares at you, then takes you by the arm and pulls you gently to her where she 26 

sits on the bed. She kisses you again, more gently this time, then shuffles backwards, pulling you onto 27 

the bed proper. You close your eyes and let her clever fingers vie for your attention.") 28 

                      wait { 29 

                        ClearScreen 30 

                        MoveObject (player, Bedroom Leia) 31 

                        SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "sleeping") 32 

                      } 33 

                    } 34 

                    else { 35 

                      msg ("\"It's not getting back at her,\" you explain. \"We've never been exclusive, anyway. 36 

We can do what we want. We're not a-\"<br/><br/>\"Not a couple, yeah. That's what you're both 37 

always saying, but you sure act like one.\"<br/><br/>\"I dunno,\" you stammer. \"We just... like each 38 

other.\"<br/><br/>Leia lets out a short bark of laughter. \"This is humiliating!\" She laughs again. \"I 39 

actually fucking liked you, and then you kissed me in front of a hundred people and I {i:kissed you back} 40 

and in the end it didn't even have anything to do with me!\"<br/><br/>\"It's not - \"<br/><br/>\"Please 41 

leave my room,\" Leia says, turning away from you. \"Tell everyone I went to bed. And a word of advice 42 
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- get your shit with {love.nickname} worked out. You're kind of spiralling and it's pathetic.\"") 1 

                      wait { 2 

                        ClearScreen 3 

                        MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall 2) 4 

                        SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "sleeping") 5 

                      } 6 

                    } 7 

                  } 8 

                } 9 

                else { 10 

                  msg ("She cracks a smile. \"The booze?\"<br/><br/>\"Yeah,\" you admit.<br/><br/>\"My 11 

partying days are almost done, I think.\" She sighs. \"But I just... you did it just because? There wasn't 12 

anything... more?\"") 13 

                  topics = Split("I want you.;*say nothing*", ";") 14 

                  ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 15 

                    if (result = "I want you.") { 16 

                      msg ("\"I want you,\" you say. \"The alcohol just let me show it.\"<br/><br/>Leia stares at 17 

you, then takes you by the arm and pulls you gently to her where she sits on the bed. She kisses you 18 

again, more gently this time, then shuffles backwards, pulling you onto the bed proper. You close your 19 

eyes and let her clever fingers vie for your attention.") 20 

                      wait { 21 

                        ClearScreen 22 

                        MoveObject (player, Bedroom Leia) 23 

                        SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "sleeping") 24 

                      } 25 

                    } 26 

                    else { 27 

                      msg ("You're not sure how to respond tactfully. {i:No, I just have a passing attraction to you 28 

and made a mistake to drink with you} doesn't sound like it would go over too well.<br/><br/>Leia 29 

seems to get the message though. She turns away from you, and to your great guilt her voice is strained 30 

when she speaks. \"It's humiliating, you know,\" she says. \"To be used just to... get your kicks out? Poke 31 

people around and see how they react? What the fuck?\"<br/><br/>\"I'm sorry...\" you 32 

say.<br/><br/>She sighs. \"I hope for both your sakes that nobody tells {love.nickname} what they 33 

saw.\"<br/><br/>\"We're not-\"<br/><br/>\"Not a couple. Yeah, that's what you guys always say.\" She 34 

sighs again and pulls her legs up onto the bed. \"Hey, just... tell everyone I went to bed, 35 

okay?\"<br/><br/>\"Are you okay?\" you ask. Leia doesn't answer; she's done talking.") 36 

                      wait { 37 

                        ClearScreen 38 

                        MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall 2) 39 

                        SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "sleeping") 40 

                      } 41 

                    } 42 
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                  } 1 

                } 2 

              } 3 

            } 4 

            else { 5 

              msg ("Leia paces for a moment while you wait for her to speak. \"What was that?\" she finally 6 

asks.<br/><br/>\"You mean... the... the kiss?\"<br/><br/>She sits on her bed and rubs her face, swaying 7 

faintly. \"Fuck, I shouldn't have had so much...\" she murmurs, then asks you, \"Did it... mean 8 

anything?\"") 9 

              topics = Split("I want you.;I'm not sure.;*say nothing*", ";") 10 

              ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 11 

                if (result = "I want you.") { 12 

                  msg ("\"I want you,\" you say.<br/><br/>Leia stares at you, then takes you by the arm and 13 

pulls you gently to her where she sits on the bed. She kisses you again, more gently this time, then 14 

shuffles backwards, pulling you onto the bed proper. You close your eyes and let her clever fingers vie 15 

for your attention.") 16 

                  wait { 17 

                    ClearScreen 18 

                    MoveObject (player, Bedroom Leia) 19 

                    SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "sleeping") 20 

                  } 21 

                } 22 

                else if (result = "*say nothing*") { 23 

                  msg ("You're not sure how to respond tactfully. {i:No, I just have a passing attraction to you 24 

and made a mistake to drink with you} doesn't sound like it would go over too well.<br/><br/>Leia 25 

seems to get the message though. She turns away from you, and to your great guilt her voice is strained 26 

when she speaks. \"It's humiliating, you know,\" she says. \"To think you thought you could be so bold 27 

with me just to... get your kicks out? What the fuck?\"<br/><br/>\"I'm sorry...\" you say.<br/><br/>She 28 

sighs and pulls her legs up onto the bed. \"Hey, just... tell everyone I went to bed, 29 

okay?\"<br/><br/>\"Are you okay?\" you ask. Leia doesn't answer; she's done talking.") 30 

                  wait { 31 

                    ClearScreen 32 

                    MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall 2) 33 

                    SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "sleeping") 34 

                  } 35 

                } 36 

                else { 37 

                  msg ("She cracks a smile. \"The booze?\"<br/><br/>\"Yeah,\" you admit.<br/><br/>\"My 38 

partying days are almost done, I think.\" She sighs. \"But I just... you did it just because? There wasn't 39 

anything... more?\"") 40 

                  topics = Split("I want you.;*say nothing*", ";") 41 

                  ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 42 
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                    if (result = "I want you.") { 1 

                      msg ("\"I want you,\" you say. \"The alcohol just let me show it.\"<br/><br/>Leia stares at 2 

you, then takes you by the arm and pulls you gently to her where she sits on the bed. She kisses you 3 

again, more gently this time, then shuffles backwards, pulling you onto the bed proper. You close your 4 

eyes and let her clever fingers vie for your attention.") 5 

                      wait { 6 

                        ClearScreen 7 

                        MoveObject (player, Bedroom Leia) 8 

                        SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "sleeping") 9 

                      } 10 

                    } 11 

                    else { 12 

                      msg ("You're not sure how to respond tactfully. {i:No, I just have a passing attraction to you 13 

and made a mistake to drink with you} doesn't sound like it would go over too well.<br/><br/>Leia 14 

seems to get the message though. She turns away from you, and to your great guilt her voice is strained 15 

when she speaks. \"It's humiliating, you know,\" she says. \"To think you thought you could be so bold 16 

with me just to... get your kicks out? What the fuck?\"<br/><br/>\"I'm sorry...\" you say.<br/><br/>She 17 

sighs and pulls her legs up onto the bed. \"Hey, just... tell everyone I went to bed, 18 

okay?\"<br/><br/>\"Are you okay?\" you ask. Leia doesn't answer; she's done talking.") 19 

                      wait { 20 

                        ClearScreen 21 

                        MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall 2) 22 

                        SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "sleeping") 23 

                      } 24 

                    } 25 

                  } 26 

                } 27 

              } 28 

            } 29 

          } 30 

        ]]></npcscript> 31 

        <changedsleeping type="script"> 32 

          if (GetBoolean(Leia, "sleeping")) { 33 

            Leia.inroomdescription = "Leia is in bed with her back to you, sleeping soundly." 34 

          } 35 

        </changedsleeping> 36 

        <changedparent type="script"> 37 

          if (game.pov = this) { 38 

            if (IsDefined("oldvalue")) { 39 

              OnEnterRoom (oldvalue) 40 

            } 41 

            else { 42 
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              OnEnterRoom (null) 1 

            } 2 

            if (game.gridmap) { 3 

              MergePOVCoordinates 4 

            } 5 

          } 6 

          else { 7 

            bathroomLine (this) 8 

          } 9 

          this.hasbeenmoved = true 10 

        </changedparent> 11 

        <ask type="scriptdictionary"> 12 

          <item key="kiss"> 13 

            if (player.parent=Bedroom Leia and GetBoolean(Leia, "knowsKiss")) { 14 

              leiaScript 15 

            } 16 

            else { 17 

              msg (Leia.askdefault) 18 

            } 19 

          </item> 20 

        </ask> 21 

        <fuck type="script"> 22 

          do (Leia, "kiss") 23 

        </fuck> 24 

      </object> 25 

    </object> 26 

    <object name="Master Bathroom"> 27 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 28 

      <occupant type="int">1</occupant> 29 

      <description>The bathroom is spacious and impeccably organized. Lena and Saorsie share a bedroom 30 

to the west.</description> 31 

      <exit name="masterBedBathExit" alias="west" to="Master Bedroom"> 32 

        <inherit name="westdirection" /> 33 

        <runscript /> 34 

        <lockmessage>The door is locked. You can hear a few words and phrases among the muffled sobs: 35 

"...didn't expect... weren't exclu... can't really... so sorry..."</lockmessage> 36 

        <script type="script"> 37 

          ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to enter their private space?", game.yn, false) { 38 

            if (result="Yes") { 39 

              MoveObject (player, Master Bedroom) 40 

            } 41 

            else { 42 
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              msg ("{random:Duly noted.:Sounds good.:Okay.:Aye aye, cap'n.}") 1 

            } 2 

          } 3 

        </script> 4 

      </exit> 5 

    </object> 6 

    <object name="Master Bedroom"> 7 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 8 

      <description>This room is bigger than the other bedrooms in the house. Lena and Saorsie keep their 9 

room neat; even their bed is made. A bathroom door is to the east. The hallway is to the west.{if 10 

love.parent=Master Bedroom: {love.alias} is here, {random:fluffing a pillow:kicking her jeans off to sleep 11 

more comfortably:looking at you expectantly}.}</description> 12 

      <alias>Bedroom</alias> 13 

      <exit alias="east" to="Master Bathroom"> 14 

        <inherit name="eastdirection" /> 15 

        <runscript /> 16 

        <script type="script"><![CDATA[ 17 

          if (ListCount(GetAllChildObjects(Master Bathroom)) > 0) { 18 

            msg ("\"Occupied!\"<br/><br/>\"Oh, sorry,\" you mumble.") 19 

          } 20 

          else { 21 

            MoveObject (player, Master Bathroom) 22 

          } 23 

        ]]></script> 24 

      </exit> 25 

      <object name="bed"> 26 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 27 

        <look>The bed is neatly made.</look> 28 

        <feature_usegive /> 29 

        <alias>bed</alias> 30 

        <lieon type="script"><![CDATA[ 31 

          if (GetBoolean(bed, "permission")) { 32 

            if (game.pov.parent=love.parent) { 33 

              msg ("You kick off your shoes and peel off your socks, them sit down on the bed. 34 

{love.nickname} pounces in after you, giggling. You grin helplessly at her, easing onto your back as she 35 

advances on and over you and kisses you full on the lips.<br/><br/>\"This is someone else's bed, babe,\" 36 

you remind her regretfully.<br/><br/>She huffs and rolls off of you. \"Fiiiiiine.\"<br/><br/>\"Besides,\" 37 

you add, pulling her into a spoon and kissing her shoulder. \"We're a little too drunk to consent, 38 

technically.\"<br/><br/>She gets comfortable and pulls the covers over the two of you. \"I was about to 39 

argue,\" she giggles, \"but I just moved and the world spun.\"<br/><br/>You smile against her skin. 40 

\"Good night, sweetheart.\"<br/><br/>\"Don't wake me up with your dreams again,\" she grumbles{if 41 

love.philia>3: cutely}.<br/><br/>\"I'll do my best,\" you promise.<br/><br/>Almost a minute goes by in 42 
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silence, and you're beginning to drift when you hear her murmur, \"I love you,\" so quiet and muffled 1 

you're sure she must be sleep talking. Hearing those studiously avoided words puts a shudder in your 2 

heart so strong you feel it in your arms. You prop yourself up on an elbow to get a look at her face, and 3 

sure enough, she's gone, faintly drooling into the pillow.<br/><br/>You lie back and stare at the ceiling, 4 

all traces of drowsiness gone. {if Leia.knowsKiss:Your mind replays what happened with Leia over and 5 

over again, every iteration overlapping until it's some violent cacophany of saliva and skin, so loud in 6 

your head you think it could wake {love.nickname} up. }You don't fall asleep for some time after.") 7 

              MoveObject (player, Conclusion) 8 

            } 9 

            else if (not ListContains(GetAllChildObjects(Going Away Party TA), love)) { 10 

              msg ("You go to bed, alone and lonely.") 11 

              MoveObject (player, Conclusion) 12 

            } 13 

            else { 14 

              msg ("You fluff the pillows in preparation for sleep, smiling as you move the {if 15 

love.storge>4:lumpiest}{if love.storge<5:softest} one to the right side where you know {love.alias} 16 

prefers to sleep.") 17 

            } 18 

          } 19 

          else { 20 

            msg ("You can't sleep in someone else's bed. You don't have permission.") 21 

          } 22 

        ]]></lieon> 23 

        <use type="script"> 24 

        </use> 25 

      </object> 26 

      <exit alias="west" to="Apartment Hall"> 27 

        <inherit name="westdirection" /> 28 

      </exit> 29 

    </object> 30 

    <object name="Living Room"> 31 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 32 

      <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 33 

        firsttime { 34 

          msg ("The living room is full of partygoers, most of whome you're friends with. There's a banner 35 

over the counter that separates the living room from the kitchenette to the west; it reads, \"CONGRADS 36 

GOOD LUCK!\" Somebody hung a piece of printer paper by the banner, with \"I'll need it!\" scrawled in 37 

Sharpie. You have five guesses as to whose addition that was, and the girl bounding up to you and 38 

kissing your cheek is all of them.<br/>    <br/>\"Hey, do you think it's fucked up that you're not the one 39 

throwing my big going away party?\" she asks, hooking her arm through yours and guiding you to the 40 

counter, where she hands you a cookie and starts making a drink.<br/>    <br/>\"Not really,\" you 41 

answer. \"Why would it have to be me?\"<br/>    <br/>\"That's what {i:I'm} saying. I guess people 42 
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expected it because... well, you know.\" She hands you the drink she's just made - a White 1 

Russian.<br/>") 2 

          topics = Split("You mean the fact that we're a... thing?;I'm not sure I do know.;You know I'm not a 3 

party person.;*hmm noncomitally*", ";") 4 

          ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 5 

            switch (result) { 6 

              case ("You mean the fact that we're a... thing?") { 7 

                msg ("\"You mean the fact that we're a... thing?\" you venture. \"Our mutual... thing-8 

ness?\"<br/><br/>She laughs. \"Our mutual thing-ness. That's one way to say it.\" She settles her arms 9 

around your neck and sways to the music, not seeming to care that your hands are a little occupied by 10 

the refreshments she has just given you. \"Well, now's not the time to debate creative new labels.\" She 11 

pecks you on the lips, then pulls back. \"I gotta go make water. Get comfy!\"<br/><br/>You watch her 12 

walk off, and you're not surprised by the smiling glance she throws back at you over her shoulder.") 13 

              } 14 

              case ("I'm not sure I do know.") { 15 

                msg ("\"I'm not sure I do know,\" you answer, wondering what she's implying.<br/><br/> A 16 

faint pinkness creeps to {love.alias}'s cheeks and she looks away. \"It's nothing, I just meant like, since 17 

we're... usually seen together... people just kinda think you're my... my person.\"<br/><br/>\"Am I not 18 

your person?\" you tease.<br/><br/>\"No, I just meant-\" She stops and giggles. \"You're an asshole. 19 

Stop making fun of me.\" She doesn't seem all that mad, though. \"You should try some of the pasta I 20 

made,\" she tells you. \"It's in the kitchen. I'm gonna go to the bathroom real quick.\" With that, she 21 

flounces off, leaving you with a lingering amusement and a delicious-looking cocktail.") 22 

              } 23 

              case ("You know I'm not a party person.") { 24 

                msg ("\"You know I don't like parties,\" you say a little guiltily, glancing around as if one of your 25 

friends might hear you and take offense.<br/><br/>\"Oh, yeah, no, I know,\" {love.nickname} says. \"I'm 26 

not the one who was expecting it. I 100% understand the social anxiety.\"<br/><br/>\"Thank you for 27 

understanding, babe,\" you say, and mean it.<br/><br/>She gives you a funny look. \"Well, it'd be 28 

hypocritical of me to be a bitch about it. I've been there. I can empathize.\" She pauses. \"It wouldn't 29 

really have been a party for you, though, would it?\"<br/><br/>\"Good point,\" you say around the bite 30 

you just took out of the cookie she had handed you.<br/><br/>She grins. \"I'm gonna go use the 31 

restroom. Go mingle!\" With that, she flounces off.") 32 

              } 33 

              case ("*hmm noncomitally*") { 34 

                msg ("\"Hmmm.\" You don't really know how to respond to {love.nickname}'s implications; you 35 

rather wish she hadn't made them.<br/><br/>She looks at her fingers. \"I mean, I guess I would have 36 

liked it if you did. Just.. would have been a nice gesture.\"<br/><br/>\"Mhm,\" you say, heart in your 37 

throat.<br/><br/>\"I'm gonna... I'll be right back,\" she says, and leaves you to mingle with the other 38 

partygoers.") 39 

              } 40 

            } 41 

            MoveObject (love, Bathroom) 42 
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            love.actions = Split("Lock:bathroomExit;Pause:player;Unlock:bathroomExit;GoTo:Living Room", 1 

";") 2 

          } 3 

        } 4 

        otherwise { 5 

          msg ("The living room is lit up with a soft, warm overhead light, and something resembling 6 

alternative pop is playing on the bluetooth speakers. One half of the room is filled with couches and 7 

plush armchairs, and the other has a table with bowls full of candy and other snacks. There's a 8 

kitchenette to the west, a sliding glass door to a balcony to the east, and hallways to the north and 9 

south.") 10 

          if (ListCount(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(Living Room), "NpcType"))>0) { 11 

            OutputTextNoBr ("The {command:list people:people} here are sitting around, nursing drinks or 12 

plates with snacks as they talk animatedly.") 13 

          } 14 

          if (love.parent=Master Bedroom and GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 15 

            msg ("The sounds of muffled {if Leia.parent=Master Bedroom:shouting and}sobbing float from 16 

the bedroom's direction.") 17 

          } 18 

        } 19 

      ]]></description> 20 

      <exit alias="south" to="Apartment Hall 2"> 21 

        <inherit name="southdirection" /> 22 

      </exit> 23 

      <exit alias="north" to="Apartment Hall"> 24 

        <inherit name="northdirection" /> 25 

      </exit> 26 

      <exit alias="east" to="Kitchenette"> 27 

        <inherit name="eastdirection" /> 28 

      </exit> 29 

      <exit alias="west" to="Balcony"> 30 

        <inherit name="westdirection" /> 31 

      </exit> 32 

      <object name="Merritt"> 33 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 34 

        <inherit name="NpcType" /> 35 

        <inherit name="namedfemale" /> 36 

        <look>Merritt was born about 40 years too late, but she dresses like a Deadhead in defiance of her 37 

times. Her parents don't know about the tattoos snaking up her arms, which astounds you given that 38 

there are many.</look> 39 

        <talkToSubjects type="stringlist"> 40 

          <value>leaving</value> 41 

          <value>gina</value> 42 
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        </talkToSubjects> 1 

        <isNpc /> 2 

        <actions type="stringlist"> 3 

          <value>Pause:player</value> 4 

        </actions> 5 

        <sayHi>Merritt catches your eye with a smile and sidles over. "{command:talk to Merritt:How's it 6 

going?}"</sayHi> 7 

        <npcscript type="script"> 8 

          if (GetBoolean(Merritt, "gottaGo")) { 9 

            if (Merritt.parent = Apartment Hall 2 and not GetBoolean(bathroomExit, "locked")) { 10 

              Merritt.actions = Split("GoTo:Bathroom;Pause", ";") 11 

              SetObjectFlagOff (Merritt, "gottaGo") 12 

            } 13 

            else { 14 

              SetObjectFlagOff (this, "deletefromlist") 15 

            } 16 

          } 17 

        </npcscript> 18 

        <speak type="script"> 19 

          npcConvo (Merritt) 20 

        </speak> 21 

        <changedparent type="script"> 22 

          if (game.pov = this) { 23 

            if (IsDefined("oldvalue")) { 24 

              OnEnterRoom (oldvalue) 25 

            } 26 

            else { 27 

              OnEnterRoom (null) 28 

            } 29 

            if (game.gridmap) { 30 

              MergePOVCoordinates 31 

            } 32 

          } 33 

          else { 34 

            bathroomLine (this) 35 

          } 36 

          this.hasbeenmoved = true 37 

        </changedparent> 38 

      </object> 39 

      <object name="Gina"> 40 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 41 

        <inherit name="NpcType" /> 42 
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        <inherit name="namedfemale" /> 1 

        <look>Gina is a quiet Latina that you can't help but be flustered around, with her long hair and her 2 

soft dark eyes. Her hips make a gentle, round shape.</look> 3 

        <talkToSubjects type="stringlist"> 4 

          <value>school</value> 5 

          <value>leaving</value> 6 

          <value>milo</value> 7 

        </talkToSubjects> 8 

        <isNpc /> 9 

        <actions type="stringlist"> 10 

          <value>Pause:player</value> 11 

        </actions> 12 

        <sayHi>Gina floats over into your general area and offers a quiet, "{command:talk to 13 

Gina:Hullo.}"</sayHi> 14 

        <npcscript type="script"> 15 

          if (GetBoolean(Gina, "gottaGo")) { 16 

            if (Gina.parent = Apartment Hall 2 and not GetBoolean(bathroomExit, "locked")) { 17 

              Gina.actions = Split("GoTo:Bathroom;Pause", ";") 18 

              SetObjectFlagOff (Gina, "gottaGo") 19 

            } 20 

            else { 21 

              SetObjectFlagOff (this, "deletefromlist") 22 

            } 23 

          } 24 

        </npcscript> 25 

        <speak type="script"> 26 

          npcConvo (Gina) 27 

        </speak> 28 

        <changedparent type="script"> 29 

          if (game.pov = this) { 30 

            if (IsDefined("oldvalue")) { 31 

              OnEnterRoom (oldvalue) 32 

            } 33 

            else { 34 

              OnEnterRoom (null) 35 

            } 36 

            if (game.gridmap) { 37 

              MergePOVCoordinates 38 

            } 39 

          } 40 

          else { 41 

            bathroomLine (this) 42 
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          } 1 

          this.hasbeenmoved = true 2 

        </changedparent> 3 

      </object> 4 

    </object> 5 

    <object name="Bathroom"> 6 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 7 

      <description>The bathroom is small and functional. Someone has laid a plush rug down in front of 8 

the door, which is to the north.</description> 9 

      <exit alias="north" to="Apartment Hall 2"> 10 

        <inherit name="northdirection" /> 11 

      </exit> 12 

    </object> 13 

    <object name="Apartment Hall 2"> 14 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 15 

      <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 16 

        msg ("You're in a short hallway with a corner shelf holding a picture of Leia with her family. To the 17 

south is the bathroom, to the east is Leia's bedroom, and to the west is Sean's bedroom. The hallway 18 

leads back into the living room to the north. ") 19 

        if (ListCount(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(Apartment Hall 2), "NpcType"))>0) { 20 

          OutputTextNoBr ("Some {command:list people:people} are here, waiting for the bathroom.") 21 

        } 22 

      ]]></description> 23 

      <exit alias="north" to="Living Room"> 24 

        <inherit name="northdirection" /> 25 

      </exit> 26 

      <exit name="bathroomExit" alias="south" to="Bathroom"> 27 

        <inherit name="southdirection" /> 28 

        <runscript type="boolean">false</runscript> 29 

        <locked type="boolean">false</locked> 30 

        <lockmessage>"Occupied!"</lockmessage> 31 

        <script type="script"><![CDATA[ 32 

          if (ListCount(GetAllChildObjects(Bathroom)) > 0) { 33 

            msg ("") 34 

          } 35 

          else { 36 

            MoveObject (player, Bathroom) 37 

          } 38 

        ]]></script> 39 

      </exit> 40 

      <exit alias="east" to="Bedroom Leia"> 41 

        <inherit name="eastdirection" /> 42 
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        <runscript /> 1 

        <script type="script"><![CDATA[ 2 

          if (GetBoolean(Leia, "knowsKiss")) { 3 

            MoveObject (player, Bedroom Leia) 4 

          } 5 

          else { 6 

            ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to enter Leia's private space?", game.yn, false) { 7 

              if (result="Yes") { 8 

                if (Leia.parent = Bedroom Leia) { 9 

                  msg ("Leia squeaks as you enter and covers up with her shirt, which is in her hands rather than 10 

on her body. \"I-I was just changing,\" she stammers.") 11 

                  topics = Split("Sorry! I'm going! Sorry!;Can I... come in?", ";") 12 

                  if (not GetBoolean(player, "knowsLeiaLikesYou")) { 13 

                    list remove (topics, "Can I... come in?") 14 

                  } 15 

                  ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 16 

                    if (result = "Sorry! I'm going! Sorry!") { 17 

                      msg ("You shut the door hastily. {Apartment Hall 2.look}") 18 

                    } 19 

                    else { 20 

                      msg ("\"Can I... come in?\" you ask, unwilling to leave the sight before you.<br/><br/>Leia 21 

hesitates a moment, then nods.") 22 

                      MoveObject (player, Bedroom Leia) 23 

                      SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "isPaused") 24 

                      Leia.actions = Split("Pause:player;Pause:player", ";") 25 

                    } 26 

                  } 27 

                } 28 

                else { 29 

                  MoveObject (player, Bedroom Leia) 30 

                } 31 

              } 32 

              else { 33 

                msg ("{random:Duly noted.:Sounds good.:Okay.:Aye aye, cap'n.}") 34 

              } 35 

            } 36 

          } 37 

        ]]></script> 38 

      </exit> 39 

      <exit alias="west" to="Bedroom Sean"> 40 

        <inherit name="westdirection" /> 41 

        <runscript /> 42 
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        <script type="script"> 1 

          ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to enter Sean's private space?", game.yn, false) { 2 

            if (result="Yes") { 3 

              MoveObject (player, Bedroom Sean) 4 

            } 5 

            else { 6 

              msg ("{random:Duly noted.:Sounds good.:Okay.:Aye aye, cap'n.}") 7 

            } 8 

          } 9 

        </script> 10 

      </exit> 11 

    </object> 12 

    <object name="Kitchenette"> 13 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 14 

      <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 15 

        msg ("The kitchenette is a bit too small to be cozy, especially with all the ") 16 

        if (ListCount(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(Kitchenette), "NpcType"))>0) { 17 

          OutputTextNoBr ("{command:list people:people}") 18 

        } 19 

        else { 20 

          OutputTextNoBr ("people") 21 

        } 22 

        OutputTextNoBr (" coming in and out. Still, this is where they're keeping the booze, so here you are. 23 

For the sensibly-minded, there is also the kitchen sink, where you can get that godsent defense against 24 

hangovers - water. The living room is back to the east.") 25 

        if (pasta.parent=glass dish) { 26 

          msg ("{love.alias}'s pasta is sitting on the counter as well. It must have been popular; there's only a 27 

little left. Just enough for you, in fact.") 28 

        } 29 

        else { 30 

          msg ("The empty glass dish that {love.nickname} brought the pasta in is sitting on the counter, {if 31 

glass dish.isClean:sparkling clean}{if not glass dish.isClean:steeping in the remnants of sauce}.") 32 

        } 33 

      ]]></description> 34 

      <exit alias="west" to="Living Room"> 35 

        <inherit name="westdirection" /> 36 

      </exit> 37 

      <object name="Jake"> 38 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 39 

        <inherit name="namedmale" /> 40 

        <inherit name="NpcType" /> 41 

        <look>Jake's a big guy, 6'3" at least, and his dad bod game is strong. For someone who could punch 42 
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you out with 300 pounds of force, he has very kind eyes and very skittish mannerisms. He's 1 

{love.nickname}'s closest friend - aside from you.</look> 2 

        <talkToSubjects type="stringlist"> 3 

          <value>school</value> 4 

          <value>leaving</value> 5 

          <value>valentine</value> 6 

        </talkToSubjects> 7 

        <isNpc /> 8 

        <actions type="stringlist"> 9 

          <value>Pause:player</value> 10 

        </actions> 11 

        <sayHi>Jake pats you on the back in a way that was probably meant to be gentle and says, 12 

"{command:talk to Jake:Hey, what's good?}"</sayHi> 13 

        <npcscript type="script"> 14 

          if (GetBoolean(Jake, "knowsKiss")) { 15 

            if (player.parent = Master Bedroom) { 16 

              msg ("Jake scowls at you, an expression you're not used to seeing on his face. \"You need to 17 

leave. I need to have a private conversation here.\"") 18 

              topics = Split("Fine.;What about?", ";") 19 

              if (not love.parent = Master Bedroom) { 20 

                list add (topics, "With who?") 21 

              } 22 

              ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 23 

                if (result = "Fine.") { 24 

                  MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall) 25 

                } 26 

                else if (result = "With who?") { 27 

                  msg ("He crosses his arms. \"With {love.nickname}.\"") 28 

                  topics = Split("Fine.;What about?", ";") 29 

                } 30 

                else { 31 

                  msg ("\"Does it matter? Is there something you're worried about?\" he asks pointedly.") 32 

                  if (not love.parent = Master Bedroom) { 33 

                    topics = Split("Fine.;With who?", ";") 34 

                  } 35 

                  else { 36 

                    msg ("\"Fine,\" you say, though you don't mean it.") 37 

                    MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall) 38 

                  } 39 

                } 40 

                if (player.parent = Master Bedroom) { 41 

                  ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 42 
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                    if (result = "Fine.") { 1 

                      MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall) 2 

                    } 3 

                    else { 4 

                      if (result = "With who?") { 5 

                        msg ("He crosses his arms. \"With {love.nickname}.\"") 6 

                      } 7 

                      else { 8 

                        msg ("\"Does it matter? Is there something you're worried about?\" he asks pointedly.") 9 

                      } 10 

                      msg ("\"Fine,\" you say, though you don't mean it.") 11 

                      MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall) 12 

                    } 13 

                  } 14 

                } 15 

              } 16 

            } 17 

            if (not love.parent = Master Bedroom) { 18 

              SetObjectFlagOff (this, "deletefromlist") 19 

              love.actions = Split("GoTo:Master Bedroom;Pause:player", ";") 20 

            } 21 

            else { 22 

              LockExit (masterBedBathExit) 23 

              LockExit (masterBedHallExit) 24 

              SetObjectFlagOn (love, "isPaused") 25 

              SetObjectFlagOn (love, "knowsKiss") 26 

            } 27 

          } 28 

        </npcscript> 29 

        <speak type="script"> 30 

          npcConvo (Jake) 31 

        </speak> 32 

        <changedparent type="script"> 33 

          if (game.pov = this) { 34 

            if (IsDefined("oldvalue")) { 35 

              OnEnterRoom (oldvalue) 36 

            } 37 

            else { 38 

              OnEnterRoom (null) 39 

            } 40 

            if (game.gridmap) { 41 

              MergePOVCoordinates 42 
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            } 1 

          } 2 

          else { 3 

            bathroomLine (this) 4 

          } 5 

          this.hasbeenmoved = true 6 

        </changedparent> 7 

      </object> 8 

      <object name="glass dish"> 9 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 10 

        <inherit name="container_open" /> 11 

        <feature_container /> 12 

        <open type="boolean">false</open> 13 

        <close type="boolean">false</close> 14 

        <addscript type="script"> 15 

          msg ("Why are you trying to put things in {love.nickname}'s {if glass dish.clean=true:nice, clean 16 

}dish?") 17 

        </addscript> 18 

        <clean type="script"> 19 

          if (pasta.parent = glass dish) { 20 

            msg ("There's still food in it! You can't wash it right now.") 21 

          } 22 

          else if (GetBoolean(glass dish, "isClean")) { 23 

            msg ("The dish is already clean.") 24 

          } 25 

          else { 26 

            SetObjectFlagOn (glass dish, "isClean") 27 

            msg ("You soap the dish up in the sink and scrub it clean, then dry it and place it back on the 28 

counter.") 29 

            if (love.parent = Kitchenette) { 30 

              msg ("\"Oh!\" says {love.nickname}. \"Thank you!\" She smiles and gives you a kiss.") 31 

            } 32 

            foreach (i, FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(player.parent), "NpcType")) { 33 

              SetObjectFlagOn (i, "knowsCleaned") 34 

            } 35 

          } 36 

        </clean> 37 

        <object name="pasta"> 38 

          <inherit name="editor_object" /> 39 

          <inherit name="edible" /> 40 

          <feature_edible /> 41 

          <eatmsg><![CDATA[The pasta is {if love.storge>5:chewy}{if love.storge<6:al dente}, the sauce {if 42 
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love.storge>5:heavy}{if love.storge<6:creamy}, The flavor {if love.storge>5:however is good}{if 1 

love.storge<6:is excellent - full and satisfying}. You taste an undertone of pumpkin, or maybe butternut 2 

squash, which would explain the orangish-hue, and laugh to think that {love.nickname} is trying to sneak 3 

vegetables into her fellow college students' diets.]]></eatmsg> 4 

          <eat type="script"> 5 

            msg (pasta.eatmsg) 6 

            MoveObject (pasta, Going Away Party TA) 7 

            SetObjectFlagOn (player, "atePasta") 8 

          </eat> 9 

        </object> 10 

      </object> 11 

      <object name="Amos"> 12 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 13 

        <inherit name="namedmale" /> 14 

        <inherit name="NpcType" /> 15 

        <look>Amos is a broad-set fellow with a square, bespectacled face and a rare smile. His hair is dark 16 

and falls around his shoulders.</look> 17 

        <talkToSubjects type="stringlist"> 18 

          <value>school</value> 19 

          <value>games</value> 20 

          <value>merritt</value> 21 

          <value>advice</value> 22 

        </talkToSubjects> 23 

        <isNpc /> 24 

        <actions type="stringlist"> 25 

          <value>Pause:player</value> 26 

        </actions> 27 

        <sayHi>Amos wanders up to you and raises his beer glass. "{command:talk to 28 

Amos:Cheers.}"</sayHi> 29 

        <npcscript type="script"> 30 

          if (GetBoolean(Amos, "gottaGo")) { 31 

            if (Amos.parent = Apartment Hall 2 and not GetBoolean(bathroomExit, "locked")) { 32 

              Amos.actions = Split("GoTo:Bathroom;Pause:player", ";") 33 

              SetObjectFlagOff (Amos, "gottaGo") 34 

            } 35 

            else { 36 

              SetObjectFlagOff (this, "deletefromlist") 37 

            } 38 

          } 39 

        </npcscript> 40 

        <speak type="script"> 41 

          npcConvo (Amos) 42 
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        </speak> 1 

        <changedparent type="script"> 2 

          if (game.pov = this) { 3 

            if (IsDefined("oldvalue")) { 4 

              OnEnterRoom (oldvalue) 5 

            } 6 

            else { 7 

              OnEnterRoom (null) 8 

            } 9 

            if (game.gridmap) { 10 

              MergePOVCoordinates 11 

            } 12 

          } 13 

          else { 14 

            bathroomLine (this) 15 

          } 16 

          this.hasbeenmoved = true 17 

        </changedparent> 18 

      </object> 19 

    </object> 20 

    <object name="Balcony"> 21 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 22 

      <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 23 

        msg ("The balcony is an area too small for the dozen twenty-somethings that always end up 24 

congregated behind its wrought-iron railing.") 25 

        if (ListCount(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(Balcony), "NpcType"))>0) { 26 

          msg ("The {command:list people:people} here are all chatting, many smoking - some weed, most 27 

nicotine.") 28 

        } 29 

      ]]></description> 30 

      <exit alias="east" to="Living Room"> 31 

        <inherit name="eastdirection" /> 32 

      </exit> 33 

      <exit alias="south" to="Bedroom Leia"> 34 

        <inherit name="southdirection" /> 35 

        <runscript /> 36 

        <script type="script"><![CDATA[ 37 

          if (GetBoolean(Leia, "knowsKiss")) { 38 

            MoveObject (player, Bedroom Leia) 39 

          } 40 

          else { 41 

            ShowMenu ("Are you sure you want to enter Leia's private space?", game.yn, false) { 42 
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              if (result="Yes") { 1 

                if (Leia.parent = Bedroom Leia) { 2 

                  msg ("Leia squeaks as you enter and covers up with her shirt, which is in her hands rather than 3 

on her body. \"I-I was just changing,\" she stammers.") 4 

                  topics = Split("Sorry! I'm going! Sorry!;Can I... come in?", ";") 5 

                  if (not GetBoolean(player, "knowsLeiaLikesYou")) { 6 

                    list remove (topics, "Can I... come in?") 7 

                  } 8 

                  ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 9 

                    if (result = "Sorry! I'm going! Sorry!") { 10 

                      msg ("You shut the door hastily. {Apartment Hall 2.look}") 11 

                    } 12 

                    else { 13 

                      msg ("\"Can I... come in?\" you ask, unwilling to leave the sight before you.<br/><br/>Leia 14 

hesitates a moment, then nods.") 15 

                      MoveObject (player, Bedroom Leia) 16 

                      SetObjectFlagOn (Leia, "isPaused") 17 

                      Leia.actions = Split("Pause:player;Pause:player", ";") 18 

                    } 19 

                  } 20 

                } 21 

                else { 22 

                  MoveObject (player, Bedroom Leia) 23 

                } 24 

              } 25 

              else { 26 

                msg ("{random:Duly noted.:Sounds good.:Okay.:Aye aye, cap'n.}") 27 

              } 28 

            } 29 

          } 30 

        ]]></script> 31 

      </exit> 32 

      <object name="Jesse"> 33 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 34 

        <inherit name="namednonbinary" /> 35 

        <inherit name="NpcType" /> 36 

        <look>Jesse looks and acts like the product of a group relationship between #wicca, #kawaii, and 37 

#hipster. In other words, they stepped straight out of tumblr.</look> 38 

        <talkToSubjects type="stringlist"> 39 

          <value>school</value> 40 

          <value>leaving</value> 41 

        </talkToSubjects> 42 
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        <isNpc /> 1 

        <actions type="stringlist"> 2 

          <value>Pause:player</value> 3 

        </actions> 4 

        <sayHi>Jesse finds themself beside you and waves. "{command:talk to Jesse:Yooooooo.}"</sayHi> 5 

        <npcscript type="script"> 6 

          if (GetBoolean(Jesse, "gottaGo")) { 7 

            if (Jesse.parent = Apartment Hall 2 and not GetBoolean(bathroomExit, "locked")) { 8 

              Jesse.actions = Split("GoTo:Bathroom;Pause", ";") 9 

              SetObjectFlagOff (Jesse, "gottaGo") 10 

            } 11 

            else { 12 

              SetObjectFlagOff (this, "deletefromlist") 13 

            } 14 

          } 15 

        </npcscript> 16 

        <speak type="script"> 17 

          npcConvo (Jesse) 18 

        </speak> 19 

        <changedparent type="script"> 20 

          if (game.pov = this) { 21 

            if (IsDefined("oldvalue")) { 22 

              OnEnterRoom (oldvalue) 23 

            } 24 

            else { 25 

              OnEnterRoom (null) 26 

            } 27 

            if (game.gridmap) { 28 

              MergePOVCoordinates 29 

            } 30 

          } 31 

          else { 32 

            bathroomLine (this) 33 

          } 34 

          this.hasbeenmoved = true 35 

        </changedparent> 36 

      </object> 37 

      <object name="Milo"> 38 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 39 

        <inherit name="namedmale" /> 40 

        <inherit name="NpcType" /> 41 

        <look>Milo is tall and handsome. You certainly can't deny that, or his charm. He swaggers like a king 42 
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- that is, with a self-centered tilt of the chin and an imperious eye. He can't seem to stop sniffling, 1 

though, despite his dry eyes.</look> 2 

        <talkToSubjects type="stringlist"> 3 

          <value>school</value> 4 

          <value>leaving</value> 5 

          <value>jesse</value> 6 

        </talkToSubjects> 7 

        <isNpc /> 8 

        <actions type="stringlist"> 9 

          <value>Pause:player</value> 10 

        </actions> 11 

        <sayHi>Milo approaches you and swoops into a bow, saying, "{command:talk to Milo:Pardon 12 

me.}"</sayHi> 13 

        <npcscript type="script"> 14 

          if (GetBoolean(Milo, "gottaGo")) { 15 

            if (Milo.parent = Apartment Hall 2 and not GetBoolean(bathroomExit, "locked")) { 16 

              Milo.actions = Split("GoTo:Bathroom;Pause", ";") 17 

              SetObjectFlagOff (Milo, "gottaGo") 18 

            } 19 

            else { 20 

              SetObjectFlagOff (this, "deletefromlist") 21 

            } 22 

          } 23 

        </npcscript> 24 

        <speak type="script"> 25 

          npcConvo (Milo) 26 

        </speak> 27 

        <changedparent type="script"> 28 

          if (game.pov = this) { 29 

            if (IsDefined("oldvalue")) { 30 

              OnEnterRoom (oldvalue) 31 

            } 32 

            else { 33 

              OnEnterRoom (null) 34 

            } 35 

            if (game.gridmap) { 36 

              MergePOVCoordinates 37 

            } 38 

          } 39 

          else { 40 

            bathroomLine (this) 41 

          } 42 
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          this.hasbeenmoved = true 1 

        </changedparent> 2 

      </object> 3 

      <object name="Valentine"> 4 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 5 

        <inherit name="namednonbinary" /> 6 

        <inherit name="NpcType" /> 7 

        <look>Valentine's curls are pinned under a jaunty cap. They are trimmed in a red plaid patterned 8 

suit.</look> 9 

        <talkToSubjects type="stringlist"> 10 

          <value>school</value> 11 

          <value>leaving</value> 12 

          <value>gossip</value> 13 

        </talkToSubjects> 14 

        <isNpc /> 15 

        <actions type="stringlist"> 16 

          <value>Pause:player</value> 17 

        </actions> 18 

        <sayHi>Valentine sidles up to you and says, "{command:talk to Valentine:Psst...}"</sayHi> 19 

        <npcscript type="script"> 20 

          if (GetBoolean(Valentine, "gottaGo")) { 21 

            if (Valentine.parent = Apartment Hall 2 and not GetBoolean(bathroomExit, "locked")) { 22 

              Valentine.actions = Split("GoTo:Bathroom;Pause", ";") 23 

              SetObjectFlagOff (Valentine, "gottaGo") 24 

            } 25 

            else { 26 

              SetObjectFlagOff (this, "deletefromlist") 27 

            } 28 

          } 29 

        </npcscript> 30 

        <speak type="script"> 31 

          npcConvo (Valentine) 32 

        </speak> 33 

        <changedparent type="script"> 34 

          if (game.pov = this) { 35 

            if (IsDefined("oldvalue")) { 36 

              OnEnterRoom (oldvalue) 37 

            } 38 

            else { 39 

              OnEnterRoom (null) 40 

            } 41 

            if (game.gridmap) { 42 
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              MergePOVCoordinates 1 

            } 2 

          } 3 

          else { 4 

            bathroomLine (this) 5 

          } 6 

          this.hasbeenmoved = true 7 

        </changedparent> 8 

      </object> 9 

    </object> 10 

    <object name="Bedroom Leia"> 11 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 12 

      <description>Leia's bedroom is illuminated softly and lowly by a small tree-shaped fixture on the 13 

bedside table, each branch tipped with a bright flower. Her walls are adorned with artistic decals and 14 

Harley Quinn posters. There are clothes strewn across the floor and the bed is unmade, but you can see 15 

the tracks of a recent vacuuming.</description> 16 

      <exit alias="north" to="Balcony"> 17 

        <inherit name="northdirection" /> 18 

        <runscript /> 19 

        <script type="script"> 20 

          if (GetBoolean(Leia, "isPaused") and not GetBoolean(Leia, "sleeping")) { 21 

            if (GetBoolean(Leia, "knowsKiss")) { 22 

              msg ("This would be an inapropriate moment to just walk away.") 23 

            } 24 

            else { 25 

              SetObjectFlagOff (Leia, "isPaused") 26 

              MoveObject (player, Balcony) 27 

            } 28 

          } 29 

          else { 30 

            MoveObject (player, Balcony) 31 

          } 32 

        </script> 33 

      </exit> 34 

      <exit alias="west" to="Apartment Hall 2"> 35 

        <inherit name="westdirection" /> 36 

        <runscript /> 37 

        <script type="script"> 38 

          if (GetBoolean(Leia, "isPaused") and not GetBoolean(Leia, "sleeping")) { 39 

            if (GetBoolean(Leia, "knowsKiss")) { 40 

              msg ("This would be an inapropriate moment to just walk away.") 41 

            } 42 
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            else { 1 

              SetObjectFlagOff (Leia, "isPaused") 2 

              MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall 2) 3 

            } 4 

          } 5 

          else { 6 

            MoveObject (player, Apartment Hall 2) 7 

          } 8 

        </script> 9 

      </exit> 10 

    </object> 11 

    <object name="Bedroom Sean"> 12 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 13 

      <description>This room is painted chalkboard, and it seems like Sean makes full use of it. There are 14 

lists, equations, chemical diagrams, the odd phrase that must make sense to him but means nothing to 15 

you. His room is clean, but cluttered.</description> 16 

      <exit alias="east" to="Apartment Hall 2"> 17 

        <inherit name="eastdirection" /> 18 

      </exit> 19 

      <object name="Sean"> 20 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 21 

        <inherit name="namedmale" /> 22 

        <inherit name="NpcType" /> 23 

        <look>Sean is a spindly fellow, tall and thin. His hair is long and curly, but badly kept, all matted and 24 

flyaway. You're not sure if anyone has told him as much; you can never bring yourself to do so.</look> 25 

        <inroomdescription>{if Sean.parent = Bedroom Sean:Sean is here, giving you annoyed look. "Geez," 26 

he says, "can't you knock? Please leave my room."}</inroomdescription> 27 

        <talkToSubjects type="stringlist"> 28 

          <value>school</value> 29 

          <value>leaving</value> 30 

          <value>leia</value> 31 

        </talkToSubjects> 32 

        <isNpc /> 33 

        <actions type="stringlist"> 34 

          <value>Pause:player</value> 35 

        </actions> 36 

        <sayHi>Sean wanders over to you and says, "{command:talk to Sean:Hey.}"</sayHi> 37 

        <speak type="script"> 38 

          if (player.parent = Bedroom Sean) { 39 

            msg ("\"Please leave my room.\"") 40 

          } 41 

          else { 42 
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            npcConvo (Sean) 1 

          } 2 

        </speak> 3 

        <npcscript type="script"> 4 

          if (GetBoolean(Sean, "gottaGo")) { 5 

            if (Sean.parent = Apartment Hall 2 and not GetBoolean(bathroomExit, "locked")) { 6 

              Sean.actions = Split("GoTo:Bathroom;Pause", ";") 7 

              SetObjectFlagOff (Sean, "gottaGo") 8 

            } 9 

            else { 10 

              SetObjectFlagOff (this, "deletefromlist") 11 

            } 12 

          } 13 

        </npcscript> 14 

        <changedparent type="script"> 15 

          if (game.pov = this) { 16 

            if (IsDefined("oldvalue")) { 17 

              OnEnterRoom (oldvalue) 18 

            } 19 

            else { 20 

              OnEnterRoom (null) 21 

            } 22 

            if (game.gridmap) { 23 

              MergePOVCoordinates 24 

            } 25 

          } 26 

          else { 27 

            bathroomLine (this) 28 

          } 29 

          this.hasbeenmoved = true 30 

        </changedparent> 31 

      </object> 32 

    </object> 33 

    <object name="player"> 34 

      <inherit name="editor_object" /> 35 

      <inherit name="editor_player" /> 36 

      <inherit name="plural" /> 37 

      <goTo type="int">0</goTo> 38 

      <topics type="stringlist" /> 39 

      <gender>you</gender> 40 

      <article>you</article> 41 

      <possessive>your</possessive> 42 
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      <serumAmount type="int">0</serumAmount> 1 

      <changedserumAmount type="script"> 2 

        if (player.serumAmount=0) { 3 

          SetObjectFlagOff (serum, "visible") 4 

        } 5 

        else if (not GetBoolean(serum, "visible")) { 6 

          SetObjectFlagOn (serum, "visible") 7 

        } 8 

      </changedserumAmount> 9 

    </object> 10 

  </object> 11 

  <object name="Game Night HT"> 12 

    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 13 

    <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 14 

      msg ("This will be a non-linear memory of a session of D&D, told in a series of interconnected flash 15 

fictions relating both to the protagonists and their characters.") 16 

      cont 17 

    ]]></description> 18 

    <firstenter type="script"> 19 

    </firstenter> 20 

    <enter type="script"> 21 

    </enter> 22 

    <beforeenter type="script"> 23 

      SetObjectFlagOn (Game Night HT, "visited") 24 

    </beforeenter> 25 

  </object> 26 

  <object name="Hide Seek TA"> 27 

    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 28 

    <description type="script"> 29 

      msg ("Something is hunting the interactor in this dream. It will move at random through the map 30 

until it has caught sight of the interactor, at which point it will head toward the interactor, who must 31 

then try to hide or otherwise escape. The two primary factors will be distance and visibility, and staying 32 

in the same area as the beast for two long will result in a \"game over\" that returns the interactor to 33 

the starting point, from which they must make it to a secure hideaway. A map can be referred to to shed 34 

light on immediate area. The area is not very large and reaching the hideaway shouldn't be too 35 

difficult.") 36 

      nextMemory 37 

    </description> 38 

    <firstenter type="script"> 39 

    </firstenter> 40 

    <beforeenter type="script"> 41 

      SetObjectFlagOn (God Killing TA, "visited") 42 
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    </beforeenter> 1 

    <enter type="script"> 2 

    </enter> 3 

  </object> 4 

  <object name="God Killing TA"> 5 

    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 6 

    <description type="script"> 7 

      msg ("Opposite of the escape dream, this one is all about trying to make it up a tower to kill a very 8 

powerful mage for nebulous reasons explained only through dream logic. It will mostly be staged as a 9 

turn-based combat trial with simple mechanics, utilizing the cast of fantasy character the protagonist's 10 

dreaming mind has generated.") 11 

      nextMemory 12 

    </description> 13 

    <firstenter type="script"> 14 

    </firstenter> 15 

    <beforeenter type="script"> 16 

      SetObjectFlagOn (God Killing TA, "visited") 17 

      game.echocommand = false 18 

      JS.eval ("$('#txtCommandDiv').css('display', 'none');") 19 

    </beforeenter> 20 

    <enter type="script"> 21 

    </enter> 22 

    <object name="floorOne"> 23 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 24 

      <inherit name="dungeonFloor" /> 25 

      <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 26 

        msg ("When you enter the ground floor of the tower, you find a reception area with an imp sitting 27 

behind the desk, flipping through the newest edition of Playgirl. He peers at you lazily over his 28 

glasses.<br/>\"You shouldn't be here,\" he says crossly. \"We're very busy, doing very important work 29 

which doesn't concern you.\"<br/>\"You don't look busy,\" you say.<br/>He sighs. \"What do you 30 

want?\"<br/>\"We want to stop the dark wizard from completing the Arcana Summons,\" you 31 

say.<br/>The imp yelps, then pushes a big red button on his desk that you hadn't noticed before. 32 

\"Guards!\" he barks, then smiles at you with jagged teeth. \"We'll see about that.\"") 33 

      ]]></description> 34 

      <enter type="script"> 35 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objMage.parent) { 36 

          MoveObject (objMage, game.pov.parent) 37 

        } 38 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objFighter.parent) { 39 

          MoveObject (objFighter, game.pov.parent) 40 

        } 41 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objScout.parent) { 42 
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          MoveObject (objScout, game.pov.parent) 1 

        } 2 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objBrawler.parent) { 3 

          MoveObject (objBrawler, game.pov.parent) 4 

        } 5 

      </enter> 6 

      <exit alias="out" to="towerGrounds"> 7 

        <inherit name="outdirection" /> 8 

      </exit> 9 

      <object name="secretary"> 10 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 11 

        <inherit name="male" /> 12 

        <inherit name="imp" /> 13 

      </object> 14 

    </object> 15 

    <object name="floorTwo"> 16 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 17 

      <inherit name="dungeonFloor" /> 18 

      <enter type="script"> 19 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objMage.parent) { 20 

          MoveObject (objMage, game.pov.parent) 21 

        } 22 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objFighter.parent) { 23 

          MoveObject (objFighter, game.pov.parent) 24 

        } 25 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objScout.parent) { 26 

          MoveObject (objScout, game.pov.parent) 27 

        } 28 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objBrawler.parent) { 29 

          MoveObject (objBrawler, game.pov.parent) 30 

        } 31 

      </enter> 32 

    </object> 33 

    <object name="floorThree"> 34 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 35 

      <inherit name="dungeonFloor" /> 36 

      <enter type="script"> 37 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objMage.parent) { 38 

          MoveObject (objMage, game.pov.parent) 39 

        } 40 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objFighter.parent) { 41 

          MoveObject (objFighter, game.pov.parent) 42 
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        } 1 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objScout.parent) { 2 

          MoveObject (objScout, game.pov.parent) 3 

        } 4 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objBrawler.parent) { 5 

          MoveObject (objBrawler, game.pov.parent) 6 

        } 7 

      </enter> 8 

    </object> 9 

    <object name="floorFour"> 10 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 11 

      <inherit name="dungeonFloor" /> 12 

      <enter type="script"> 13 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objMage.parent) { 14 

          MoveObject (objMage, game.pov.parent) 15 

        } 16 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objFighter.parent) { 17 

          MoveObject (objFighter, game.pov.parent) 18 

        } 19 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objScout.parent) { 20 

          MoveObject (objScout, game.pov.parent) 21 

        } 22 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objBrawler.parent) { 23 

          MoveObject (objBrawler, game.pov.parent) 24 

        } 25 

      </enter> 26 

    </object> 27 

    <object name="floorFive"> 28 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 29 

      <inherit name="dungeonFloor" /> 30 

      <enter type="script"> 31 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objMage.parent) { 32 

          MoveObject (objMage, game.pov.parent) 33 

        } 34 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objFighter.parent) { 35 

          MoveObject (objFighter, game.pov.parent) 36 

        } 37 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objScout.parent) { 38 

          MoveObject (objScout, game.pov.parent) 39 

        } 40 

        if (not game.pov.parent=objBrawler.parent) { 41 

          MoveObject (objBrawler, game.pov.parent) 42 
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        } 1 

      </enter> 2 

    </object> 3 

    <object name="top"> 4 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 5 

      <enter type="script"> 6 

        MoveObject (player, top) 7 

        ChangePOV (player) 8 

      </enter> 9 

    </object> 10 

    <object name="towerGrounds"> 11 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 12 

      <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 13 

        msg ("So you're at the base of a tower, thin but tall. At the top you can just barely make out a ball of 14 

light and the hole it's slowly burning in the night sky. If the dark wizard is allowed to continue this evil, 15 

this world might cease to exist. But the only way to go up is to go in.") 16 

        topics = Split("Mage;Fighter;Scout;Brawler", ";") 17 

        ShowMenu ("Please select a class:", topics, false) { 18 

          switch (result) { 19 

            case ("Mage") { 20 

              ChangePOV (objMage) 21 

              msg ("You're a mage. Special effects are your purview, but unlike in the movies, yours actually 22 

work.<br/>On your team you have a fighter, a scout, and a brawler.") 23 

              love.philia = love.philia + 1 24 

            } 25 

            case ("Fighter") { 26 

              ChangePOV (objFighter) 27 

              msg ("You're a fighter. You are a soldier for what you believe in, and it fuels your talent for the 28 

martial art.<br/>On your team you have a mage, a scout, and a brawler.") 29 

              love.agape = love.agape + 1 30 

            } 31 

            case ("Scout") { 32 

              ChangePOV (objScout) 33 

              msg ("You're a scout. In your line of work, quick eyes and hands are far more important than the 34 

length of your blade.<br/>On your team you have a fighter, a mage, and a brawler.") 35 

              love.eros = love.eros + 1 36 

            } 37 

            case ("Brawler") { 38 

              ChangePOV (objBrawler) 39 

              msg ("You're a brawler. None of this pussy-footin'. Just hit it 'til it's dead.<br/>On your team you 40 

have a fighter, a scout, and a mage.") 41 

              love.storge = love.storge + 1 42 
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            } 1 

          } 2 

          msg ("The four of you make your way {command:go in:into the tower}...") 3 

        } 4 

      ]]></description> 5 

      <object name="objMage"> 6 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 7 

        <inherit name="editor_player" /> 8 

        <inherit name="female" /> 9 

        <inherit name="mage" /> 10 

        <feature_player /> 11 

      </object> 12 

      <object name="objFighter"> 13 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 14 

        <inherit name="editor_player" /> 15 

        <inherit name="female" /> 16 

        <inherit name="fighter" /> 17 

        <feature_player /> 18 

      </object> 19 

      <object name="objScout"> 20 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 21 

        <inherit name="editor_player" /> 22 

        <inherit name="male" /> 23 

        <inherit name="scout" /> 24 

        <feature_player /> 25 

      </object> 26 

      <object name="objBrawler"> 27 

        <inherit name="editor_object" /> 28 

        <inherit name="editor_player" /> 29 

        <inherit name="male" /> 30 

        <inherit name="brawler" /> 31 

        <feature_player /> 32 

      </object> 33 

      <exit alias="in" to="floorOne"> 34 

        <inherit name="indirection" /> 35 

      </exit> 36 

    </object> 37 

  </object> 38 

  <object name="Camping TA"> 39 

    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 40 

    <description type="script"> 41 

      msg ("This is a waking, location-based event wherein the protagonists go camping together. This is 42 
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the first day and mostly involves hiking there and setting up camp, with the female protagonist acting as 1 

a follower that the interactor can direct, then some opportunity to interact with the female protagonist. 2 

There is a chance that this event will extend to the next event but otherwise it culminates in going home 3 

the next morning.") 4 

      nextDream 5 

    </description> 6 

    <firstenter type="script"> 7 

    </firstenter> 8 

    <enter type="script"> 9 

    </enter> 10 

    <beforeenter type="script"> 11 

      SetObjectFlagOn (Camping TA, "visited") 12 

    </beforeenter> 13 

  </object> 14 

  <object name="Day Trip TA"> 15 

    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 16 

    <description type="script"> 17 

      msg ("The female protagonist brings the interactor on a day trip to her home town. This is a place-18 

based event that functions mostly by progressing through old schools, parks, restaurants, etc, as well as 19 

car scenes.") 20 

      nextDream 21 

    </description> 22 

    <firstenter type="script"> 23 

    </firstenter> 24 

    <enter type="script"> 25 

    </enter> 26 

    <beforeenter type="script"> 27 

      SetObjectFlagOn (Day Trip TA, "visited") 28 

    </beforeenter> 29 

  </object> 30 

  <object name="Debauchery HT"> 31 

    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 32 

    <description type="script"> 33 

      msg ("This is a scene where the female protagonist and the protagonist have a night in, which 34 

involves a few vices. The open-ended format will be used to demonstrate some of the off-track, absurd 35 

nature of conversations had while under the influence.") 36 

      nextDream 37 

    </description> 38 

    <firstenter type="script"> 39 

    </firstenter> 40 

    <enter type="script"> 41 

    </enter> 42 
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    <beforeenter type="script"> 1 

      SetObjectFlagOn (Debauchery HT, "visited") 2 

    </beforeenter> 3 

  </object> 4 

  <object name="Introduction"> 5 

    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 6 

    <description type="script"> 7 

      if (GetBoolean(game, "demo")) { 8 

        MoveObject (player, intro page 1) 9 

      } 10 

      else { 11 

        topics = Split("Demo;Development Build", ";") 12 

        ShowMenu ("Do you want to play the demo or the development build?", topics, false) { 13 

          if (result="Development Build") { 14 

            msg ("You will be reading the development build. This version is full of placeholders and is likely 15 

to encounter errors.") 16 

          } 17 

          else { 18 

            msg ("You will be reading a demo, which is a preset sequence of three scenes instead of a 19 

randomized sequence of six. This version may still need editing, error testing, and fleshing out, but it 20 

should be fully functional.") 21 

            SetObjectFlagOn (game, "demo") 22 

          } 23 

          nextDream 24 

        } 25 

      } 26 

    </description> 27 

    <object name="intro page 1"> 28 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 29 

      <dropdestination type="object">player</dropdestination> 30 

      <description type="script"><![CDATA[ 31 

        SetObjectFlagOn (game, "deactivatecommandlinks") 32 

        msg ("You wake with a jostle upright and a voice comes soft in the darkness beside you, husked 33 

with sleep. \"Mm. What's up, babe?\"") 34 

        wait { 35 

          msg ("You sigh and ease back down. \"It's nothing. Or, I mean... Just, really weird 36 

dreams.\"<br/>You swear you can hear her smile, improbable as that might be. It sounds like popcorn. 37 

Or maybe you're still half-dreaming.<br/>\"Those are the best kind,\" she says.") 38 

          wait { 39 

            msg ("You don't answer. You're losing the details. What were you dreaming of? Your eyes are 40 

heavy.<br/>\"You'd best get back to them,\" comes her soft voice again.<br/>{page:go to intro page 41 

2:Yes.}") 42 
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          } 1 

        } 2 

      ]]></description> 3 

      <beforeenter type="script"> 4 

        JS.eval ("$('#txtCommandDiv').css('display', 'none');") 5 

      </beforeenter> 6 

      <exit to="intro page 2" /> 7 

    </object> 8 

    <object name="intro page 2"> 9 

      <inherit name="editor_room" /> 10 

      <description type="script"> 11 

        SetObjectFlagOff (game, "deactivatecommandlinks") 12 

        ClearScreen 13 

        nextDream 14 

      </description> 15 

    </object> 16 

  </object> 17 

  <object name="Conclusion"> 18 

    <inherit name="editor_room" /> 19 

    <description>Thank you for reading this demo! There is still a lot of work to do to bring this up to 20 

scratch, and criticism is welcome and encouraged! You can report bugs to 21 

kammererj2016@fau.edu.</description> 22 

    <enter type="script"> 23 

      finish 24 

    </enter> 25 

  </object> 26 

  <command name="continue"> 27 

    <pattern>continue</pattern> 28 

    <script> 29 

      ShowMenu ("You're sure you want to continue to the next scene?", game.yn, false) { 30 

        if (result = "Yes") { 31 

          nextDay 32 

        } 33 

        else { 34 

          msg ("{random:Alright.:Right-o!:Okay.:Duly noted.:Good shit.}") 35 

        } 36 

      } 37 

    </script> 38 

  </command> 39 

  <verb> 40 

    <property>bribe</property> 41 

    <pattern>bribe</pattern> 42 
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    <defaultexpression>"You can't bribe " + object.article + "."</defaultexpression> 1 

  </verb> 2 

  <turnscript name="privyChange"> 3 

    <script> 4 

      randNum = GetRandomInt(1,5) 5 

      if (Privy.occupant=5) { 6 

        if (RandomChance(15)) { 7 

          switch (randNum) { 8 

            case (1) { 9 

              MoveObject (Ayla, Privy) 10 

              MoveObject (Rafi, Privy) 11 

              msg ("occupied by couple") 12 

              Privy.occupant = randNum 13 

              SetTurnTimeout (3) { 14 

                MoveObject (Ayla, Grand Hall) 15 

                MoveObject (Rafi, Grand Hall) 16 

                Privy.occupant = 5 17 

              } 18 

            } 19 

            case (2) { 20 

              MoveObject (Ayla, Privy) 21 

              msg ("occupied by Ayla") 22 

              Privy.occupant = randNum 23 

              SetTurnTimeout (3) { 24 

                MoveObject (Ayla, Grand Hall) 25 

                Privy.occupant = 5 26 

              } 27 

            } 28 

            case (3) { 29 

              MoveObject (Rafi, Privy) 30 

              msg ("occupied by Rafi") 31 

              Privy.occupant = randNum 32 

              SetTurnTimeout (3) { 33 

                MoveObject (Ayla, Grand Hall) 34 

                Privy.occupant = 5 35 

              } 36 

            } 37 

            case (4) { 38 

              MoveObject (Lyra, Privy) 39 

              msg ("occupied by Lyra") 40 

              Privy.occupant = randNum 41 

              SetTurnTimeout (3) { 42 
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                MoveObject (Lyra, Grand Hall) 1 

                Privy.occupant = 5 2 

              } 3 

            } 4 

          } 5 

        } 6 

      } 7 

      else { 8 

      } 9 

      randNum = 0 10 

    </script> 11 

  </turnscript> 12 

  <verb> 13 

    <property>attack</property> 14 

    <pattern>attack; kill; stab; murder; hit; punch</pattern> 15 

    <defaultexpression>"That seems unwise."</defaultexpression> 16 

  </verb> 17 

  <verb> 18 

    <property>lieon</property> 19 

    <pattern>lie on; lie upon; lie down on; lie down upon; sleep on; sleep in; get in</pattern> 20 

    <defaultexpression>"You can't lie on; lie upon; lie down on; lie down upon; sleep on; sleep in; get in " 21 

+ object.article + "."</defaultexpression> 22 

  </verb> 23 

  <turnscript name="partyTurns"> 24 

    <script><![CDATA[ 25 

      npcParty (love) 26 

      npcParty (Leia) 27 

      npcParty (Jake) 28 

      npcParty (Sean) 29 

      npcParty (Merritt) 30 

      npcParty (Milo) 31 

      npcParty (Gina) 32 

      npcParty (Amos) 33 

      npcParty (Jesse) 34 

      npcParty (Valentine) 35 

      if (ListCount(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(Bathroom), "NpcType")) > 0) { 36 

        LockExit (bathroomExit) 37 

      } 38 

      else { 39 

        if (GetBoolean(bathroomExit, "locked")) { 40 

          UnlockExit (bathroomExit) 41 

        } 42 
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      } 1 

    ]]></script> 2 

  </turnscript> 3 

  <verb> 4 

    <property>hug</property> 5 

    <pattern>hug</pattern> 6 

    <defaultexpression>"You can't hug " + object.article + "."</defaultexpression> 7 

  </verb> 8 

  <verb> 9 

    <property>fuck</property> 10 

    <pattern>fuck; come on to; proposition; have sex with</pattern> 11 

    <defaultexpression>"You can't do that with " + object.article + "."</defaultexpression> 12 

  </verb> 13 

  <verb> 14 

    <property>clean</property> 15 

    <pattern>clean; wash; clean #object# in sink; wash #object# in sink</pattern> 16 

    <defaultexpression>"You can't clean; wash; clean #object# in sink; wash #object# in sink " + 17 

object.article + "."</defaultexpression> 18 

    <defaulttext>You can't do that.</defaulttext> 19 

  </verb> 20 

  <command name="list people"> 21 

    <pattern>list people</pattern> 22 

    <script> 23 

      SetObjectFlagOn (game, "notarealturn") 24 

      msg ("Currently in this room: ") 25 

      msg (FormatList(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(player.parent), "NpcType"), ",", ", and", "Nobody.")) 26 

    </script> 27 

  </command> 28 

  <command name="hint"> 29 

    <pattern>hint</pattern> 30 

    <script> 31 

      if (ListContains(ListParents(game.pov), Fairy Feast TA)) { 32 

        msg ("Try ASKing and TELLing characters about certain things to have conversations and learn new 33 

information. For example: \"{random:ask lyra about couple::tell lyra about mission:tell queen about 34 

lyra:ask lord about rafi:ask lord about wine:ask lyra about this place:ask ayla about lyra:tell ayla about 35 

lyra:ask guards about passing}\"") 36 

      } 37 

      if (ListContains(ListParents(game.pov), Going Away Party TA)) { 38 

        msg ("There's no work to be done at a party! Mingle by talking to others. You might learn 39 

something interesting. For example: \"{random:talk to {love.alias}:talk to Valentine:talk to Sean}\"") 40 

      } 41 

      SetObjectFlagOn (game, "notarealturn") 42 
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    </script> 1 

  </command> 2 

  <type name="namednonbinary"> 3 

    <gender>they</gender> 4 

    <article>them</article> 5 

    <possessive>their</possessive> 6 

    <usedefaultprefix type="boolean">false</usedefaultprefix> 7 

  </type> 8 

  <type name="combatant"> 9 

    <hp type="int">0</hp> 10 

    <speed type="int">0</speed> 11 

    <strength type="int">0</strength> 12 

    <defense type="int">0</defense> 13 

    <magic type="int">0</magic> 14 

    <intelligence type="int">0</intelligence> 15 

    <combatMenu type="stringlist"> 16 

      <value>Attack</value> 17 

      <value>Defend</value> 18 

      <value>Support</value> 19 

      <value>Special</value> 20 

    </combatMenu> 21 

    <attackMenu type="stringlist" /> 22 

    <defendMenu type="stringlist" /> 23 

    <supportMenu type="stringlist" /> 24 

    <specialMenu type="stringlist" /> 25 

    <nextAct type="string"></nextAct> 26 

    <initiative type="int">0</initiative> 27 

    <successes type="int">0</successes> 28 

    <alias type="string"></alias> 29 

    <totalHealth type="int">0</totalHealth> 30 

    <block type="int">0</block> 31 

    <dodge type="int">0</dodge> 32 

    <mBlock type="int">0</mBlock> 33 

    <target type="object">combatant</target> 34 

    <changedhp type="script"><![CDATA[ 35 

      if (this.hp > x) { 36 

        this.hp = x 37 

      } 38 

      else if (this.hp >= 0) { 39 

        SetObjectFlagOn (this, "dead") 40 

      } 41 

      if (this=game.pov) { 42 
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        this.alias = ToString("Yourself [Health: " + this.hp + "]") 1 

      } 2 

      else { 3 

        this.alias = ToString(this.baseAlias + " [Health: " + this.hp + "]") 4 

      } 5 

    ]]></changedhp> 6 

    <changedintelligence type="script"><![CDATA[ 7 

      if (this.intelligence < 1) { 8 

        this.intelligence = 1 9 

      } 10 

      else if (this.intelligence > 3) { 11 

        this.intelligence = 3 12 

      } 13 

    ]]></changedintelligence> 14 

    <changedspeed type="script"><![CDATA[ 15 

      if (this.speed < 1) { 16 

        this.speed = 1 17 

      } 18 

      else if (this.speed > 6) { 19 

        this.speed = 6 20 

      } 21 

    ]]></changedspeed> 22 

    <changedstrength type="script"><![CDATA[ 23 

      if (this.strength < 1) { 24 

        this.strength = 1 25 

      } 26 

      else if (this.strength > 6) { 27 

        this.strength = 6 28 

      } 29 

    ]]></changedstrength> 30 

    <changeddefense type="script"><![CDATA[ 31 

      if (this.defense < 1) { 32 

        this.defense = 1 33 

      } 34 

      else if (this.defense > 6) { 35 

        this.defense = 6 36 

      } 37 

    ]]></changeddefense> 38 

    <changedmagic type="script"><![CDATA[ 39 

      if (this.magic < 1) { 40 

        this.magic = 1 41 

      } 42 
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      else if (this.magic > 6) { 1 

        this.magic = 6 2 

      } 3 

    ]]></changedmagic> 4 

    <changedsuccesses type="script"><![CDATA[ 5 

      if (this.successes<0) { 6 

        this.successes = 0 7 

      } 8 

    ]]></changedsuccesses> 9 

  </type> 10 

  <type name="mage"> 11 

    <inherit name="combatant" /> 12 

    <hp type="int">100</hp> 13 

    <speed type="int">2</speed> 14 

    <strength type="int">1</strength> 15 

    <defense type="int">2</defense> 16 

    <magic type="int">5</magic> 17 

    <intelligence type="int">3</intelligence> 18 

    <attackMenu type="stringlist"> 19 

      <value>Lay Waste</value> 20 

      <value>Inferno</value> 21 

      <value>Back</value> 22 

    </attackMenu> 23 

    <defendMenu type="stringlist"> 24 

      <value>Magical Barrier</value> 25 

      <value>Sidestep</value> 26 

      <value>Back</value> 27 

    </defendMenu> 28 

    <supportMenu type="stringlist"> 29 

      <value>Bolster Companion</value> 30 

      <value>Heal</value> 31 

      <value>Back</value> 32 

    </supportMenu> 33 

    <specialMenu type="stringlist"> 34 

      <value>Create Phantom</value> 35 

      <value>If I Might Make A Suggestion...</value> 36 

      <value>Back</value> 37 

    </specialMenu> 38 

    <alias>Mage [Health: 100]</alias> 39 

    <phantoms type="int">0</phantoms> 40 

    <totalHealth type="int">100</totalHealth> 41 

    <baseAlias>Mage</baseAlias> 42 
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    <changedhp type="script"><![CDATA[ 1 

      if (this.hp > 100) { 2 

        this.hp = 100 3 

      } 4 

      else if (this.hp >= 0) { 5 

        SetObjectFlagOn (this, "dead") 6 

      } 7 

    ]]></changedhp> 8 

    <attr name="Lay Waste" type="script"><![CDATA[ 9 

      if (this=game.pov) { 10 

        ShowMenu ("Who is your target?", game.pov.parent.enemies, false) { 11 

          this.target = result 12 

        } 13 

        msg ("You point an ashy finger toward the " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 14 

      } 15 

      else { 16 

        this.target = ListItem(game.pov.parent.enemies, GetRandomInt(0, 17 

ListCount(game.pov.parent.enemies)-1)) 18 

        msg ("The mage points an ashy finger toward the"  + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 19 

      } 20 

      Log ("Rolling a magical attack for the " + GetDisplayAlias(this) + "...") 21 

      this.successes = 0 22 

      for (anAction, 1, this.magic) { 23 

        result = DiceRoll ("d12") 24 

        if (result>6) { 25 

          Log (result + ": Success!") 26 

          this.successes = this.successes + 1 27 

        } 28 

        else { 29 

          Log (result + ": Failure.") 30 

        } 31 

      } 32 

      Log (this.successes + " successes.") 33 

      switch (this.successes) { 34 

        case (0) { 35 

          msg ("Unfortunately, the attack misses.") 36 

        } 37 

        case (1) { 38 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " frowns a little but doesn't seem concerned.") 39 

          switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 40 

            case (1) { 41 

              this.target.speed = this.target.speed - 1 42 
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            } 1 

            case (2) { 2 

              this.target.strength = this.target.strength - 1 3 

            } 4 

            case (3) { 5 

              this.target.defense = this.target.defense - 1 6 

            } 7 

            case (4) { 8 

              this.target.magic = this.target.magic - 1 9 

            } 10 

          } 11 

        } 12 

        case (2) { 13 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " looks at their hands in confusion.") 14 

          switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 15 

            case (1) { 16 

              this.target.speed = this.target.speed - 2 17 

            } 18 

            case (2) { 19 

              this.target.strength = this.target.strength - 2 20 

            } 21 

            case (3) { 22 

              this.target.defense = this.target.defense - 2 23 

            } 24 

            case (4) { 25 

              this.target.magic = this.target.magic - 2 26 

            } 27 

          } 28 

        } 29 

        case (3) { 30 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " stumbles and swears.") 31 

          switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 32 

            case (1) { 33 

              this.target.speed = this.target.speed - 2 34 

            } 35 

            case (2) { 36 

              this.target.strength = this.target.strength - 2 37 

            } 38 

            case (3) { 39 

              this.target.defense = this.target.defense - 2 40 

            } 41 

            case (4) { 42 
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              this.target.magic = this.target.magic - 2 1 

            } 2 

          } 3 

          switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 4 

            case (1) { 5 

              this.target.speed = this.target.speed - 1 6 

            } 7 

            case (2) { 8 

              this.target.strength = this.target.strength - 1 9 

            } 10 

            case (3) { 11 

              this.target.defense = this.target.defense - 1 12 

            } 13 

            case (4) { 14 

              this.target.magic = this.target.magic - 1 15 

            } 16 

          } 17 

        } 18 

        case (4) { 19 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " visibly shrivels as it weakens.") 20 

          switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 21 

            case (1) { 22 

              this.target.speed = this.target.speed - 2 23 

            } 24 

            case (2) { 25 

              this.target.strength = this.target.strength - 2 26 

            } 27 

            case (3) { 28 

              this.target.defense = this.target.defense - 2 29 

            } 30 

            case (4) { 31 

              this.target.magic = this.target.magic - 2 32 

            } 33 

          } 34 

          switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 35 

            case (1) { 36 

              this.target.speed = this.target.speed - 2 37 

            } 38 

            case (2) { 39 

              this.target.strength = this.target.strength - 2 40 

            } 41 

            case (3) { 42 
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              this.target.defense = this.target.defense - 2 1 

            } 2 

            case (4) { 3 

              this.target.magic = this.target.magic - 2 4 

            } 5 

          } 6 

        } 7 

        case (5) { 8 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " moans as its skin turns slightly grey.") 9 

          switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 10 

            case (1) { 11 

              this.target.speed = this.target.speed - 3 12 

            } 13 

            case (2) { 14 

              this.target.strength = this.target.strength - 3 15 

            } 16 

            case (3) { 17 

              this.target.defense = this.target.defense - 3 18 

            } 19 

            case (4) { 20 

              this.target.magic = this.target.magic - 3 21 

            } 22 

          } 23 

          switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 24 

            case (1) { 25 

              this.target.speed = this.target.speed - 2 26 

            } 27 

            case (2) { 28 

              this.target.strength = this.target.strength - 2 29 

            } 30 

            case (3) { 31 

              this.target.defense = this.target.defense - 2 32 

            } 33 

            case (4) { 34 

              this.target.magic = this.target.magic - 2 35 

            } 36 

          } 37 

        } 38 

        case (6) { 39 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " moans as its skin turns slightly gray.") 40 

          switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 41 

            case (1) { 42 
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              this.target.speed = this.target.speed - 3 1 

            } 2 

            case (2) { 3 

              this.target.strength = this.target.strength - 3 4 

            } 5 

            case (3) { 6 

              this.target.defense = this.target.defense - 3 7 

            } 8 

            case (4) { 9 

              this.target.magic = this.target.magic - 3 10 

            } 11 

          } 12 

          switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 13 

            case (1) { 14 

              this.target.speed = this.target.speed - 3 15 

            } 16 

            case (2) { 17 

              this.target.strength = this.target.strength - 3 18 

            } 19 

            case (3) { 20 

              this.target.defense = this.target.defense - 3 21 

            } 22 

            case (4) { 23 

              this.target.magic = this.target.magic - 3 24 

            } 25 

          } 26 

        } 27 

      } 28 

    ]]></attr> 29 

    <Inferno type="script"><![CDATA[ 30 

      game.pov.parent.allTargets = game.pov.parent.enemies 31 

      selectTarget (this) 32 

      if (this=game.pov) { 33 

        msg ("With a flick of your mottled gray finger, you send up a roaring flame in the general vicinity of 34 

the " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 35 

      } 36 

      else { 37 

        msg ("With a flick of her mottled gray finger, the mage sends up a roaring flame in the general 38 

vicinity of the " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 39 

      } 40 

      combatRoll (this.name, "magic") 41 

      if (this.successes>0) { 42 
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        SetObjectFlagOn (this, "noMiss") 1 

      } 2 

      this.successes = this.successes - this.target.mBlock 3 

      this.target.mBlock = 0 4 

      switch (this.successes) { 5 

        case (0) { 6 

          if (GetBoolean(this, "noMiss")) { 7 

            msg ("Although {this.possessive} attack lands, it doesn't seem to have any effect on the " + 8 

GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " at all.") 9 

            SetObjectFlagOff (this, "noMiss") 10 

          } 11 

          else { 12 

            msg ("Unfortunately, {this.possessive} attack missed.") 13 

          } 14 

        } 15 

        case (1) { 16 

          combatDamage (4, 8, this.target) 17 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " sizzles slightly but continues on undeterred.") 18 

        } 19 

        case (2) { 20 

          combatDamage (9, 14, this.target) 21 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " grunts at the power of the flames, but shakes it off.") 22 

        } 23 

        case (3) { 24 

          combatDamage (15, 21, this.target) 25 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " caughs and chokes on the smoky air.") 26 

        } 27 

        case (4) { 28 

          combatDamage (22, 29, this.target) 29 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " cries out in pain as the hiss of fire fills the air.") 30 

        } 31 

        case (5) { 32 

          combatDamage (30, 40, this.target) 33 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " shrieks as the smell of burning flesh reaches you.") 34 

        } 35 

        case (6) { 36 

          combatDamage (35, 40, this.target) 37 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " shrieks as the smell of burning flesh reaches you.") 38 

        } 39 

      } 40 

    ]]></Inferno> 41 

    <attr name="Magical Barrier" type="script"> 42 
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    </attr> 1 

    <Sidestep type="script"><![CDATA[ 2 

      if (this=game.pov) { 3 

        msg ("You poise, ready for anything.") 4 

      } 5 

      else { 6 

        msg ("The mage poises, ready for anything.") 7 

      } 8 

      combatRoll (this.name, "speed") 9 

      if (this.successes>this.dodge) { 10 

        this.dodge = this.successes 11 

      } 12 

    ]]></Sidestep> 13 

    <attr name="Bolster Companion" type="script"> 14 

      game.pov.parent.allTargets = ListExclude(game.pov.parent.friends, this) 15 

      selectTarget (this) 16 

      if (this=game.pov) { 17 

        msg ("You sweep your hand gracefully toward the " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 18 

      } 19 

      else { 20 

        this.target = ListItem(game.pov.parent.enemies, GetRandomInt(0, 21 

ListCount(game.pov.parent.enemies)-1)) 22 

        msg ("The mage sweeps her hand elegantly toward the "  + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 23 

      } 24 

      combatRoll (this.name, "magic") 25 

      if (this.success=0) { 26 

        msg ("Unfortunately, the spell fails.") 27 

      } 28 

      else { 29 

        msg (GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " smiles gratefully!") 30 

        switch (this.successes) { 31 

          case (1) { 32 

            switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 33 

              case (1) { 34 

                this.target.speed = this.target.speed + 1 35 

              } 36 

              case (2) { 37 

                this.target.strength = this.target.strength + 1 38 

              } 39 

              case (3) { 40 

                this.target.defense = this.target.defense + 1 41 

              } 42 
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              case (4) { 1 

                this.target.magic = this.target.magic + 1 2 

              } 3 

            } 4 

          } 5 

          case (2) { 6 

            switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 7 

              case (1) { 8 

                this.target.speed = this.target.speed + 2 9 

              } 10 

              case (2) { 11 

                this.target.strength = this.target.strength + 2 12 

              } 13 

              case (3) { 14 

                this.target.defense = this.target.defense + 2 15 

              } 16 

              case (4) { 17 

                this.target.magic = this.target.magic + 2 18 

              } 19 

            } 20 

          } 21 

          case (3) { 22 

            switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 23 

              case (1) { 24 

                this.target.speed = this.target.speed + 2 25 

              } 26 

              case (2) { 27 

                this.target.strength = this.target.strength + 2 28 

              } 29 

              case (3) { 30 

                this.target.defense = this.target.defense + 2 31 

              } 32 

              case (4) { 33 

                this.target.magic = this.target.magic + 2 34 

              } 35 

            } 36 

            switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 37 

              case (1) { 38 

                this.target.speed = this.target.speed + 1 39 

              } 40 

              case (2) { 41 

                this.target.strength = this.target.strength + 1 42 
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              } 1 

              case (3) { 2 

                this.target.defense = this.target.defense + 1 3 

              } 4 

              case (4) { 5 

                this.target.magic = this.target.magic + 1 6 

              } 7 

            } 8 

          } 9 

          case (4) { 10 

            switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 11 

              case (1) { 12 

                this.target.speed = this.target.speed + 2 13 

              } 14 

              case (2) { 15 

                this.target.strength = this.target.strength + 2 16 

              } 17 

              case (3) { 18 

                this.target.defense = this.target.defense + 2 19 

              } 20 

              case (4) { 21 

                this.target.magic = this.target.magic + 2 22 

              } 23 

            } 24 

            switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 25 

              case (1) { 26 

                this.target.speed = this.target.speed + 2 27 

              } 28 

              case (2) { 29 

                this.target.strength = this.target.strength + 2 30 

              } 31 

              case (3) { 32 

                this.target.defense = this.target.defense + 2 33 

              } 34 

              case (4) { 35 

                this.target.magic = this.target.magic + 2 36 

              } 37 

            } 38 

          } 39 

          case (5) { 40 

            switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 41 

              case (1) { 42 
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                this.target.speed = this.target.speed + 3 1 

              } 2 

              case (2) { 3 

                this.target.strength = this.target.strength + 3 4 

              } 5 

              case (3) { 6 

                this.target.defense = this.target.defense + 3 7 

              } 8 

              case (4) { 9 

                this.target.magic = this.target.magic + 3 10 

              } 11 

            } 12 

            switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 13 

              case (1) { 14 

                this.target.speed = this.target.speed + 2 15 

              } 16 

              case (2) { 17 

                this.target.strength = this.target.strength + 2 18 

              } 19 

              case (3) { 20 

                this.target.defense = this.target.defense + 2 21 

              } 22 

              case (4) { 23 

                this.target.magic = this.target.magic + 2 24 

              } 25 

            } 26 

          } 27 

          case (6) { 28 

            switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 29 

              case (1) { 30 

                this.target.speed = this.target.speed + 3 31 

              } 32 

              case (2) { 33 

                this.target.strength = this.target.strength + 3 34 

              } 35 

              case (3) { 36 

                this.target.defense = this.target.defense + 3 37 

              } 38 

              case (4) { 39 

                this.target.magic = this.target.magic + 3 40 

              } 41 

            } 42 
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            switch (GetRandomInt(1,4)) { 1 

              case (1) { 2 

                this.target.speed = this.target.speed + 3 3 

              } 4 

              case (2) { 5 

                this.target.strength = this.target.strength + 3 6 

              } 7 

              case (3) { 8 

                this.target.defense = this.target.defense + 3 9 

              } 10 

              case (4) { 11 

                this.target.magic = this.target.magic + 3 12 

              } 13 

            } 14 

          } 15 

        } 16 

      } 17 

    </attr> 18 

  </type> 19 

  <type name="fighter"> 20 

    <inherit name="combatant" /> 21 

    <hp type="int">100</hp> 22 

    <speed type="int">2</speed> 23 

    <strength type="int">3</strength> 24 

    <defense type="int">3</defense> 25 

    <magic type="int">2</magic> 26 

    <intelligence type="int">2</intelligence> 27 

    <alias>Fighter [Health: 100]</alias> 28 

    <attackMenu type="stringlist"> 29 

      <value>Righteous Sword</value> 30 

      <value>Battle Spell</value> 31 

      <value>Back</value> 32 

    </attackMenu> 33 

    <defendMenu type="stringlist"> 34 

      <value>Knightly Shield</value> 35 

      <value>Dodge</value> 36 

      <value>Back</value> 37 

    </defendMenu> 38 

    <supportMenu type="stringlist"> 39 

      <value>Vengeance Strike</value> 40 

      <value>Shield Companion</value> 41 

      <value>Back</value> 42 
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    </supportMenu> 1 

    <specialMenu type="stringlist"> 2 

      <value>Field Tactics</value> 3 

      <value>Into the Fray</value> 4 

      <value>Back</value> 5 

    </specialMenu> 6 

    <totalHealth type="int">100</totalHealth> 7 

    <baseAlias>Fighter</baseAlias> 8 

    <changedhp type="script"><![CDATA[ 9 

      if (this.hp > 100) { 10 

        this.hp = 100 11 

      } 12 

      else if (this.hp >= 0) { 13 

        SetObjectFlagOn (this, "dead") 14 

      } 15 

    ]]></changedhp> 16 

    <attr name="Righteous Sword" type="script"><![CDATA[ 17 

      if (this=game.pov) { 18 

        ShowMenu ("Who is your target?", game.pov.parent.enemies, false) { 19 

          this.target = result 20 

        } 21 

        msg ("You swing your sword down upon the " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 22 

      } 23 

      else { 24 

        this.target = ListItem(game.pov.parent.enemies, GetRandomInt(0, 25 

ListCount(game.pov.parent.enemies)-1)) 26 

        msg ("The fighter swings her sword down upon the " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 27 

      } 28 

      Log ("Rolling an attack for the " + GetDisplayAlias(this) + "...") 29 

      this.successes = 0 30 

      for (anAction, 1, this.strength) { 31 

        result = DiceRoll ("d12") 32 

        if (result>6) { 33 

          Log (result + ": Success!") 34 

          this.successes = this.successes + 1 35 

        } 36 

        else { 37 

          Log (result + ": Failure.") 38 

        } 39 

      } 40 

      Log (this.successes + " successes.") 41 

      this.successes = this.successes - this.target.block - this.target.dodge 42 
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      this.target.block = 0 1 

      this.target.dodge = 0 2 

      switch (this.successes) { 3 

        case (0) { 4 

          msg ("Unfortunately, the attack misses.") 5 

        } 6 

        case (1) { 7 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " is nicked by your blade, but doesn't seem 8 

concerned.") 9 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(4,7) 10 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 11 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 12 

        } 13 

        case (2) { 14 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " hisses as your blade slices into their skin.") 15 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(8,12) 16 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 17 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 18 

        } 19 

        case (3) { 20 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " staggers as you strike home.") 21 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(13,18) 22 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 23 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 24 

        } 25 

        case (4) { 26 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " is knocked over by your blow, crying out with pain.") 27 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(19,25) 28 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 29 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 30 

        } 31 

        case (5) { 32 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " howls in pain as your sword connects, blood soaking 33 

your hungry metal.") 34 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(20-34) 35 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 36 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 37 

        } 38 

        case (6) { 39 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " howls in pain as your sword connects, blood soaking 40 

your hungry metal.") 41 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(30-35) 42 
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          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 1 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 2 

        } 3 

      } 4 

    ]]></attr> 5 

    <attr name="Battle Spell" type="script"><![CDATA[ 6 

      if (this=game.pov) { 7 

        ShowMenu ("Who is your target?", game.pov.parent.enemies, false) { 8 

          this.target = result 9 

        } 10 

        msg ("You clasp your hands and whisper a few words of power as you stare down the " + 11 

GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 12 

      } 13 

      else { 14 

        this.target = ListItem(game.pov.parent.enemies, GetRandomInt(0, 15 

ListCount(game.pov.parent.enemies)-1)) 16 

        msg ("The fighter clasps her hands and whispers a few words of power as she stares down the " + 17 

GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 18 

      } 19 

      Log ("Rolling a magical attack for the " + GetDisplayAlias(this) + "...") 20 

      this.successes = 0 21 

      for (anAction, 1, this.magic) { 22 

        result = DiceRoll ("d12") 23 

        if (result>6) { 24 

          Log (result + ": Success!") 25 

          this.successes = this.successes + 1 26 

        } 27 

        else { 28 

          Log (result + ": Failure.") 29 

        } 30 

      } 31 

      Log (this.successes + " successes.") 32 

      this.successes = this.successes - this.target.mBlock - this.target.dodge 33 

      this.target.mBlock = 0 34 

      this.target.dodge = 0 35 

      switch (this.successes) { 36 

        case (0) { 37 

          msg ("Unfortunately, the attack misses.") 38 

        } 39 

        case (1) { 40 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " barely falters at the sudden blunt force from 41 

seemingly nowhere.") 42 
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          randNum = GetRandomInt(3,5) 1 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 2 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 3 

        } 4 

        case (2) { 5 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " stumbles at the sudden blunt force from seemingly 6 

nowhere.") 7 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(6,10) 8 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 9 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 10 

        } 11 

        case (3) { 12 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " staggers against the push of your spell, bruises 13 

forming beneath skin.") 14 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(11,17) 15 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 16 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 17 

        } 18 

        case (4) { 19 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " is knocked over by your spell, crying out with pain.") 20 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(17,23) 21 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 22 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 23 

        } 24 

        case (5) { 25 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " howls in pain as your spell connects, a dull crack 26 

suggesting a broken bone.") 27 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(23-27) 28 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 29 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 30 

        } 31 

        case (6) { 32 

          msg ("The " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " howls in pain as your spell connects, a dull crack 33 

suggesting a broken bone.") 34 

          randNum = GetRandomInt(27-30) 35 

          this.target.hp = this.target.hp - randNum 36 

          Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target)) 37 

        } 38 

      } 39 

    ]]></attr> 40 

    <attr name="Knightly Shield" type="script"><![CDATA[ 41 

      if (this=game.pov) { 42 
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        msg ("You hunker down behind your shield, impervious to damage.") 1 

      } 2 

      else { 3 

        msg ("The fighter hunkers down behind her shield, impervious to damage.") 4 

      } 5 

      Log ("Rolling a block for the " + GetDisplayAlias(this) + "...") 6 

      this.successes = 0 7 

      for (anAction, 1, this.defense) { 8 

        result = DiceRoll ("d12") 9 

        if (result>6) { 10 

          Log (result + ": Success!") 11 

          this.successes = this.successes + 1 12 

        } 13 

        else { 14 

          Log (result + ": Failure.") 15 

        } 16 

      } 17 

      Log (this.successes + " successes.") 18 

      if (this.successes>this.block) { 19 

        this.block = this.successes 20 

      } 21 

      if (this.successes>0) { 22 

        this.mBlock = this.mBlock + 1 23 

      } 24 

    ]]></attr> 25 

    <Dodge type="script"><![CDATA[ 26 

      if (this=game.pov) { 27 

        msg ("You keep your muscles tight, eyeing the battle warily.") 28 

      } 29 

      else { 30 

        msg ("The fighter keeps her muscles tight, eyeing the battle warily.") 31 

      } 32 

      Log ("Rolling a dodge for the " + GetDisplayAlias(this) + "...") 33 

      this.successes = 0 34 

      for (anAction, 1, this.speed) { 35 

        result = DiceRoll ("d12") 36 

        if (result>6) { 37 

          Log (result + ": Success!") 38 

          this.successes = this.successes + 1 39 

        } 40 

        else { 41 

          Log (result + ": Failure.") 42 
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        } 1 

      } 2 

      Log (this.successes + " successes.") 3 

      this.dodge = this.successes 4 

    ]]></Dodge> 5 

    <attr name="Vengeance Strike" type="script"> 6 

      if (this=game.pov) { 7 

        msg ("You watch your friends' backs as they fight.") 8 

      } 9 

      else { 10 

        msg ("The fighter watches her friends' backs as they fight.") 11 

      } 12 

      SetObjectFlagOn (this, "vengeanceStrike") 13 

    </attr> 14 

    <attr name="Shield Companion" type="script"><![CDATA[ 15 

      if (this=game.pov) { 16 

        ShowMenu ("Who is your target?", game.pov.parent.friends, false) { 17 

          this.target = result 18 

        } 19 

        msg ("You whirl around to put your shield in the way of an attack on the " + 20 

GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 21 

      } 22 

      else { 23 

        this.target = ListItem(game.pov.parent.friends, GetRandomInt(0, 24 

ListCount(game.pov.parent.enemies)-1)) 25 

        msg ("The fighter whirls around to put her shield in the way of an attack on the " + 26 

GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + ".") 27 

      } 28 

      Log ("Rolling a block for the " + GetDisplayAlias(this) + "...") 29 

      this.successes = 0 30 

      for (anAction, 1, this.strength) { 31 

        result = DiceRoll ("d12") 32 

        if (result>6) { 33 

          Log (result + ": Success!") 34 

          this.successes = this.successes + 1 35 

        } 36 

        else { 37 

          Log (result + ": Failure.") 38 

        } 39 

      } 40 

      Log (this.successes + " successes.") 41 

      SetObjectFlagOn (this.target, "shieldCompanion") 42 
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      SetObjectFlagOn (this, "shieldCompanion") 1 

      if (this.successes>this.block) { 2 

        this.block = this.successes 3 

      } 4 

    ]]></attr> 5 

    <attr name="Field Tactics" type="script"> 6 

      if (this=game.pov) { 7 

        ShowMenu ("Who is your target?", ListExlude(game.pov.parent.friends, game.pov), false) { 8 

          this.target = result 9 

        } 10 

        msg ("You shout some orders to the " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " in hopes that it will help.") 11 

      } 12 

      else { 13 

        this.target = ListItem(game.pov.parent.friends, GetRandomInt(0, 14 

ListCount(game.pov.parent.enemies)-1)) 15 

        msg ("The fighter shouts some orders to the " + GetDisplayAlias(this.target) + " in hopes that it will 16 

help.") 17 

      } 18 

      SetObjectFlagOn (this.target, "underControl") 19 

    </attr> 20 

    <attr name="Into the Fray" type="script"> 21 

      if (this=game.pov) { 22 

        msg ("You observe the battle, planning your next moves carefully.") 23 

      } 24 

      else { 25 

        msg ("The fighter observes the battle, planning her next moves carefully.") 26 

      } 27 

      SetObjectFlagOn (this, "intoTheFray") 28 

    </attr> 29 

  </type> 30 

  <type name="scout"> 31 

    <inherit name="combatant" /> 32 

    <hp type="int">100</hp> 33 

    <speed type="int">5</speed> 34 

    <strength type="int">2</strength> 35 

    <defense type="int">1</defense> 36 

    <magic type="int">2</magic> 37 

    <intelligence type="int">2</intelligence> 38 

    <attackMenu type="stringlist"> 39 

      <value>Open Vein</value> 40 

      <value>Throwing Knife</value> 41 

      <value>Back</value> 42 
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    </attackMenu> 1 

    <defendMenu type="stringlist"> 2 

      <value>Backlash</value> 3 

      <value>Sidestep</value> 4 

      <value>Back</value> 5 

    </defendMenu> 6 

    <specialMenu type="stringlist"> 7 

      <value>Think Fast</value> 8 

      <value>Mark For Death</value> 9 

      <value>Back</value> 10 

    </specialMenu> 11 

    <supportMenu type="stringlist"> 12 

      <value>Muffle Ally</value> 13 

      <value>Predict Movements</value> 14 

      <value>Back</value> 15 

    </supportMenu> 16 

    <alias>Scout [Health: 100]</alias> 17 

    <totalHealth type="int">100</totalHealth> 18 

    <baseAlias>Scout</baseAlias> 19 

    <changedhp type="script"><![CDATA[ 20 

      if (this.hp > 100) { 21 

        this.hp = 100 22 

      } 23 

      else if (this.hp >= 0) { 24 

        SetObjectFlagOn (this, "dead") 25 

      } 26 

    ]]></changedhp> 27 

  </type> 28 

  <type name="brawler"> 29 

    <inherit name="combatant" /> 30 

    <hp type="int">100</hp> 31 

    <speed type="int">1</speed> 32 

    <strength type="int">3</strength> 33 

    <defense type="int">5</defense> 34 

    <magic type="int">1</magic> 35 

    <intelligence type="int">1</intelligence> 36 

    <alias>Brawler [Health: 100]</alias> 37 

    <supportMenu type="stringlist"> 38 

      <value>Draw Fire</value> 39 

      <value>Rile</value> 40 

      <value>Back</value> 41 

    </supportMenu> 42 
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    <defendMenu type="stringlist"> 1 

      <value>Chokehold</value> 2 

      <value>Block</value> 3 

      <value>Back</value> 4 

    </defendMenu> 5 

    <specialMenu type="stringlist"> 6 

      <value>Give It All</value> 7 

      <value>Seeing Red</value> 8 

      <value>Back</value> 9 

    </specialMenu> 10 

    <attackMenu type="stringlist"> 11 

      <value>Crushing Blow</value> 12 

      <value>Stun Opponent</value> 13 

      <value>Back</value> 14 

    </attackMenu> 15 

    <totalHealth type="int">100</totalHealth> 16 

    <baseAlias>Brawler</baseAlias> 17 

    <changedhp type="script"><![CDATA[ 18 

      if (this.hp > 100) { 19 

        this.hp = 100 20 

      } 21 

      else if (this.hp >= 0) { 22 

        SetObjectFlagOn (this, "dead") 23 

      } 24 

    ]]></changedhp> 25 

  </type> 26 

  <type name="imp"> 27 

    <inherit name="combatant" /> 28 

    <hp type="int">20</hp> 29 

    <speed type="int">4</speed> 30 

    <strength type="int">1</strength> 31 

    <defense type="int">1</defense> 32 

    <magic type="int">4</magic> 33 

    <intelligence type="int">3</intelligence> 34 

    <alias>Imp [Health: 20]</alias> 35 

    <attackMenu type="stringlist"> 36 

      <value>Scratch</value> 37 

      <value>Fireball</value> 38 

    </attackMenu> 39 

    <defendMenu type="stringlist"> 40 

      <value>Patch Up</value> 41 

      <value>Dodge</value> 42 
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    </defendMenu> 1 

    <combatMenu type="stringlist"> 2 

      <value>Attack</value> 3 

      <value>Defend</value> 4 

    </combatMenu> 5 

    <isEnemy /> 6 

    <totalHealth type="int">20</totalHealth> 7 

    <baseAlias>Imp</baseAlias> 8 

    <changedhp type="script"><![CDATA[ 9 

      if (this.hp > 20) { 10 

        this.hp = 20 11 

      } 12 

      else if (this.hp >= 0) { 13 

        SetObjectFlagOn (this, "dead") 14 

      } 15 

    ]]></changedhp> 16 

  </type> 17 

  <type name="dungeonFloor"> 18 

    <enemyNumber type="int">0</enemyNumber> 19 

    <friendNumber type="int">0</friendNumber> 20 

  </type> 21 

  <function name="eventSkip" parameters="event"> 22 

    switch (event) { 23 

      case ("fairy") { 24 

        if (RandomChance(50)) { 25 

          MoveObject (player, Hide Seek TA) 26 

        } 27 

        else { 28 

          MoveObject (player, God Killing TA) 29 

        } 30 

      } 31 

      case ("god") { 32 

        if (RandomChance(50)) { 33 

          MoveObject (player, Fairy Feast TA) 34 

        } 35 

        else { 36 

          MoveObject (player, Hide Seek TA) 37 

        } 38 

      } 39 

      case ("hide") { 40 

        if (RandomChance(50)) { 41 

          MoveObject (player, God Killing TA) 42 
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        } 1 

        else { 2 

          MoveObject (player, Fairy Feast TA) 3 

        } 4 

      } 5 

      case ("carni") { 6 

        if (RandomChance(50)) { 7 

          MoveObject (player, Debauchery HT) 8 

        } 9 

        else { 10 

          MoveObject (player, Game Night HT) 11 

        } 12 

      } 13 

      case ("game") { 14 

        if (RandomChance(50)) { 15 

          MoveObject (player, Debauchery HT) 16 

        } 17 

        else { 18 

          MoveObject (player, Fairgrounds HT) 19 

        } 20 

      } 21 

      case ("camp") { 22 

        if (RandomChance(50)) { 23 

          MoveObject (player, Day Trip TA) 24 

        } 25 

        else { 26 

          MoveObject (player, Going Away Party TA) 27 

        } 28 

      } 29 

      case ("trip") { 30 

        if (RandomChance(50)) { 31 

          MoveObject (player, Camping TA) 32 

        } 33 

        else { 34 

          MoveObject (player, Going Away Party TA) 35 

        } 36 

      } 37 

      case ("weed") { 38 

        if (RandomChance(50)) { 39 

          MoveObject (player, Fairgrounds HT) 40 

        } 41 

        else { 42 
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          MoveObject (player, Game Night HT) 1 

        } 2 

      } 3 

      case ("party") { 4 

        if (RandomChance(50)) { 5 

          MoveObject (player, Day Trip TA) 6 

        } 7 

        else { 8 

          MoveObject (player, Camping TA) 9 

        } 10 

      } 11 

    } 12 

    Log ("event skipped " + event) 13 

  </function> 14 

  <function name="nextMemory"> 15 

    msg ("Press any key to continue.") 16 

    wait { 17 

      if (Got(serum)) { 18 

        MoveObject (serum, dispenser) 19 

      } 20 

      if (GetBoolean(game, "demo")) { 21 

        MoveObject (player, Fairgrounds HT) 22 

      } 23 

      else { 24 

        randNum = GetRandomInt(1,3) 25 

        switch (randNum) { 26 

          case (1) { 27 

            if (GetBoolean(Fairgrounds HT, "visited")) { 28 

              eventSkip ("carni") 29 

            } 30 

            else { 31 

              MoveObject (player, Fairgrounds HT) 32 

            } 33 

          } 34 

          case (2) { 35 

            if (GetBoolean(Game Night HT, "visited")) { 36 

              eventSkip ("game") 37 

            } 38 

            else { 39 

              MoveObject (player, Game Night HT) 40 

            } 41 

          } 42 
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          case (3) { 1 

            if (GetBoolean(Debauchery HT, "visited")) { 2 

              eventSkip ("sick") 3 

            } 4 

            else { 5 

              MoveObject (player, Debauchery HT) 6 

            } 7 

          } 8 

        } 9 

        randNum = 0 10 

      } 11 

    } 12 

  </function> 13 

  <function name="nextDay"> 14 

    msg ("Press any key to continue.") 15 

    wait { 16 

      if (GetBoolean(game, "demo")) { 17 

        MoveObject (player, Going Away Party TA) 18 

      } 19 

      else { 20 

        randNum = GetRandomInt(1,3) 21 

        switch (randNum) { 22 

          case (1) { 23 

            if (GetBoolean(Camping TA, "visited")) { 24 

              eventSkip (camp) 25 

            } 26 

            else { 27 

              MoveObject (player, Camping TA) 28 

            } 29 

          } 30 

          case (2) { 31 

            if (GetBoolean(Day Trip TA, "visited")) { 32 

              eventSkip ("trip") 33 

            } 34 

            else { 35 

              MoveObject (player, Day Trip TA) 36 

            } 37 

          } 38 

          case (3) { 39 

            if (GetBoolean(Going Away Party TA, "visited")) { 40 

              eventSkip ("party") 41 

            } 42 
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            else { 1 

              MoveObject (player, Going Away Party TA) 2 

            } 3 

          } 4 

        } 5 

        randNum = 0 6 

      } 7 

    } 8 

    game.day = game.day + 1 9 

  </function> 10 

  <function name="nextDream"> 11 

    if (GetBoolean(game, "demo")) { 12 

      MoveObject (player, Fairy Feast TA) 13 

    } 14 

    else { 15 

      if (game.day = 2) { 16 

        MoveObject (player, Conclusion) 17 

      } 18 

      else { 19 

        randNum = GetRandomInt(1,3) 20 

        switch (randNum) { 21 

          case (1) { 22 

            if (GetBoolean(Fairy Feast TA, "visited")) { 23 

              eventSkip ("fairy") 24 

            } 25 

            else { 26 

              MoveObject (player, Fairy Feast TA) 27 

              SetObjectFlagOn (Fairy Feast TA, "visited") 28 

            } 29 

          } 30 

          case (2) { 31 

            if (GetBoolean(God Killing TA, "visited")) { 32 

              eventSkip ("god") 33 

            } 34 

            else { 35 

              MoveObject (player, God Killing TA) 36 

              SetObjectFlagOn (God Killing TA, "visited") 37 

            } 38 

          } 39 

          case (3) { 40 

            if (GetBoolean(Hide Seek TA, "visited")) { 41 

              eventSkip ("hide") 42 
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            } 1 

            else { 2 

              MoveObject (player, Hide Seek TA) 3 

              SetObjectFlagOn (Hide Seek TA, "visited") 4 

            } 5 

          } 6 

        } 7 

        randNum = 0 8 

      } 9 

    } 10 

  </function> 11 

  <function name="cont"> 12 

    SetAlignment ("right") 13 

    msg ("{command:continue:Continue.}") 14 

    SetAlignment ("left") 15 

  </function> 16 

  <function name="npcParty" parameters="npc" type="object"><![CDATA[ 17 

    if (not GetBoolean(npc, "isPaused")) { 18 

      if (npc = Jake and GetBoolean(Jake, "knowsKiss")) { 19 

        SetObjectFlagOn (Jake, "isPaused") 20 

        if (love.parent=Master Bedroom and GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 21 

          Jake.actions = Split("GoTo:Apartment Hall;Jake knocks softly on the bedroom door and asks if he 22 

can come in. There's a little click.;Move:Master Bedroom", ";") 23 

        } 24 

        else { 25 

          Jake.actions = Split("Pause:player;Search:love", ";") 26 

          if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 27 

            list add (Jake.actions, "Jake takes one look at {love.nickname}'s red eyes and sighs. \"I'm sorry, 28 

{love.nickname}. He's an ass.\" Jake hugs her.") 29 

          } 30 

          else { 31 

            list add (Jake.actions, "Jake approaches {love.nickname}. You can't quite make out what he's 32 

saying. \"...tell you... private...\" She looks at him with confusion, but nods. \"Yeah, sure!\" she says.") 33 

            list add (Jake.actions, "GoTo:Master Bedroom") 34 

            list add (Jake.actions, "Script:player") 35 

          } 36 

        } 37 

      } 38 

      randNum = GetRandomInt(1,15) 39 

      switch (randNum) { 40 

        case (1) { 41 

          list add (npc.actions, "GoTo:Living Room") 42 
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        } 1 

        case (2) { 2 

          // bathroom 3 

          list add (npc.actions, "GoTo:Apartment Hall 2") 4 

          SetObjectFlagOn (npc, "gottaGo") 5 

        } 6 

        case (3) { 7 

          list add (npc.actions, "GoTo:Kitchenette") 8 

        } 9 

        case (4) { 10 

          list add (npc.actions, "GoTo:Balcony") 11 

        } 12 

        case (5) { 13 

          if (npc = Leia) { 14 

            list add (Leia.actions, "GoTo:Bedroom Leia") 15 

          } 16 

          else if (npc = Sean) { 17 

            list add (Sean.actions, "GoTo:Bedroom Sean") 18 

          } 19 

          else { 20 

            list add (npc.actions, "Pause:player") 21 

          } 22 

        } 23 

        case (6) { 24 

          localList = ListExclude(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(npc.parent), "NpcType"), npc) 25 

          if (listCount(localList) > 0) { 26 

            localNpc = ListItem(localList, GetRandomInt(0, ListCount(localList) - 1)) 27 

            if (GetBoolean(npc, "knowsKiss") and not GetBoolean(localNpc, "knowsKiss")) { 28 

              SetObjectFlagOn (localNpc, "isPaused") 29 

              SetObjectFlagOn (npc, "isPaused") 30 

              localNpc.actions = Split("Pause:player;Pause:player", ";") 31 

              npc.actions = Split("Pause:player;Pause:player", ";") 32 

              game.localNpcTwo = npc 33 

              if (localNpc=love) { 34 

                SetTurnTimeout (2) { 35 

                  SetObjectFlagOn (love, "knowsKiss") 36 

                  SetObjectFlagOff (game.localNpcTwo, "isPaused") 37 

                } 38 

                list add (love.actions, "GoTo:Master Bedroom") 39 

                list add (love.actions, "Lock:masterBedHallExit") 40 

                list add (love.actions, "Pause:player") 41 

                list add (npc.actions, GetDisplayAlias(npc) + " leans over and whispers in {love.nickname}'s ear. 42 
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Their eyes flicker to you, and your next breath turns into a swallowed heartbeat.") 1 

              } 2 

              else { 3 

                list add (npc.actions, GetDisplayAlias(npc) + " leans over and whispers in " + 4 

GetDisplayAlias(localNpc) + "'s ear. Their eyes flicker to you.") 5 

                game.localNpc = localNpc 6 

                SetTurnTimeout (2) { 7 

                  SetObjectFlagOn (game.localNpc, "knowsKiss") 8 

                  SetObjectFlagOff (game.localNpc, "isPaused") 9 

                  SetObjectFlagOff (game.localNpcTwo, "isPaused") 10 

                } 11 

              } 12 

              list remove (npc.actions, "Pause:player") 13 

            } 14 

          } 15 

          else if (npc=love) { 16 

            if (GetBoolean(love, "knowsKiss")) { 17 

              list add (love.actions, "{love.nickname} stares at you sadly.") 18 

            } 19 

            else { 20 

              list add (love.actions, "{love.sayHi}") 21 

            } 22 

          } 23 

          else { 24 

            list add (npc.actions, "{=" + GetDisplayAlias(npc) + ".sayHi}") 25 

          } 26 

        } 27 

        default { 28 

          list add (npc.actions, "Pause:player") 29 

        } 30 

      } 31 

      randNum = 0 32 

    } 33 

  ]]></function> 34 

  <function name="npcConvo" parameters="npc" type="object"><![CDATA[ 35 

    if (ListCount(npc.talkToSubjects) = 0) { 36 

      msg ("You don't have anything to talk about.") 37 

    } 38 

    else { 39 

      randNum = GetRandomInt(0, ListCount(npc.talkToSubjects) - 1) 40 

      switch (StringListItem(npc.talkToSubjects, randNum)) { 41 

        case ("leaving") { 42 
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          switch (npc) { 1 

            case (love) { 2 

              msg ("\"It's such a bizarre feeling,\" {love.nickname} says suddenly, leaning into you until you 3 

wrap your arm around her shoulder. \"Like, everything is exactly the same as it usually is. This is like any 4 

of our parties. Games, music, people making a mess of themselves. Just another good memory to add to 5 

the pile.\"<br/><br/>\"But it's the last one,\" you point out.<br/><br/>\"I know,\" she says. \"I don't 6 

know what I expected. I didn't come here thinking everything would be somber or anything. But I 7 

expected something different... some kind of closure, I guess.\" {love.nickname} sighs. \"Now it feels like 8 

jumping off a cliff instead of making a transition.\"") 9 

              topics = Split("The more things seem to change...;The more things stay the same...", ";") 10 

              ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 11 

                if (result="The more things seem to change...") { 12 

                  msg ("<br/>\"The more things seem to change...\" you quote, hoping the adage doesn't come 13 

off as thoughtless.<br/><br/>\"The more they stay the same,\" {love.alias} finishes, then smiles. \"I think 14 

there's something comforting in that, even if it does make me feel more like I'm leaving something mid-15 

stitch. You'll all keep on keepin' on without me. And there will be more of this where I'm going, too. 16 

Still...\" She rests her head on your shoulder. \"A couple days from now I will be somewhere else, where 17 

none of you will be.\"") 18 

                } 19 

                else { 20 

                  msg ("<br/>\"The more things stay the same...\" you quote, hoping the adage doesn't come 21 

off as thoughtless.<br/><br/>\"The more they seem to change,\" {love.alias} finishes, then smiles. \"I've 22 

been thinking of that, too. We carry on, but... Hey, remember the first party like this we went 23 

to?\"<br/><br/>You smile. \"I do. It was one of the first times we properly hung out.\"<br/><br/>She 24 

isn't deterred by your fond recollections. \"How many of the people there do you see 25 

today?\"<br/><br/>You take her point; there are Sean and Leia, the perennial hosts, and Merritt milling 26 

among them, but Maisie had a falling out and Geoff and Dylas graduated last year. So few of the faces 27 

are fixtures.<br/><br/>In the wake of your silence, {love.nickname} softly says, \"Everything is 28 

different,\" with sadness so full that it surprises you. She rests her head on your shoulder. At a loss for 29 

words, you squeeze her gently.") 30 

                } 31 

              } 32 

            } 33 

            case (Gina) { 34 

              msg ("\"It'll be so weird rooming with someone new,\" Gina says. \"I mean, it's Jesse. But still. 35 

I'm so used to having {love.nickname} around.\" She smirks. \"At least, whenever she isn't at your 36 

place.\"") 37 

            } 38 

            case (Jake) { 39 

              msg ("\"What kinda best friend just ups and graduates on you, huh?\" Jake quips with a grin. 40 

\"It's a shame she has to go be smart or whatever.\"") 41 

            } 42 
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            case (Jesse) { 1 

              msg ("\"So where's {love.nickname} going to school again?\" Jesse asks.<br/><br/>\"Uh...\" You 2 

fidget. \"Shit, I'm drawing a blank.\"<br/><br/>\"You forgot which school she's abandoning you for?\" 3 

They snigger.<br/><br/>\"Is that bad?\"<br/><br/>\"I dunno, my sweet dude. I'm just out here.\"") 4 

            } 5 

            case (Leia) { 6 

              msg ("\"Out with the old, in with the new!\" Leia chirps breezily.") 7 

            } 8 

            case (Merritt) { 9 

              msg ("\"It's weird, isn't it?\" Merritt says conspiratorially.<br/><br/>\"Hm?\" you 10 

say.<br/><br/>\"That {love.nickname} is the only one in our group graduating this year. It really puts all 11 

the attention on her.\"<br/><br/>\"Oh. I guess it does. She has a way of drawing attention... whether 12 

she means to or not.\"") 13 

            } 14 

            case (Milo) { 15 

              msg ("\"So when {love.alias} leaves will you be available?\"  Milo asks with a 16 

grin.<br/><br/>\"I'm already available. She's not my girlfriend,\" you respond.<br/><br/>\"Oh?\" He 17 

arches a scuplted brow.<br/><br/>\"Available, yes, to you, no.\"<br/><br/>\"Oh.\"") 18 

            } 19 

            case (Sean) { 20 

              msg ("\"Must be nice, having a girlfriend,\" Sean says bitterly, drink in hand.<br/><br/>\"We're 21 

not-\"<br/><br/>\"If you cuddle after you fuck, you're a couple.\"<br/><br/>\"Whatever,\" you say 22 

crossly. \"Even if she was, I wouldn't call the inevitable departure 'nice.'\"<br/><br/>\"Fair point,\" he 23 

says, then hiccups.") 24 

            } 25 

            case (Valentine) { 26 

              msg ("\"I wonder what would convince her to stay?\" Val says. \"Maybe an independent writing 27 

career? A large sum of money? Or...\" They waggle their eyebrows and grin at you. \"Maybe a certain 28 

someone?\"") 29 

            } 30 

          } 31 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "leaving") 32 

        } 33 

        case ("amos") { 34 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "amos") 35 

          msg ("{love.nickname} leans on your shoulder. \"Have you talked to Amos lately?\" she 36 

asks.<br/><br/>\"Yeah?\" you answer, not sure where it's going.<br/><br/>\"How did he seem?\" she 37 

asks.") 38 

          topics = Split("Pretty good.;Not great, honestly.", ";") 39 

          ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 40 

            if (result="Pretty good.") { 41 

              topics = Split("I don't think you need to worry about it. Maybe I could offer a... distraction?;It's 42 
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not your responsibility to keep him stable.", ";") 1 

              msg ("<br/>\"He seemed fine,\" you say.<br/><br/>\"Oh, that's a relief.\" She rests her head on 2 

your shoulder. <br/>") 3 

            } 4 

            else { 5 

              topics = Split("Yikes. I'll have to keep an eye on him.;Why would your ex spiral when you leave? 6 

Do you have some kind of special relationship?", ";") 7 

              msg ("<br/>\"He was pretty broody when I talked to him,\" you say.<br/><br/>\"That's what I 8 

was worried about.\" She sighs.<br/>") 9 

            } 10 

            list add (topics, "He'll miss you just like the rest of us.") 11 

            msg ("\"Why do you ask?\"<br/><br/>\"Oh! He's just... promise you won't tell?\"<br/><br/>You 12 

nod.<br/><br/>\"He's got depression pretty badly. And I just worry that when I leave he'll spiral.\"") 13 

            ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 14 

              switch (result) { 15 

                case ("I don't think you need to worry about it. Maybe I could offer a... distraction?") { 16 

                  msg ("You shrug. \"I don't think you need to worry about it. He seems fine.\"<br/><br/>She 17 

chews on her lip. \"Not worrying is easier said than done.\"<br/><br/>You wrap your arm around 18 

{love.nickname}'s waist and waggle your eyebrows. \"Perhaps I could distract your mind,\" you say half-19 

jokingly.<br/><br/>She giggles, the concerned look banished from her brow. \"Patience,\" she says, 20 

glancing around pointedly. \"We aren't alone just yet.\"") 21 

                  love.eros = love.eros + 1 22 

                } 23 

                case ("It's not your responsibility to keep him stable.") { 24 

                  msg ("You're quiet for a moment, trying to get your words lined up before they spill out of 25 

your mouth. \"It's not your responsibility to keep him happy,\" you finally say. \"I think you're a 26 

wonderful, considerate friend for wanting to help, but there's only so much you can 27 

do.\"<br/><br/>{love.nickname} looks at you with surprise. \"That's... really wise, babe.\"<br/><br/>You 28 

shrug, hoping your cheeks don't look as warm as they feel.<br/><br/>\"You're right,\" she continues. \"I 29 

think I feel more responsible than I ordinarily would because... well...\"<br/><br/>\"Because you dated 30 

him?\" you supply, not without a knotted, difficult feeling that you can't quite define.<br/><br/>\"Well... 31 

yeah,\" she says. \"More specifically, because I dumped him.\"<br/><br/>\"Oh,\" you say, the knotted 32 

feeling loosening slightly. \"I always wondered.\"<br/><br/>\"Yeah. He'd go days, weeks even, without 33 

speaking to me. We weren't even really a couple by then. I was just handcuffed to the blank space left 34 

by his depression.\"<br/><br/>\"Jesus,\" you say. \"I'm sorry, {love.alias}. I see what you mean, 35 

though.\"<br/><br/>\"Yeah,\" she says sadly, slipping her hand into yours. \"I had to do it. But I feel like 36 

I kicked him when he was down. So I've taken care of him ever since.\"<br/><br/>\"{if love.storge < 6:I 37 

don't want you to leave, but... }You leaving might be good... for both of you.\"<br/><br/>She hums in 38 

response, then draws away from you. \"I think I need to go drink about this.\" She grins at her own joke, 39 

brushing the pensiveness from her face as she departs.") 40 

                } 41 

                case ("Yikes. I'll have to keep an eye on him.") { 42 
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                  msg ("\"Yikes,\" you say, shuddering. \"I'll have to keep an eye on 1 

him.\"<br/><br/>{love.nickname} smiles. \"You'll look after him?\"<br/><br/>\"I mean, yeah,\" you say. 2 

\"We're friends. I don't want him to spiral.\"<br/><br/>She kisses your cheek. \"You're a good person. 3 

That makes me feel better.\"<br/><br/>You shrug, hoping your cheeks don't look as warm as they feel.") 4 

                } 5 

                case ("Why would your ex spiral when you leave? Do you have some kind of special 6 

relationship?") { 7 

                  msg ("\"Why would your ex spiral when you leave?\" you ask hotly. \"Do you have some kind 8 

of {i:special} relationship with him?\"<br/><br/>\"Oh.\" {love.nickname} stammers. \"No, I mean I'm his 9 

confidant, but... Hang on.\" She takes a deep breath, then speaks more steadily. \"You're being a bitch. 10 

Amos is my friend and you need to get over it.\"<br/><br/>\"I don't like Amos,\" you tell her. \"I think 11 

he's still in love with you.\"<br/><br/>She frowns. \"So? Last I checked, my relationships don't require 12 

your approval, platonic or otherwise. For what it's worth - not that it's any of your business - I'm never 13 

crossing that bridge again.\"<br/><br/>\"You're right,\" you admit as the tight feeling in your chest 14 

suddenly goes slack. \"I'm sorry, this isn't like me. I guess I just... Things have felt off 15 

lately.\"<br/><br/>{love.nickname}'s expression softens and she hugs you. \"That I can agree with,\" she 16 

says quietly.<br/><br/>{player.parent.description}") 17 

                } 18 

                case ("He'll miss you just like the rest of us.") { 19 

                  msg ("\"Yeah, well,\" you say, \"he'll miss you just like the rest of us. That's what 20 

happens.\"<br/><br/>\"That's what happens when you leave people?\" she asks.<br/><br/>\"Mhm.\" 21 

You studiously look anywhere but at her.<br/><br/>\"You're right, of course,\" she muses. \"Makes me 22 

wonder why any of us bother.\" She turns her gaze to you and says pointedly, \"Pretty soon it'll be your 23 

turn.\"<br/><br/>She wanders off, leaving you with a bitter taste that has nothing to do with the 24 

whiskey.") 25 

                } 26 

                default { 27 

                  msg ("There was an error. Contact kammererj2016@fau.edu with details.") 28 

                } 29 

              } 30 

            } 31 

          } 32 

        } 33 

        case ("gina") { 34 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "gina") 35 

          msg ("\"I don't think Gina's having fun today,\" Merritt says{if player.parent=Gina.parent:, 36 

watching Gina examine the ends of her hair}.<br/><br/>\"No?\" you say. \"I mean, she's usually 37 

quiet.\"<br/><br/>\"Not after a few drinks. But I've watched her down half a jar of moonshine tonight 38 

and she's... brooding.\" Merritt shrugs and takes her glasses off, cleaning them on her skirt. \"I mean, I 39 

guess it's none of my business. I just think if she was having fun she'd be dancing.\"<br/><br/>You frown 40 

and pat Merritt's shoulder, squarely over her charmander tattoo. \"I'm sure she's okay.\"<br/><br/>\"I 41 

hope you're right,\" Merritt says. \"I care a lot about her.\"") 42 
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        } 1 

        case ("jake") { 2 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "jake") 3 

          msg ("\"Jake's being a jerk,\" {love.nickname} grumbles.<br/><br/>\"Oh?\"<br/><br/>\"He won't 4 

stop making these jabs at me for leaving. It's like he resents it but won't have an adult conversation 5 

about it. And he keeps implying that I should stay, and like, I get it... It's sad, I'm sad to go too. But he 6 

needs to stop being a pain in the ass.\"") 7 

          topics = Split("Yeah, that sounds terrible.;Am I making you feel that way too?;Well, that's what 8 

happens...;I could make some jabs at you amid adult conversation, if you know what I mean.", ";") 9 

          ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 10 

            switch (result) { 11 

              case ("Yeah, that sounds terrible.") { 12 

                msg ("\"Yeah, that sounds terrible,\" you say sympathetically. \"I'm sorry you have to deal with 13 

that.\"<br/><br/>{love.nickname} sighs and shrugs. \"Well, it happens,\" she says. \"I can't really blame 14 

him. It's a shitty situation all around. I just wish he realized how hard he's making 15 

it.\"<br/><br/>\"Maybe you should talk to him?\" you suggest.<br/><br/>She grins and wraps you into a 16 

hug. \"There you go, being sensible. Thank you for listening.\"") 17 

                love.philia = love.philia + 1 18 

              } 19 

              case ("Am I making you feel that way too?") { 20 

                msg ("This sounds terribly familiar to your own worries, to be honest. \"Do I make you feel that 21 

way too?\" you ask.<br/><br/>{love.nickname} hesitates before nodding her head in admission. \"Yeah, 22 

sometimes. You also seem to be full of ideas about what I should do... instead of just letting me do my 23 

thing.\"<br/><br/>\"I'm sorry, babe,\" you say. \"Maybe it's a little moot now, but I promise to work on 24 

that.\"<br/><br/>She smiles and wraps her arms around you. \"Hey... no harm, no foul, right?\" She 25 

kisses you softly. \"I appreciate you checking, though.\"") 26 

                love.agape = love.agape + 1 27 

              } 28 

              case ("Well, that's what happens...") { 29 

                msg ("You roll your eyes. \"Well that's what happens, babe,\" you say. \"You leave behind all 30 

the people that love you, they get a little salty.\"<br/><br/>{love.nickname} wilts. \"I... I guess,\" she 31 

says. \"It's a selfish decision. I just thought, you know, they'd understand. Since everyone has to do this. 32 

All of us are on a timer that counts down steadily. Four years and you're out, onto the next 33 

thing.\"<br/><br/>You pat her head. \"I don't think they mean anything by it.\"") 34 

                love.storge = love.storge + 1 35 

              } 36 

              case ("I could make some jabs at you amid adult conversation, if you know what I mean.") { 37 

                msg ("You smile faintly and move some of her hair aside, kissing the back of her neck then 38 

murmuring, \"I could make some jabs at you amid adult conversation, if you know what I 39 

mean.\"<br/><br/>She turns to look at you and rolls her eyes. \"Wow. I'm trying to have a serious 40 

conversation about a problem in my life and that's your response?\"<br/><br/>You feel your heart fall. 41 

\"S-sorry, I-\"<br/><br/>Her face cracks into a grin. \"Nah, I'm messing with you.\" She slips her hand 42 
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behind you and gooses you quickly, then says, \"It'll have to wait until later, but I did find something 1 

interesting at the shop...\"") 2 

                love.eros = love.eros + 1 3 

              } 4 

              default { 5 

                msg ("There was an error. Please email kammererj2016@fau.edu with details.") 6 

              } 7 

            } 8 

          } 9 

        } 10 

        case ("jesse") { 11 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "jesse") 12 

          msg ("Milo runs his fingers through his hair, brushing his bangs from his eyes, then gives you that 13 

bonny smile of his. \"Jesse's real cute, isn't she?\"<br/><br/>\"It's 14 

they.\"<br/><br/>\"What?\"<br/><br/>You shrug. \"Jesse's nonbinary. They are cute, 15 

though.\"<br/><br/>Milo rolls his eyes. \"I don't care what she is as long as she's single.\"<br/><br/>You 16 

stare at him. \"They're like eighteen, dude. Don't touch the freshmen with a ten foot 17 

pole.\"<br/><br/>He grins. \"Well, it isn't ten feet, but it's pretty close to one...\"<br/><br/>Disgusted, 18 

you walk away.") 19 

        } 20 

        case ("leia") { 21 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "leia") 22 

          msg ("\"Leia has the hots for you,\" Sean says suddenly.<br/><br/>\"What?\" you say with a laugh 23 

in your voice.<br/><br/>\"She wants to raw you, I swear on my life. Yo, look behind 24 

you.\"<br/><br/>You do, and there's Leia in a nearby doorway, watching you. She hastily looks away 25 

when your eyes meet. You turn back to Sean.<br/><br/>\"See?\" he says.<br/><br/>\"Doesn't mean 26 

anything,\" you mutter, embarassed.<br/><br/>\"I know she likes your, uh, type.\"<br/><br/>You grin 27 

before even fully processing the feeling behind it. \"Yeah? <br/><br/>\"Lucky little bitch.\" Sean shakes 28 

his head. \"Two girls after you. Too bad you're stuck.\"<br/><br/>{love.nickname} is a sobering thought. 29 

\"I mean, we're inexclusive,\" you say, hoping your voice sounds neutral.<br/><br/>Sean snorts. \"On 30 

paper, sure.\"<br/><br/>You frown at that, but don't argue.") 31 

          SetObjectFlagOn (player, "knowsLeiaLikesYou") 32 

        } 33 

        case ("merritt") { 34 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "merritt") 35 

          msg ("\"Did Merritt show you her new tattoo?\" Amos asks, nursing a beer bottle with a smile{if 36 

player.parent=Merritt.parent: and a glance in Merritt's direction}.<br/><br/>\"Yeah,\" you answer{if 37 

player.parent=Merritt.parent:, following his gaze}. She had hiked her skirt up slightly to show you the 38 

new ankle piece earlier that week.<br/><br/>\"Lovely, don't you think?\"") 39 

          topics = Split("It is.;She is.;Nah.") 40 

          ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 41 

            if (result = "It is.") { 42 
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              msg ("\"It is, yeah,\" you agree, thinking of the delicate black lines.<br/><br/>His smile twitches 1 

upwards some more. \"It's quite... apposite,\" he says, slurring slightly.") 2 

            } 3 

            else if (result = "She is.") { 4 

              msg ("\"She is,\" you say, smirking at his sodden infatuation.<br/><br/>Amos blinks a few times, 5 

then hides his starting grin behind a swig from his beer. \"I haven't the slightest idea what you're 6 

saying,\" he murmurs in a terrible attempt at impartiality.") 7 

            } 8 

            else { 9 

              msg ("\"Nah,\" you say. \"I can't say I'm a fan.\"<br/><br/>Amos scoffs. \"I'd accuse you of 10 

terrible taste,\" he says, \"but alas, that wouldn't be true.\"{if player.parent=love.parent: His gaze flits 11 

over to {love.nickname}.}") 12 

            } 13 

          } 14 

        } 15 

        case ("milo") { 16 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "milo") 17 

          msg ("\"Who the fuck invited Milo?\" Gina asks you. You love it when she swears; her Spanish 18 

accent swells around the vowels, making the words sound so whole and dignified.<br/><br/>\"I 19 

dunno,\" you answer. \"I doubt Leia would have. And {love.nickname} wouldn't have, I can guarantee 20 

that.\"<br/><br/>\"That's what I was thinking,\" said Gina. \"Probably one of the boys.\" She 21 

scowls.<br/><br/>\"Hey... you okay?\"<br/><br/>\"I...\" She takes a deep breath. \"I dated him for two 22 

years,\" she confesses, then adds darkly, \"And I hate him so much.\"<br/><br/>\"I'm sorry,\" you say. 23 

\"Just from what I know of him I can imagine how awful that would have been.\" You move to hug her, 24 

but she starts.<br/><br/>\"Please don't touch me!\" You immediately pull your hands back. Gina runs 25 

her hands through her hair. \"Sorry... I just... Sorry.\"<br/><br/>\"You don't have to apologize,\" you 26 

say. \"I just hope you feel better.\"") 27 

        } 28 

        case ("sean") { 29 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "sean") 30 

          msg ("\"How's life?\" you ask Leia, who chuckles.<br/><br/>\"A little gloomier without Saorsie and 31 

Lena around,\" she admits. \"Sean is a fine roommate, but he's...?\"<br/><br/>\"Grumpy? Clueless? 32 

Fatalistic? A pain in the ass?\"<br/><br/>Leia laughs at your submissions. \"Yes, a bit. I'm starved for 33 

good conversation.\"<br/><br/>You smile. \"That I can offer.\"<br/><br/>\"Hmm.\" Leia steps a little 34 

closer. \"Then I'll have to invite you over sometime.\"<br/><br/>\"Uh. Yes.\"") 35 

        } 36 

        case ("valentine") { 37 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "valentine") 38 

          msg ("Jake throws back a shot and then says, \"Valentine is basically our own personal Info-chan, 39 

only nicer.\"<br/><br/>\"Info-chan?\" You snort. \"You mean from that one game, Panties 40 

Simulator?\"<br/><br/>\"It's not called Panties Simulator,\" Jake says, crossing his bulky 41 

arms.<br/><br/>\"Sure it isn't.\" You wave your hand. \"So why is Valentine our personal Info-42 
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chan?\"<br/><br/>\"Because Val knows everything! You talk to Val for five minutes and they'll give you 1 

something juicy. And they're always put together, nothing out of place. I would not be shocked if 2 

Valentine killed a man.\"{if player.parent=Valentine.parent:<br/><br/>\"No comment,\" says Valentine 3 

from across the room.}<br/><br/>You laugh. \"You've sure been paying Valentine a lot of attention 4 

lately.\"<br/><br/>Jake smiles and pours another shot. \"Why wouldn't I?\"") 5 

        } 6 

        case ("advice") { 7 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "advice") 8 

          msg ("\"May I offer you some advice?\" Amos says abruptly.") 9 

          ShowMenu ("", game.yn, false) { 10 

            if (result="Yes") { 11 

              msg ("\"Yes, I'm curious,\" you tell Amos.<br/>\"Very good,\" he says, draining his beer.") 12 

            } 13 

            else { 14 

              msg ("\"I'd rather you didn't,\" you tell Amos. <br/>\"Too bad,\" he says, draining his beer.") 15 

            } 16 

            OutputTextNoBr ("\"Right.\" He sets the bottle down a little too hard. \"You need to let that one 17 

go.\"<br/>\"Let what go?\" you ask.<br/>\"{love.nickname}.\"<br/>\"Oh.\" You roll your eyes. \"I don't 18 

exactly have a say in the matter, do I?\"<br/>Amos shakes his head. \"You say that, but you don't mean 19 

it. I don't believe for a minute you haven't been dropping hints.\"") 20 

            topics = Split("It's none of your business.;I understand.", ";") 21 

            ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 22 

              if (result = "It's none of your business.") { 23 

                msg ("\"Butt out, Amos,\" you say angrily. \"It's none of your business. You don't have the right 24 

to tell me how to act around her.\"<br/>\"I consider it very much my business!\" he says. \"She's my...\" 25 

He seems to choke on his words there, stopping short.<br/>\"She {i:was} your girlfriend,\" you say 26 

softly. \"Unless I'm missing something?\"<br/>\"No,\" he says sullenly.<br/>\"Good. Now back off.\"") 27 

              } 28 

              else { 29 

                msg ("\"I understand,\" you say. \"You want me to stop trying to influence 30 

her.\"<br/>\"Yeah.\"<br/>You sigh. \"Sometimes it just... comes out. The, uh, emotions.\"<br/>Amos 31 

stares sullenly at the empty beer bottle in his hand. \"I never had that problem,\" he says. \"Rather the 32 

opposite.\"<br/>\"I want her to do what's best for her.\"<br/>\"Good,\" Amos responds. \"Just don't 33 

assume you know what that is.\"<br/>You sigh again.") 34 

              } 35 

            } 36 

          } 37 

        } 38 

        case ("alcohol") { 39 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "alcohol") 40 

          msg ("\"Whoops!\" {love.nickname} stumbles into you with a giggle. You wrap a fond arm around 41 

her to keep her steady. All her flavors appeal to you, but this is one of your favorites - happy, 42 
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uninhibited, leaning into you like she wants your electron rings to fuse. You wonder if it's bad that you 1 

like it when she drinks.<br/><br/>\"How much have you had?\" you ask, tapping her nose 2 

lightly.<br/><br/>She huffs. \"Not that much! I'm properly drunk, not wasted!\"<br/><br/>\"Alright,\" 3 

you say.<br/><br/>\"I learn from my mother's mistakes,\" she insists.<br/><br/>You sigh, thinking back 4 

to all the times you have sat in her family home while her mother went on the invective, nursing a wine 5 

glass. You kiss {love.alias}'s nose. \"I know, babe. You're okay.\"<br/><br/>She smiles, but there's a small 6 

sadness behind it. She buries her face in your shoulder. You sway her gently, enjoying her presence 7 

while you have it.") 8 

        } 9 

        case ("dish") { 10 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "dish") 11 

          msg ("\"I saw earlier that my dish had been cleaned up,\" {love.nickname} says, looking pleased. 12 

\"Any idea who that was?\"<br/><br/>\"Oh, that was me,\" you say.<br/><br/>\"Aww!\" She smiles. 13 

\"Thank you!\"<br/><br/>You shrug, but smile back. \"It was nothing.\"<br/><br/>\"No, it was really 14 

thought ful and sweet!\" she says emphatically. \"Thank you.\"<br/><br/>\"Uh... you're welcome.\"") 15 

          love.agape = love.agape + 1 16 

        } 17 

        case ("games") { 18 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "games") 19 

          msg ("\"How come you've stopped coming to game nights?\" you ask Amos. \"We miss your 20 

excellent DMing.\"<br/><br/>\"O-oh. I've just been... busy.\" Amos scuffs his shoe against the ground. 21 

\"Besides,\" he hastily adds, \"there's no doubt in my mind that Merritt is doing a splendid 22 

job.\"<br/><br/>\"She is,\" you say. \"But we miss you, too.\"<br/><br/>He chuckles. \"I'll see if I can 23 

make it to the next one. Have you seen those previews for-\"<br/><br/>\"Fugue of Fire?\" you say 24 

excitedly.<br/><br/>\"Yes! Game of the Year, I'm calling it now.\"<br/><br/>\"It looks good, but 25 

everyone knows they'll give that to something stupid like a Skyrim port to the 26 

microwave.\"<br/><br/>Amos laughs. \"Fair point. But Fugue deserves it. It really is the perfect use of 27 

the medium to tell a story... Fragmented but coherent... At least, that's what I'm hoping 28 

for.\"<br/><br/>\"And the unreliable protagonist,\" you supply. \"Putting the player in his shoes and 29 

making them question reality.\"<br/><br/>\"Yes!\" Amos grins. \"Look, I could talk video games with 30 

you all day, but my drink is {i:tragically} empty. More later.\"") 31 

        } 32 

        case ("gossip") { 33 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "gossip") 34 

          msg ("Valentine approaches, spinning their hat in their hands then placing it back on their head. 35 

\"Oh my gosh,\" they begin, vowels swelled with sleepy inebriation. \"Have you heard that - no, wait, I 36 

can't tell you!\"") 37 

          topics = Split("That's fine.;Now you have to tell me.", ";") 38 

          ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 39 

            if (result="That's fine.") { 40 

              msg ("\"Uh, that's fi-\"") 41 

            } 42 
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            else { 1 

              msg ("\"Oh come on, Val, now you HAVE to tell m-\"") 2 

            } 3 

            msg ("\"Well if you insist!\" Val places a hand over their heart dramatically. \"A little birdy told 4 

me that you have options after your lovely {love.nickname} departs. And one of them is in this very 5 

apartment!\"<br/>\"I don't-\"<br/>\"No, no! I cannot reveal their identity!\" Valentine interrupts 6 

again.") 7 

            if (player.parent=Leia.parent) { 8 

              OutputTextNoBr ("They jerk their thumb in Leia's direction.") 9 

            } 10 

            else { 11 

              OutputTextNoBr ("They add, \"But it rhymes with Freya!\"") 12 

            } 13 

            OutputTextNoBr ("Val spins away and staggers off. \"Oh, I've said too much!\"") 14 

          } 15 

          SetObjectFlagOn (player, "knowsLeiaLikesYou") 16 

        } 17 

        case ("memory") { 18 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "memory") 19 

          msg ("\"Remember when we ended up drunk on the kitchen floor with Leia telling each other our 20 

life stories?\" The voice comes from behind you, and so do {love.nickname}'s arms as they wrap around 21 

you. She settles her chin on your shoulder.<br/><br/>You crane your neck to give her a little kiss, then 22 

relax again. \"Were we...?\"<br/><br/>\"Yeah,\" she answers. \"We were already seeing each other by 23 

then. But we were pretty new.\"<br/><br/>\"I remember,\" you say. You can feel her cheek plump up 24 

against your neck, a good indication that she's smiling.") 25 

        } 26 

        case ("military") { 27 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "military") 28 

          msg ("\"Hey,\" you ask Leia, \"did you ever figure out your military thing for 29 

ROTC?\"<br/><br/>\"Yeah!\" she answers, perking up. \"I can go into the reserves and go to grad 30 

school, that's a valid option. I still have to decide between that and heading straight to the navy. I think a 31 

graduate degree would let me do the cool shit with outer space though.\"<br/><br/>\"I can't really 32 

argue against the coolness of outer space shit, to be honest,\" you say.<br/><br/>\"So you think I should 33 

do grad school?\"<br/><br/>\"I mean, it's your call.\"<br/><br/>\"I was thinking I should do grad 34 

school.\"<br/><br/>\"Oh, then hell yes, grad school!\"<br/><br/>She beams. \"It's exciting. Though... 35 

I'm kinda tired of school. Oh well, I guess?\"<br/><br/>\"Not much longer until you get to join up,\" you 36 

say consolingly.") 37 

        } 38 

        case ("plans") { 39 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "plans") 40 

          msg ("\"Hey, I was thinking...\" {love.nickname} has materialized at your side. \"{if 41 

game.day=1:You know how we have that thing tomorrow? }Since we're both here, we should just sleep 42 
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together. Makes things easier.\"<br/><br/>\"That does make sense,\" you say. \"Here? Neither of us 1 

can drive at this point.\"<br/><br/>\"If they don't mind,\" {love.nickname} says. \"I'll go ask them.\" She 2 

flounces off to find Sean or Leia. A moment later, she texts you. \"got the ok foor lens and saucec rom\" 3 

You chuckle at her buzzy fingers.") 4 

          SetObjectFlagOn (bed, "permission") 5 

        } 6 

        case ("school") { 7 

          switch (npc) { 8 

            case (love) { 9 

              msg ("You slip your hands into the back pockets of {love.alias}'s jeans. \"Well?\" you ask. \"How 10 

has this very last semester of undergrad gone for our guest of honor?\"<br/><br/>She laughs and turns 11 

her head to receive your kiss. \"I mean, I got through it. But it's weird to think of all the stuff I thought I'd 12 

do and never did. Like, I never published in the undergrad research journal. And now my time is all 13 

out.\"<br/><br/>You rest your chin on her shoulder, pulling your hands from her pockets so you can 14 

wrap your arms around her waist. \"I'd tell you not to beat yourself up over it, but we both know that's 15 

not going to happen.\"<br/><br/>She hums. \"I guess my semester went well. It's my undergraduate 16 

career as a whole that I'm a little disappointed with. I wish I'd found my stride 17 

sooner.\"<br/><br/>\"Story of everyone's fucking life,\" you quip.") 18 

            } 19 

            case (Amos) { 20 

              msg ("You follow Amos' gaze to the hanging letters spelling out \"CONGRADS!\" He catches you 21 

looking and gestures to them. \"I graduated a few years ago. I would have been horrified if anyone did 22 

this for me.\"<br/><br/>\"No parties? Nothing?\"<br/><br/>He grimaces. \"There wasn't much to 23 

celebrate, honestly.\"<br/><br/>\"What was your major?\"<br/><br/>\"Writing,\" he answers with a 24 

note of bitterness. \"Same as {love.alias}. I think I thought I could be a poet, but it's the customer service 25 

life for me, it seems.\"<br/><br/>Unsure of how to respond to your acquaintance's oversharing, you say, 26 

\"Well, it's cool that you're still around after the years have passed.\"<br/><br/>Amos shrugs. 27 

\"Consider it a testament to {love.alias}'s charms that I'm on campus or in the company of people as 28 

often as I am. She drags me out.\"") 29 

            } 30 

            case (Gina) { 31 

              msg ("\"Exams go alright?\" you ask Gina.<br/><br/>\"Fuck!\" she shouts, startling 32 

you.<br/><br/>\"Th-that bad, huh?\"<br/><br/>She runs her hands down her face. \"I... I don't know, 33 

my grades are good and the exams were probably okay, but I just think about school and I can't even 34 

breathe and all I can think about is failing and I just...\" She sighs. \"Yeah.\"<br/><br/>\"Fuck anxiety 35 

attacks. I'm sorry, friend.\"<br/><br/>She worries her lip, but she lifts her head. \"Thank you.\"") 36 

            } 37 

            case (Jake) { 38 

              msg ("\"Yo!\" Jake hails you. \"What's good! How's school, buddy pal?\"<br/><br/>\"Uh, it's fi- 39 

are you drinking an entire bottle of vodka.\"<br/><br/>Jake raises you the bottle of Tito's in his hand 40 

and, with his best shit-eating grin, says \"Cheers!\"") 41 

            } 42 
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            case (Jesse) { 1 

              msg ("\"How'd your semester go?\" you ask Jesse.<br/><br/>Jesse makes a show of laughing 2 

nervously, prompting a laugh of your own. \"It's a cesspool of exhaustion and self-loathing, 3 

characterized largely by a love affair with my bed,\" they answer, still chuckling, then sigh. \"For real, 4 

though. It's been hard.\"<br/><br/>You pat their back. \"Depression's a bitch,\" you 5 

say.<br/><br/>\"Thanks,\" Jesse says. \"She really is.\"") 6 

            } 7 

            case (Leia) { 8 

              msg ("\"Did you figure out your thing for ROTC?\" you ask Leia, whose dogtags glint around her 9 

neck.<br/><br/>She smiles. \"Oh! Yeah, I did. To put it simply, I can go into the reserves and go to grad 10 

school if I want, or I could go directly into the navy in a techy capacity.\"<br/><br/>\"Which are you 11 

thinking?\"<br/><br/>She considers for a moment. \"To be honest, I fucking hate school. But grad 12 

school would probably set me up to do cool space shit.\"<br/><br/>You smile. \"I can't really argue with 13 

the coolness of space shit.\"<br/><br/>\"So you think I should do grad school?\"<br/><br/>\"I mean, it's 14 

your call.\"<br/><br/>\"{love.nickname}'s going to grad school.\"<br/><br/>\"Uh, yes... but you're not 15 

her.\"<br/><br/>Leia smiles wanly, then sighs. \"I know I'm not.\"") 16 

            } 17 

            case (Milo) { 18 

              msg ("\"So, uh, where are you going to school now?\" you ask Milo.<br/><br/>Milo blinks a few 19 

times. \"School?\"<br/><br/>\"I haven't seen you around campus, so I figured you transferred, 20 

or...?\"<br/><br/>\"Or is right. School was holding me back. I'm acting now. The local playhouses are... 21 

well, they're taking their time to accept my true talents, but soon they'll realize what a gem they have. 22 

Why, have you been keeping an eye out for me?\" He leans in with a bonny smile.<br/><br/>\"Uh, no,\" 23 

you say, wondering why you elected to talk to him.") 24 

            } 25 

            case (Sean) { 26 

              msg ("\"Ready for that chem test?\" you ask Sean, who groans.<br/><br/>\"Are you?\" he 27 

retorts.<br/><br/>\"Uh, I'm pretty confident I suppose.\"<br/><br/>Sean lurches closer. \"You've gotta 28 

help me. I'm gonna fail.\"<br/><br/>\"I could quiz you?\" you offer.<br/><br/>He leans back. \"Yeah, 29 

yeah, do that.\"<br/><br/>\"Alright. How many stereogenic centers in carbon?\"<br/><br/>\"Four,\" 30 

Sean says with certainty. You feel a little bad.<br/><br/>\"Five,\" you say.<br/><br/>He sighs and hangs 31 

his head. \"I'm not cut out for this.\"<br/><br/>\"That's not true!\" you say, alarmed. \"You just do a lot 32 

better in the lab than on a test.\"<br/><br/>He smiles grimly. \"I pass slightly above average in the lab. 33 

There are enough smart kids in this field... They need people like you, not people like 34 

me.\"<br/><br/>You hope your face isn't as red as it feels. \"I'm nothing special.\"<br/><br/>Sean 35 

scoffs. \"Bullshit.\"<br/><br/>Awkwardly, you shift back to quizzing. \"How many ster-\"<br/><br/>Sean 36 

waves his hand and shakes his head. \"No, you know, it's... no. Go enjoy the party.\" He stares glumly at 37 

his gin and tonic.") 38 

            } 39 

            case (Valentine) { 40 

              msg ("Valentine materializes at your side and asks you, \"Have you submitted to the 41 

Roar?\"<br/>You jump. \"Jesus, Val, you scared the shit out of me.\"<br/>Val continues, unphased. 42 
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\"You should submit to the Roar.\"<br/>\"Submit to what?\"<br/>Valentine cries out as if wounded and 1 

mock-swoons, cracks an eyelid to check your reaction, then mock-swoons even more 2 

violently.<br/>\"Uh...\"<br/>They sigh and resume their prior position, thumbs hooked through the belt 3 

cinched around their hips. \"The school's literary and arts magazine? That I'm a publisher of? That I tell 4 

you about every semester?\"<br/>\"Oh. I'm not much of an artist...\"<br/>\"Everything's an art if you 5 

try hard enough,\" Val says. \"You've been spending enough time around {love.nickname}. I'm sure you 6 

could come up with something creative.\"") 7 

              topics = Split("Maybe you're right...;I don't think so.", ";") 8 

              ShowMenu ("", topics, false) { 9 

                if (result="Maybe you're right...") { 10 

                  SetObjectFlagOn (player, "artSubmission") 11 

                  msg ("\"That's a good point,\" you say. \"Maybe you're right.\"") 12 

                } 13 

                else { 14 

                  msg ("\"Sorry, I really don't think so,\" you say.") 15 

                } 16 

                msg ("Valentine crosses their arms and observes you with a discerning smile. \"Well, we'll 17 

see!\" they say.") 18 

              } 19 

            } 20 

          } 21 

          list remove (npc.talkToSubjects, "school") 22 

        } 23 

      } 24 

    } 25 

    randNum = 0 26 

  ]]></function> 27 

  <function name="combatStart"> 28 

    game.pov.parent.enemies = NewObjectList() 29 

    game.pov.parent.friends = NewObjectList() 30 

    game.pov.parent.turnOrder = NewObjectList() 31 

    game.pov.parent.allTargets = NewObjectList() 32 

    foreach (i, GetAllChildObjects(game.pov.parent)) { 33 

      if (GetBoolean(i, "isEnemy")) { 34 

        game.pov.parent.enemyNumber = game.pov.parent.enemyNumber + 1 35 

        list add (game.pov.parent.enemies, GetObject(i)) 36 

      } 37 

      else { 38 

        game.pov.parent.friendNumber = game.pov.parent.friendNumber + 1 39 

        list add (game.pov.parent.friends, GetObject(i)) 40 

      } 41 

    } 42 
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    combatRound 1 

  </function> 2 

  <function name="combatRound"><![CDATA[ 3 

    if (game.pov.parent.enemyNumber = 0) { 4 

      msg ("With your final enemy fallen, you{if game.pov.parent.friendNumber>0: and your 5 

{game.pov.parent.friendNumber} companion{if game.pov.parent.friendNumber>1:s}} {command:go 6 

up:ascend the staircase}{if game.pov.parent.friendNumber=0: alone}.") 7 

    } 8 

    else { 9 

      // initiative 10 

      foreach (i, GetAllChildObjects(game.pov.parent)) { 11 

        combatRoll (i.name, "speed") 12 

        if (GetBoolean(i, "thinkFast")) { 13 

          i.successes = i.successes + i.speed 14 

          Log ("Think Fast in effect. Speed added to successes!") 15 

          Log (i.successes + " successes.") 16 

        } 17 

      } 18 

      // ordering turns 19 

      game.pov.parent.turnOrder = ObjectListSortDescending(GetAllChildObjects(game.pov.parent), 20 

"successes") 21 

      foreach (i, game.pov.parent.turnOrder) { 22 

        if (GetBoolean(i, "dead")) { 23 

          list remove (game.pov.parent.turnOrder, i) 24 

        } 25 

        else { 26 

          i.successes = 0 27 

        } 28 

      } 29 

      // taking turns 30 

      foreach (i, game.pov.parent.turnOrder) { 31 

        on ready { 32 

          if (i=game.pov) { 33 

            showCombatMenu (i) 34 

          } 35 

          else if (GetBoolean(i, "underControl")) { 36 

            showCombatMenu (i) 37 

          } 38 

          else { 39 

            allActions = ListCompact(i.attackMenu + i.defendMenu + i.supportMenu + i.specialMenu) 40 

            list remove (allActions, "Back") 41 

            firsttime { 42 
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              randNum = GetRandomInt(0, ListCount(allActions)-1) 1 

              nextAct = ListItem(allActions, randNum) 2 

            } 3 

            do (i, nextAct) 4 

            randNum = GetRandomInt(0, ListCount(allActions)-1) 5 

            nextAct = ListItem(allActions, randNum) 6 

          } 7 

        } 8 

      } 9 

    } 10 

  ]]></function> 11 

  <function name="showCombatMenu" parameters="obj" type="object"> 12 

    game.tempObj = obj 13 

    if (GetBoolean(game.tempObj, "underControl")) { 14 

      msg ("You get to control the {game.tempObj.alias} this round.") 15 

      SetObjectFlagOff (game.tempObj, "underControl") 16 

    } 17 

    ShowMenu ("It's your turn. What would you like to do?", game.tempObj.combatMenu, false) { 18 

      switch (result) { 19 

        case ("Attack") { 20 

          game.tempMenu = game.tempObj.attackMenu 21 

        } 22 

        case ("Defend") { 23 

          game.tempMenu = game.tempObj.defendMenu 24 

        } 25 

        case ("Support") { 26 

          game.tempMenu = game.tempObj.supportMenu 27 

        } 28 

        case ("Special") { 29 

          game.tempMenu = game.tempObj.specialMenu 30 

        } 31 

      } 32 

      ShowMenu ("Choose an action:", game.tempMenu, false) { 33 

        if (result = "Back") { 34 

          showCombatMenu (game.tempObj) 35 

        } 36 

        else { 37 

          do (game.tempObj, result) 38 

          if (GetBoolean(game.tempObj, "intoTheFray")) { 39 

            msg ("The fighter gets another turn this round.") 40 

            SetObjectFlagOff (game.tempObj, "intoTheFray") 41 

            showCombatMenu (game.tempObj) 42 
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          } 1 

        } 2 

      } 3 

    } 4 

  </function> 5 

  <function name="selectTarget" parameters="obj" type="boolean"> 6 

    if (obj=game.pov) { 7 

      ShowMenu ("Who is your target?", game.pov.parent.allTargets, false) { 8 

        obj.target = result 9 

      } 10 

    } 11 

    else { 12 

      obj.target = ListItem(game.pov.parent.allTargets, GetRandomInt(0, 13 

ListCount(game.pov.parent.allTargets)-1)) 14 

    } 15 

  </function> 16 

  <function name="combatRoll" parameters="obj, atr" type="string"><![CDATA[ 17 

    tempObj = GetObject(obj) 18 

    Log ("obj: " + obj + "; " + TypeOf(obj) + " | atr: " + atr + "; " + TypeOf(atr) + " | tempObj: " + tempObj + 19 

"; " + TypeOf(tempObj)) 20 

    Log ("Making a " + atr + " roll for the " + GetDisplayAlias(tempObj) + "...") 21 

    tempObj.successes = 0 22 

    for (anAction, 1, GetInt(tempObj, atr)) { 23 

      result = DiceRoll ("d12") 24 

      if (result>6) { 25 

        Log (result + ": Success!") 26 

        tempObj.successes = tempObj.successes + 1 27 

      } 28 

      else { 29 

        Log (result + ": Failure.") 30 

      } 31 

    } 32 

    Log (tempObj.successes + " successes.") 33 

  ]]></function> 34 

  <function name="combatDamage" parameters="y, yString, obj"> 35 

    randNum = GetRandomInt(x,y) 36 

    obj.hp = obj.hp - randNum 37 

    Log (randNum + " damage to " + GetDisplayAlias(obj)) 38 

  </function> 39 

  <function name="bathroomLine" parameters="npc" type="object"> 40 

    if (GetBoolean(npc, "gottaGo")) { 41 

      if (npc.parent=Apartment Hall 2) { 42 
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        if (not GetBoolean(bathroomExit, "locked")) { 1 

          if (TypeOf(FilterByAttribute(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(Apartment Hall 2), "NpcType"), 2 

"gottaGo", true)) = "objectlist") { 3 

            localList = NewObjectList() 4 

            localList = FilterByAttribute(FilterByType(GetAllChildObjects(Apartment Hall 2), "NpcType"), 5 

"gottaGo", true) 6 

            localNpc = ListItem(localList, GetRandomInt(0, ListCount(localList)-1)) 7 

            localNpc.actions = Split("Move:Bathroom;Pause:player;Unlock:bathroomExit;GoTo:Living Room", 8 

";") 9 

          } 10 

          else { 11 

            npc.actions = Split("Move:Bathroom;Pause:player;Unlock:bathroomExit;GoTo:Living Room", ";") 12 

          } 13 

        } 14 

        else { 15 

          list add (npc.actions, "Move:Living Room") 16 

        } 17 

      } 18 

      else if (npc.parent=Bathroom) { 19 

        SetObjectFlagOff (npc, "gottaGo") 20 

        LockExit (bathroomExit) 21 

      } 22 

    } 23 

  </function> 24 

  <function name="leiaScript"> 25 

    do (Leia, "npcscript") 26 

  </function> 27 

</asl>28 
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Alabaster 
[Available for Online 
Play] [Free] [Mid-
Length] [Easy] 
[https://goo.gl/xTtN7B] 
 “You are seldom 
frightened in these 
woods, but tonight is 
unusual. 
  
Snow White is with you.” 

APPENDIX C 

Recommended Readings and Interactions 

Infrequently updated 
magazine but full of 
material, with a 
backlog of 60+ issues. 
[http://www.spagmag.
org/] 

Varicella 
 
[Best Downloaded] 
[Free] [Long] [Difficult] 
[http://adamcadre.ac/i
f.html#varicella] 
 
“At present, only you 
and the Queen know of 
the King's demise.” 

Photopia 
[Available for Online Play] 
[Free] [Mid-Length] 
[Easy] 
[http://adamcadre.ac/if.
html#photopia] 

“Read you a story? 
What fun would that 
be? I’ve got a better 
idea: let's tell a story 
together." 

 “Your remaining assets: 
about eight more hours 
of a national holiday 
that's spreading the 
police thin; the most 
inconvenient damn 
disguise you've ever 
worn in your life; and 
one full-alphabet letter 
remover. Good luck 
getting off the island.” 

CLASSIC 
CLASSIC 

“You take a deep 
breath of salty air as 
the first raindrops 
begin to spatter the 
pavement, and the 
swollen, slate-covered 
clouds that blanket 
the sky mutter 
ominous portents 
amongst themselves 
over the little coastal 
town of Anchorhead.” 80 Days 

[Download Only] [$9.99] 
[Long] [Easy] 

“Phileas Fogg has 
wagered he can 
circumnavigate the world 
in just 80 days. Travel by 
airship, submarine, 
mechanical camel, 
steam-train and more in 
TIME Magazine's Game of 
2014.” 
Available for purchase on 
Steam, and on Apple and 
Android devices. 

[Available for Online Play] 
[Free] [Long] [Notoriously 
Difficult] 
[https://goo.gl/nEKg8p] 

“As you part your cur-
tains you see that it's a 
bright morning, the sun 
is shining, the birds are 
singing, the meadows 
are blooming, and a 
large yellow bulldozer 
is advancing on your 
home.” 

[Available for Online Play] [Free] 
[Mid-Length] [Moderately 
Difficult] [https://goo.gl/tpN7xk] 

“A sudden noise, as of 
something wooden being 
struck, comes through the 
phonograph. 
‘No. I can trust no one, in 
the end. Not even James. 
Perhaps soon...not even 
myself.’” 

Birdland 
[Available for Online Play] 
[Free] [Mid-Length] [Easy] 
[https://birdland.camp] 

“A young adult text 
adventure about falling 
in love, coming to 
terms with who you 
are, and saving your 
entire summer camp 
from weird alien bird 
monsters.” 

[http://iftechfoundatio
n.org/] 

Dedicated to the 
development of IF. 
Hosts the annual 

[https://ifcomp.org/] 

Tutorial 
[Available for Online 
Play] [Free] [Short] 
[Easy] 
[http://adamcadre.ac/
if/tutorial.html] 
A tutorial to navigating 
interactive fiction, by 
one of IF’s most 
prolific developers. 

Adam Cadre 

CLASSIC 

Galatea [Available for 
Online Play] [Free] [Short] 

[Easy] [goo.gl/CKLGgb] 

“(The artist has since 
committed suicide.)” 

CLASSIC 
Emily Short 

Colossal Cave Adventure 
Will Crowther 
[Available Online Play] 
[Free] [Mid-Length] 
[Moderately Difficult] 
[http://www.amc.com/sh
ows/halt-and-catch-
fire/exclusives/colossal-
cave-adventure] 
The very first interactive 
fiction ever made. 

Twisty Little Passages 
Nick Montfort 
ISBN: 9780262633185 
 
“With Twisty Little Passages, 
Nick Montfort places 
interactive fiction in its 
computational and literary 
contexts, opening up this 
still-developing form to new 
consideration.” 

MIT Laboratory for Computer 
Science 
Tim Anderson, Marc Blank, 
Bruce Daniels, and Dave 
Lebling 
[Available for Online Play] 
[Free] [Mid-Length] 
[Moderately Difficult] 
[https://goo.gl/AaMwxE] 
The first resounding 
commercial success in IF’s 
history. 

CLASSIC 

Anchorhead 
1998 Version 
[Available for Online Play] 
[Free] [Long] [Difficult] 
[http://pr-
if.org/play/anchorhead/] 

2018 Version 
[Download Only] [$9.99] 
[Long] [Difficult] 
Considerably improved. 
Available for purchase on 
Steam or itch.io 

CLASSIC 

Violet 
[Available for Online Play] 
[Free] [Mid-Length] [Difficult] 
[https://goo.gl/RsRtzT] 
 

“Calm down. All you 
have to do is write a 
thousand words and 
everything will be fine. 
And you have all day, 
except it's already 
noon.” 

PERSONAL FAVORITE 

[Available for Online Play] 
[Free] [Long] [Moderate] 
[https://goo.gl/8HAcVj] 
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APPENDIX D 

Flowchart A: Story Cyles 

Current Story Cycle: Countdown Demo 

Fairy Hive 
Carnival 

Date 

Going Away 

Party 

Intended Story Cycle: Countdown 1.0 

Program randomly selects one of the below to enact, 

then removes it from the list.. 

Conclusion Introduction 

In
tro

d
u

c
tio

n
 

C
o

n
c
lu

s
io

n
 

Dream Sequence Waking Event Nonlinear Memory 

x2 

The Bizarre Dream (Fairy Hive) 

The Chased Dream (Prowling 

Beast) 

The Climbing Dream (Ascend the 

Tower) 

Program randomly selects one of the below to enact, 

then removes it from the list.. 

The Early Days (Game Night) 

Late Game (Carnival Date) 

The Fall (Debauchery) 

Program randomly selects one of the below to enact, 

then removes it from the list.. 

In Public (Day Trip to Hometown) 

In Private (Camping Trip) 

With Friends (Going Away Party) 

=
 im

p
le

m
e

n
te

d
 

 

Conclusion will have no reader input, will consist of three distinct scenes, changing based on a certain variables the reader has affected throughout the piece. 

The Parting 

The narrator and lover part ways at the airport. The tone of this 

scene shifts depending on the lover’s four affection values: 

philia, eros, agape, storge 

The Aftermath 

The narrator has a series of flags that turn on when certain 

requirements are met.  This scene will be about their life apart 

from the lover, based on one of those flags. 

The Next Meeting 

The narrator and lover see each other again for the first time 

since parting. This scene will be the same in all versions, save 

perhaps some minor details, and should tonally and logically fit 

any of the prior events. 
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Intended Story Cycle: Countdown 2.0 

Program randomly selects one of the below to 

enact, then removes it from the list. 

In
tro

d
u

c
tio

n
 

C
o

n
c
lu

s
io

n
 

Dream 

Sequence 
Awake: Day Awake: Night 

x2 

The Bizarre Dream (Fairy 

Hive) 

The Chased Dream 

(Prowling Beast) 

The Climbing Dream 

(Ascend the Tower) 

Program randomly selects one of the 

below to enact, then removes it from the 

list. 

The Early Days (Game 

Night) 

Late Game (Carnival 

Date) 

The Fall (Debauchery) 

Program randomly selects one of the below 

to enact, then removes it from the list. 

In Public (Day Trip to 

Hometown) 

In Private (Camping 

Trip) 

With Friends (Going 

Away Party) 

=
 im

p
le

m
e

n
te

d
 

 

Conclusion will have no reader input, will consist of three distinct scenes, changing based on a certain variables the reader has affected throughout the piece. 

The Parting 

The narrator and lover part ways at the airport. The tone of this 

scene shifts depending on the lover’s four affection values: 

philia, eros, agape, storge 

The Aftermath 

The narrator has a series of flags that turn on when certain 

requirements are met.  This scene will be about their life apart 

from the lover, based on one of those flags. 

The Next Meeting 

The narrator and lover see each other again for the first time 

since parting. This scene will be the same in all versions, save 

perhaps some minor details, and should tonally and logically fit 

any of the prior events. 

Nonlinear 

Memory 

On the first night, the reader wakes up in 

their apartment with the lover sleeping 

beside them, but on other days it depends 

on what happened during the day. The 

objective is always to get back to sleep. 

Possible locations: Friends’ Apartment, 

Your Apartment, Campgrounds 

Possible company: Lover, Leia, Saorsie  

Possible flags: Hungover, Guilty 
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Intended Story Cycle: Countdown 3.0 

Program randomly selects one of the below to 

enact, then removes it from the list. 

In
tro

d
u

c
tio

n
 

C
o

n
c
lu

s
io

n
 

Dream 

Sequence 
Awake: Day Awake: Night 

x3 

The Bizarre Dream (Fairy 

Hive) 

The Chased Dream 

(Prowling Beast) 

The Climbing Dream 

(Ascend the Tower) 

Program randomly selects one of the 

below to enact, then removes it from the 

list. 

The Early Days (Game 

Night) 

Late Game (Carnival 

Date) 

The Fall (Debauchery) 

Program randomly selects one of the below 

to enact, then removes it from the list. 

In Public (Day Trip to 

Hometown) 

In Private (Camping Trip) 

With Friends (Going 

Away Party) 

=
 im

p
le

m
e

n
te

d
 

 

Conclusion will have no reader input, will consist of three distinct scenes, changing based on a certain variables the reader has affected throughout the piece. 

The Parting 

The narrator and lover part ways at the airport. The tone of this 

scene shifts depending on the lover’s four affection values: 

philia, eros, agape, storge 

The Aftermath 

The narrator has a series of flags that turn on when certain 

requirements are met.  This scene will be about their life apart 

from the lover, based on one of those flags. 

The Next Meeting 

The narrator and lover see each other again for the first time 

since parting. This scene will be the same in all versions, save 

perhaps some minor details, and should tonally and logically fit 

any of the prior events. 

Nonlinear 

Memory 

On the first night, the reader wakes up in 

their apartment with the lover sleeping 

beside them, but on other days it depends 

on what happened during the day. The 

objective is always to get back to sleep. 

Possible locations: Friends’ Apartment, 

Your Apartment, Campgrounds 

Possible company: Lover, Leia, Saoirse  

Possible flags: Hungover, Sick, Guilty 

The Falling/Flying 

Dream 

The Trapped Dream 

First Date 

Open Mic Night 

In Private (Camping 

Trip Day Two) 

Beach Day 

Note: 
From here, I can simply continue adding more and more scenes, increasing the number of times the cycle runs as seems appropriate; however, I would say this set-up (18 possible randomized scenes, three 

enacted per cycle, with three cycles, for a total of nine scenes per reading, or exactly 50% of the total potential scenes, plus three mostly consistent scenes with about 10 small variations each, one of which 

repeats each cycle) is the ideal for this project. Other projects may benefit from more or from less scenes, or from different scene-to-category-to-cycle ratios. 

Hiking 

The Wet Dream 

Sick Day 
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APPENDIX E 

Flowchart B: Carnival 

The reader’s memory of a 

carnival date with the love 

interest for her birthday. It 

begins at the ticket booth. 

      Carnival Date 

Reader observes love 
interest make a mess 

of a funnel cake 

Food Booths 

Lover tells about 
puking fried oreos 

(shows comfort with 
reader) 

Ferris Wheel 

Chair-o-Planes 

Fun House Game Booth 

Reader observes the 
sunset. 

Narrator recounts 
discomfort at a mildly 
intimate conversation. 

Lover reflects on the 
way perceptions 

change as we age. 

Lover comments on 
the innocence of 

sexuality. 

Narrator reflects on 
winnings. 

Lover displays 
unexpected talent at 

darts. 

Narrator observes the 
lover’s beauty. 

Narrator reflects on the 
differences in people’s 

perceptions. 
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APPENDIX F 

Flowchart C: Debauchery 

The narrator and the lover 

get altered and talk to each 

other while under the 

influence. Set the scene. 

   Debauchery 

Touch 

Chemical Reactions 

Chemical Immortality 

Literature (is Lit) 

Timelines/Universes 
Literary Immortality 

Hunger 

Dry Heat 

Heat Death of the Universe 

This Moment Matters 

Don’t Go 
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APPENDIX G 

Flowchart D: Game Night 

Prior to any romantic 

connections the narrator 

and lover play D&D with 

friends. Set the scene. 

    Game Night 

Saoirse: a Rival 

Lover 

The Table/Map 

Tattoos 

In the Kitchen 

The Characters 

Leia: a Temptress 

Rolling the Dice 

Seduction 

The Party 

Foil Couple (S+L) 
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APPENDIX H 

Map A: Fairy Hive 

 

Exit can be tried / exists 

but is not valid 

1 

3 

4 

 

2 5 

6 

7 

Exit can be passed freely by: 

1) making Rafi sick and informing Lyra 

2) killing Rafi discreetly and informing Lyra 

3) informing Ayla of Lyla’s trickery 

Exit is 

programmed with 

a chance to 

become occupied 

and lock each time 

you try to enter. 

Dream Sequence Map: Fairy Hive 

Notes 
1 

Kitchens, where one can find 

servant’s clothes and a knife. 

Service aspect of this setting 

and of blending in should be 

given more weight in future 

revisions. 

2 

3 

4 Privy, a place where potential 

victims are alone and a place 

where one can find a serum 

that causes nausea and which 

the revelers intentionally drink 

(derivative of Hunger Games). 

The realm of the toilet  seems a 

bit dissonant with the rest of 

the piece. 

5 

6 

First Floor 

Exit can also be bypassed in 

more unfortunate 

circumstances by attacking 

anyone in the Grand Hall or by 

fulfilling the Queen’s request. 

The violent means of getting 

past this door are tonally 

dissonant and should be 

reduced to only one of the 

possible methods in future 

The Grand Hall, where the 

characters mostly remain to be 

spoken to. You can also take the 

wine here. This room is very 

large and could be split into 

several areas on the map. 

Stairs Landing, leading to 

prisons. This is not how it 

works. 

The final room, a prison hallway, where the 

prisoner you’ve been trying to free is. There are 

no guards in this hallway, nobody monitoring the 

prisoners. Very challenging to reader’s 

suspension of disbelief. 

7 The hallways are described as long and winding, 

with many branches, and cells on every side of 

the halls, very much like a hive. For these 

purposes it would not be feasible to add so many 

rooms and ways to interact with them, and 

trying to flesh out the prison would draw focus 

away from the love interest. So, I should 

abandon the prison setting entirely. 

Thoughts: The maps of this setting are perhaps my favorite part and served as my primary inspiration. I love the hive-like look. 

Second Floor 
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Finish 

APPENDIX I 

Map B: Prowling Beast 

Dream Sequence Map: Prowling Beast 

There are 37 squares among which to 

move around in all eight directions. They 

each have a landscape type and many 

have a landmark. These are randomly 

assigned each reading. The objective is to 

reach the finish point, which is made more 

difficult by the chimeric beast prowling 

around the map, searching for the 

interactor. If the interactor is in the same 

square as the beast and is not hidden, the 

beast will menace and the player will have 

one turn to run away. The beast will follow 

until it loses sight of the interactor. If the 

interactor fails to escape, the beast will 

“kill” them, causing them to respawn at 

random and prompting a brief exchange 

implying the female lead has nursed them 

to health. 

Landscape Types: 

Plains: The baseline. Both the protagonist 

and the beast are easily visible. Protagonist 

moves more quickly. 

Lake: The area is full of water. Protagonist 

can swim for five turns before drowning. 

The beast will not go into water but will wait 

on the shore. 

Forest: The beast moves at reduced speed. 

Visibility is impaired. 

Landmarks and Items (An Inexhaustive List) 

Tall Tree [Forest Only]: A 

tree that can be 

climbed. Gives better 

view of area and can be 

used as escape but 

beast will claw lower 

branches off if it sees 

the protagonist in the 

tree. 

Sacred Willow [Forest 

Only]: Imbues the area 

with a protection that 

will prevent the beast 

from wandering to that 

area, though it will still 

go there in a chase. 

Intertwined Trees 

[Forest Only]: 

Serves only as a 

landmark. 

Sandbar [Lake 

Only]: A little strip of 

shore that the 

protagonist can 

rest on so they do 

not drown. 

Clearing [Forest 

Only]: Renders the 

area functionally a 

plain, but without 

the far-seeing 

visibility. 

Ruins [Plains Only]: 

An abandoned 

stone building 

fallen into disrepair. 

Renders the area 

functionally a 

forest. 

Flower Field [Plains 

Only]: Serves only 

as a landmark. 

Memorial Plaque 

[Plains Or Forest]: A 

grave marker set 

into the ground or a 

tree trunk. Only a 

landmark. 

Cat [Plains or 

Forest]: Will react 

to beast’s 

nearness. Can be 

befriended with fish 

and made to follow. 

Fish [Lake Only]: 

Can be caught and 

fed to cat. 

Sunken Boat [Lake 

Only]: Purely a 

landmark. 

Dog [Plains or Forest]: 

Can easily be 

befriended by petting. 

Will lead you to your 

goal but attracts 

beast’s attention. 

Making the dog stop 

following you is more 

of a problem. 

Campfire Remnants 

[Plains or Forest]: Has a 

dagger near the ashes 

that can be picked up. 

Can be used on dog, or 

on beast during its 

attack to reduce its 

speed next round. 

Brush [Plains or 

Forest]: Can be 

hidden in. 

Stone Seat [Plains 

Only]: Serves only 

as a landmark (but 

you can sit on the 

stone if you wish). 
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APPENDIX J 

Map C: Ascend the Tower 

Dream Sequence Map: Ascend the Tower 

Top 

Ground Floor 

2nd Floor 

3rd Floor 

4th Floor 

5th Floor 

5 

5 5 5 

6 

6 6 5 

7 

8 

1 2 3 4 

5 IMP 

HP 20 

SPD 4 

STR 1 

DEF 1 

MAG 4 

6 GOBLIN 

HP 50 

SPD 3 

STR 3 

DEF 3 

MAG 1 

7 MINOTAUR 

HP 150 

SPD 1 

STR 5 

DEF 3 

MAG 2 

8 The lover turns out to be the dark wizard at the top of the tower, 
attempting to open a rift between dimensions. There’s some tapping on 
the fourth wall here; the dimensions in question may well be the dream 
I’m presenting and the waking world I also present—or it could be the 
story I’m presenting and the real world of the reader. In this way the 
overdone, rote nature of this dream sequence’s type of story (in which 
the adventuring party has to kill the evil wizard at the top of the tower, 
a standard fare in Dungeons and Dragons and other tabletop roleplay 
campaigns) is nodded at. 

1 
MAGE 

HP 100 

SPD 2 

STR 1 

DEF 2 

MAG 5 

2 
FIGHTER 

HP 100 

SPD 2 

STR 3 

DEF 3 

MAG 2 

3 
SCOUT 

HP 100 

SPD 5 

STR 2 

DEF 1 

MAG 2 

4 
BRAWLER 

HP 100 

SPD 2 

STR 1 

DEF 2 

MAG 5 
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APPENDIX K 

Map D: Friend’s Apartment 

Waking Scene Map: Friends’ Apartment 

1 

9 

3 

5 

6 

10 

12 

7 11 4 

2 
8 

1 

3 

2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

8 

Notes: Place is much less important to this scene than the person in it. All the characters move about independently. However, because it is a party, I should 

add more objects to interact with so the player feels like there’s an objective. Currently it is quite barren. I intend to add random events that sometimes 

trigger when you enter certain rooms, if the criteria are met, one of which will involve a board game that recalls one of my dream sequences. 

Kitchen, where drinks and some food can be found. 

The love interest brought a pasta dish that can be eaten and cleaned if 

so desired. 

Sean’s bedroom, which currently serves no purpose. Sometimes Sean 

wanders in. 

The front hallway. Purely a transitional space. 

The back hallway. Purely a transitional space, but people congregate 

here waiting for their turn in the bathroom. 

Bathroom. Currently serves no narrative function; it just makes sense 

for there to be one 

Lena and Saorsie’s bedroom. Also a place where people go for privacy. 

There is a bed object here. The couple is out of town and the reader can 

choose to sleep here if they get permission first. 

The living room. Music, snacks, board games. 

Leia’s bedroom. Interactions with Leia are different if you are in her 

bedroom. 

Master bathroom. Currently serves no narrative function; it just makes 

sense for there to be one. 

Balcony. Currently serves no narrative purpose. 
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